**The Alma Mater**

_In the heart of dear old Emory Where the sun doth shine, That is where our hearts are turning 'Round old Emory’s shrine._

_We will ever sing thy praises, Sons and daughters true. Hail we now our Alma Mater, Hail the Gold and Blue!_

_Tho’ the years around us gather, Crowned with love and cheer, Still the memory of Old Emory Grows to us more dear._

_We will ever sing thy praises, Sons and daughters true. Hail we now our Alma Mater, Hail the Gold and Blue!_

—J. Marvin Rast 1918C 29T
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Emory College of Arts and Sciences originated from a concern for higher education in a Christian setting on the part of the Georgia Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church. Chartered in 1836 in Oxford, Georgia, the college was named after John Emory (1789–1835), bishop of the Methodist Episcopal Church. In 1964 the college at Oxford was named Oxford College of Emory University.

Emory College became Emory University by virtue of a charter granted by the Superior Court of DeKalb County on January 25, 1915. Although classes on the Atlanta campus were begun in the schools of law and theology as early as 1916, the college did not move to Atlanta until 1919. The university now includes nine schools, most tracing their origins to years before the chartering of the university itself. These schools are Emory College and Oxford College (1836), the School of Medicine (1854), Nell Hodgson Woodruff School of Nursing (1905), Candler School of Theology (1914), the School of Law (1916), Roberto C. Goizueta Business School (1919), the James T. Laney School of Graduate Studies (1919), and Rollins School of Public Health (1990).

The intent of the founders is perpetuated by the university’s vision statement: A destination university internationally recognized as an inquiry-driven, ethically engaged, and diverse community, whose members work collaboratively for positive transformation in the world through courageous leadership in teaching, research, scholarship, health care, and social action.

A Short History of Commencement at Emory

This is Emory’s 175th commencement. The exercises represent an imposition of medieval academic tradition on an institution that had its roots in the nineteenth-century frontier. The first Emory commencement was held in 1840, four years after Emory College had been chartered and two years after the college’s first classes. That first ceremony, however, was without graduating students, as there were no graduates until the following year. Then, as now, sermons and addresses had a central focus in the exercises, though rarely have these addresses been so crucial as in 1849, when all fifteen members of the graduating class were assigned speaking places and spoke for as long as half an hour each.

Early commencement audiences sat for up to four hours in the midsummer heat to listen to the numerous student and faculty orations on such topics as “Our Government Unfavorable to High Attainment in Literature,” “Social Equality,” and “Modern Refined.” These addresses in the early days were in English, contrary to the practice at many other institutions. As President A. B. Longstreet argued in 1842, speeches in Latin and Greek were “worthy of the name pedantry, and nothing more.” In spite of this advice, several later generations of students instructed their audiences in the ancient tongues.

Academic Dress and Customs

Academic dress goes back to the founding of European universities, which were the products of the intellectual revival of the twelfth century. All medieval students were clerks and consequently wore the dress of clergy. This is the academic costume we wear today, with certain changes introduced in the sixteenth century by Protestant reformers. The oldest articles of academic wear were the robe, over which was worn the habit, usually a kind of tunic with short, wide sleeves. The medieval hood was lined with fur or inexpensive skins and could be gathered around the neck or pulled up on the head as a turban. It is uncertain when different colors became associated with different degrees.

There were four kinds of caps: the round cap, reserved for doctoral dignity; the tena, a round cap with strings tied under the chin, worn by jurists; the square cap; and the Tudor bonnet. At Oxford University in 1565 the square cap became the norm, but the faculties that have become laicized adopted the Tudor bonnet that is still worn by doctoral candidates today. The basic design of all academic costume in the United States was first established in 1895 and was first used at Emory by the Class of 1902. The bachelor’s gown features an embroidered Emory University seal in gold thread and has long, pointed, open sleeves. The master’s gown has longer sleeves, which are closed at the bottom with openings about midway for the hands. Beginning in 2014, the bachelor’s and master’s gowns are made of fabric spun from molten plastic pellets from recycled water bottles. An average of twenty-three post-consumer plastic bottles are used to create each gown, furthering Emory’s commitment to sustainability initiatives. The doctor’s gown has full-length lapels of velvet and bell-shaped sleeves with three horizontal velvet bars. Tassels for bachelor’s and master’s caps are black; tassels of gold thread may be worn by doctors. Gowns and caps are usually black, although Emory and some other schools have specified that their doctors may wear gowns of distinctive colors: Yale’s deep blue doctoral gown, Harvard’s crimson, Columbia’s dark blue, and Emory’s blue and gold are a few that may be seen in the procession.

The hood varies for the respective degrees, the doctor’s hood being longer and fuller than the master’s. The field of study can be determined from the velvet facing on the hood according to the following color scheme: white, the arts; gold-yellow, science; purple, law; apricot, nursing; green, medicine; teal, physical therapy; scarlet, theology; salmon, public health; drab, business; and dark blue, doctors of philosophy. The hood is lined with silk in the colors of the degree-granting institution. For Emory graduates the lining is blue with a chevron of gold.

The president of Emory University wears a badge of office given to the university in 1965 by the Emory chapter, Gamma of Georgia, of Phi Beta Kappa. Designed by Eric Clements of Birmingham, England, and executed by the Worshipful Company of Goldsmiths in London, the solid gold badge is an open teardrop enclosing the raised seal of the university and is suspended on a gold chain.
Samah Z. Meghjee 18Ox 20C
Undergraduate Brittain Award Recipient

During her time at Emory, Samah Meghjee engagingly tackled what it means to be a South Asian in a creative space and a Muslim in the South. With courage, she owned her story and encouraged those around her to do the same.

At Oxford College, Meghjee was a Conduct Board member known for being a respectful and ethical decision maker. She also served as president of the Indian Cultural Exchange, enhancing appreciation of Indian culture especially through use of social media. For her achievements at Oxford, Meghjee was awarded the 2018 Eady Sophomore Service Award.

A resident adviser on both the Oxford and Atlanta campuses, she devised engaging educational programs that brought her community closer. As a tour guide throughout her Emory career, Meghjee contributed to Emory’s recruitment efforts, with many students reporting that they chose Emory after touring campus with her.

As creator and codirector of Hearing Voices, Meghjee contributed to improving student mental health and removing stigma. An interactive showcase of student-authored pieces, Hearing Voices infused gentle comedy into what can be a daunting topic. It was first presented in the living and learning spaces at Oxford. Since debuting, it has become part of the college’s annual theatrical offerings.

Meghjee also was engagement chair for Emory Dark Arts—an arts club focused on student mental health. Beyond being an increasingly sought-after artist in her own right, Meghjee intentionally uses her channels to lift those around her and grant them opportunities.

Her honors thesis, the film Bad Muslims, diversifies the ways that Muslims are represented in Western television. Meghjee wrote, codirected, and edited Therapist Speed Dating, which won a Jury Award, a Silver Tripod Award for Best Story, and was one of five films—out of two thousand—nominated for a Golden Tripod Award for Best Story during Campus Movie Fest 2019.

An accomplished videographer, Meghjee put her skills to use for Emory’s admission office and for the Shanti Bhavan Children’s Project, a school in rural Baliganapalli, India, serving the lowest caste and providing free education and comprehensive care for more than two hundred fifty children.

Mehghjee served on the Emory College Student Advisory Board, as design director of Emory Spoke, public relations chair of the Muslim Students Association, and a tutor with Emory Reads, teaching young Spanish-speaking children English. With each new role, she has come into more convincing view as someone unapologetic about her passions, determined in her pursuit of excellence, and fiercely committed to change where it is needed.

Cody M. Long 20L
Graduate Brittain Award Recipient

Early on, Cody Long made the decision to pursue with equal vigor his studies at Emory School of Law and impassioned service to the broader university and Atlanta community.

While maintaining a high grade-point average, he served as vice president for academic affairs with Emory Law’s Student Bar Association. For two years, Long also represented the Student Bar Association on the University Senate.

He was a thoughtful contributor to several key committees of the University Senate, including the Executive Committee, the Open Expression Committee, the Title IX Working Group, and the Committee on Naming Honors, whose charge is to evaluate the appropriateness of named programs and buildings at the university.

Long was active in the Latin American Law Students Association and the Lamar Inn of Court, the law school’s chapter of the American Inns of Court, dedicated to supporting professionalism among lawyers. In addition, he participated in the critical work of four faculty hiring committees.

As a house director for Residence Life, he ably responded to student crises, assisted with hiring residential advisers, planned and executed educational programming, and trained in suicide prevention and sexual-assault response.

This past year, Long led the university’s Graduate Student Government Association as president, fulfilling his promise to amplify student voices. Long took a number of steps to bring undergraduates and graduate students into more effective association and to create channels for more and improved student engagement with governance issues. He also initiated dialogue with the Office of the Provost to develop an interdisciplinary certificate program for graduate students, and he created a transportation working group to provide graduate students better options.

Wanting student voices to be recognized at every level of university life, Long served as a counselor to the Campus Life Committee of the Board of Trustees. He also met with the board chair, as the Presidential Selection Committee was being formed, to recommend meaningful student involvement on the committee. The Presidential Selection Committee’s efforts successfully concluded recently with the naming of Emory’s twenty-first president.

From the start of his law school career, Long served as a case-worker for the International Refugee Assistance Project. He helped prepare clients’ applications for asylum status, conducted congressional inquiries on behalf of refugees, and connected them to non-profit resources in their host country.

Through Emory’s International Humanitarian Law Clinic, Long conducted research on behalf of detainees at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. While interning at the Georgia Asylum and Immigration Network, Long drafted applications for visas and prepared client cases for immigration court. As an extern with the DeKalb County District Attorney Special Victims Unit, he conducted research and made policy recommendations regarding survivor-defendants of intimate partner violence and human trafficking; prepared evidence, witnesses, and sentencing/bond recommendations; and argued motions on behalf of the state in criminal cases.

An inspiring role model for how to use one’s education to address inequities and imbalances of power, Long never sought recognition in his own right but rather on behalf of the many communities that he energetically and compassionately represented.
Deborah Lipstadt enjoys a well-deserved reputation as one of the world’s foremost public scholars. Managing that level of engagement, for some scholars, can mean scaling back on teaching. That has not been so for Lipstadt, whose greatest joy and professional satisfaction is in her encounters with students. Known as a transformational teacher, Lipstadt relishes helping young people shape their lives, challenging them, exposing them to new ideas, and learning from them in return.

As she travels the world—a leading voice for tackling the issues of race and antisemitism—she often encounters former students who acknowledge the indelible impact she has had on their lives. In 1997, she won an Emory Williams Award for her record of excellence in undergraduate teaching; in 2019, she won the George P. Cuttino Award for Excellence in Mentoring.

Lipstadt came to Emory in 1992 as an associate professor of religion and soon thereafter was named the Dorot Professor of Modern Jewish and Holocaust Studies. She founded Emory’s Tam Institute for Jewish Studies and was its first director from 1998 to 2008.

Beyond Lipstadt’s superb skill as a teacher, her professional and life experiences make her a fascinating figure in the classroom. She made history in her own right when she was sued for libel by David Irving, a British Holocaust denier. The case, which was filed in England and lasted six years, resulted in this summation from the Times of London on April 14, 2000: “History had its day in court and scored a crushing victory.” Her book History on Trial looks back at this extraordinary time, and it provided a foundation for the 2016 feature film Denial.

A historical consultant to the US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Lipstadt helped design the section of the museum dedicated to the American Response to the Holocaust. She was appointed by President Bill Clinton to the United States Holocaust Memorial Council, on which she served two terms.

In a career that has seen her courageously defend free speech and call out lies disguised as facts, it is not unusual to see her testify before the US Congress. From 1996 through 1999, she served as a member of the US State Department Advisory Committee on Religious Freedom Abroad, advising Secretary of State Madeleine Albright. In 2005, President George W. Bush asked her to be part of a small delegation that represented the White House at the sixtieth anniversary of the liberation of Auschwitz. On April 11, 2011, the fiftieth anniversary of the start of the Adolf Eichmann trial, she gave a public address at the State Department on the trial’s impact. In January of this year, she testified before the US Commission on International Religious Freedom.

As Lipstadt noted in a keynote address during last year’s Emory-hosted conference, Academic Freedom and Free Speech on Campus: “It is in the free exchange of ideas that extremists are revealed to be what they are. We have to be the unwelcome dinner guest, not sitting silent in the face of bigotry.” She has shown continuous energy and commitment to being a truth-teller in as many ways as she can—making all of us, in a sense, her students.

Lipstadt’s current book, Antisemitism: Here and Now—which garnered a 2019 National Jewish Book Award—reflects a career spent in the classroom and great respect for the voice of her students. It unfolds as a series of conversational letters Lipstadt writes to two fictional acquaintances: an inquisitive college student and a campus colleague, composites of people she has known across more than forty years of teaching. She just completed a year-long fellowship as the Iva Levine Invitational Scholar at the US Holocaust Memorial Museum, where she has been crafting online teaching materials to accompany the book.

Considering teaching a “privilege and responsibility,” Lipstadt ascribes her success to just a few elements: “Teach something you really care about. And tell a good story, one that adheres strictly to the facts, but is told in a compelling fashion. Give it depth. And leave students with more questions than they came in with.”

The Exemplary Teacher Award

Chosen by the university president from nominations by the deans on behalf of the United Methodist Church Board of Higher Education and Ministry.

Deborah Lipstadt
Dorot Professor of Modern Jewish History and Holocaust Studies
Emory College of Arts and Sciences

As a result of Lisa Tedesco’s visionary leadership, Laney Graduate School offers its more than 1,800 students in forty-plus degree programs best-of-class opportunities for interdisciplinary study, professional development, and career planning.

Since her arrival as dean in 2006, Tedesco has pioneered far-ranging, constructive change. According to her nominators, “It is now difficult to remember what the graduate school was like before Dean Tedesco arrived to lead it. Her courageous leadership has resulted in an extraordinary set of structural changes, innovative new programs, and educational infrastructure.”

In her early years, Tedesco set to work creating a sustainable model for the graduate school, both financially and structurally, one on which it has continued to build with increasing success. Key achievements include bringing student stipends up to five years of support in doctoral programs and providing health insurance for graduate students.

Understanding the need for Emory’s graduate students to be as competitive as possible, Tedesco pioneered finely tuned programs that now include expanded opportunities for grant writing and public scholarship for students in the humanities and social sciences; a totally redesigned system for professional development funding for research, conference attendance, skills, and language training; and a recent redesign of the Teaching Assistant Training and Teaching Opportunity program. Many of these programs have become models for other universities.

With faculty leadership, she helped create the Jones Program in Ethics to educate all graduate students in issues of research integrity. Laney Graduate School received national attention and support through grants received from the Council for Graduate Schools in 2008 and again in 2012, with the express goal of contemporary scholarly ethics and research integrity preparation for doctoral students.

Long a committed supporter of diversity and inclusion, Tedesco—along with her team—developed systematic plans and structures for the recruitment, retention, and successful matriculation of a diverse student body. Laney Graduate School created the Centennial Scholars Fellowship program, which recruits and supports the successful matriculation of scholars from historically underrepresented groups. Additionally, the Laney Graduate School leadership team facilitated the development of the Women in Natural Science Fellowship for women in certain STEM disciplines at the university and also established and expanded Emory’s partnership with historically black colleges and universities and other minority-serving institutions.

During this same period of devoted service to Emory and Laney Graduate School, Tedesco has held leadership positions in virtually

The Thomas Jefferson Award

Awarded each year to a faculty member or administrative officer for significant service to the university through personal activities, influence, and leadership.

Lisa Tedesco
Dean, James T. Laney School of Graduate Studies
Vice Provost, Academic Affairs—Graduate Studies

As a result of Lisa Tedesco’s visionary leadership, Laney Graduate School offers its more than 1,800 students in forty-plus degree programs best-of-class opportunities for interdisciplinary study, professional development, and career planning.

Since her arrival as dean in 2006, Tedesco has pioneered far-ranging, constructive change. According to her nominators, “It is now difficult to remember what the graduate school was like before Dean Tedesco arrived to lead it. Her courageous leadership has resulted in an extraordinary set of structural changes, innovative new programs, and educational infrastructure.”

In her early years, Tedesco set to work creating a sustainable model for the graduate school, both financially and structurally, one on which it has continued to build with increasing success. Key achievements include bringing student stipends up to five years of support in doctoral programs and providing health insurance for graduate students.

Understanding the need for Emory’s graduate students to be as competitive as possible, Tedesco pioneered finely tuned programs that now include expanded opportunities for grant writing and public scholarship for students in the humanities and social sciences; a totally redesigned system for professional development funding for research, conference attendance, skills, and language training; and a recent redesign of the Teaching Assistant Training and Teaching Opportunity program. Many of these programs have become models for other universities.

With faculty leadership, she helped create the Jones Program in Ethics to educate all graduate students in issues of research integrity. Laney Graduate School received national attention and support through grants received from the Council for Graduate Schools in 2008 and again in 2012, with the express goal of contemporary scholarly ethics and research integrity preparation for doctoral students.

Long a committed supporter of diversity and inclusion, Tedesco—along with her team—developed systematic plans and structures for the recruitment, retention, and successful matriculation of a diverse student body. Laney Graduate School created the Centennial Scholars Fellowship program, which recruits and supports the successful matriculation of scholars from historically underrepresented groups. Additionally, the Laney Graduate School leadership team facilitated the development of the Women in Natural Science Fellowship for women in certain STEM disciplines at the university and also established and expanded Emory’s partnership with historically black colleges and universities and other minority-serving institutions.

During this same period of devoted service to Emory and Laney Graduate School, Tedesco has held leadership positions in virtually
every major national organization related to graduate education, including the Council of Graduate Schools, the Association of American Universities' Association of Graduate Schools, and the Graduate Record Examination board of directors.

The consensus, among all who know her, is that she simply does not rest from working to provide ever-increasing support for students and striving for greater achievement and reputation both for the graduate school and for Emory. Such a record—exemplifying a rare depth and breadth of accomplishment, impact, and devoted service—is precisely what the Thomas Jefferson Award is intended to recognize.

---

The Provost’s Distinguished Teaching Award for Excellence in Graduate and Professional Education

Cecelia Bellcross  
Associate Professor of Human Genetics  
School of Medicine

Dian Dowling Evans 90N  
Clinical Professor, Emergency Specialty Coordinator  
Nell Hodgson Woodruff School of Nursing

Monique Hennink  
Associate Professor of Global Health  
Rollins School of Public Health

Helen Kim  
Assistant Professor of American Religious History  
Candler School of Theology

Michael Kramer 97A 09G  
Associate Professor of Epidemiology  
Rollins School of Public Health

Robert Parrish  
Assistant Professor of Practice  
School of Law

Usha Rackliffe  
Associate Professor in the Practice of Accounting  
Goizueta Business School

---

The Emory Medal

The Emory Medal honors outstanding alumni for their achievement and service to Emory University and to the Emory community.

Mary S. McCabe 72BSN  
Richard R. Souviron 58C 60D

---

The Conferring of Degrees

The conferring of degrees was authorized in formal session by the Board of Trustees of Emory University on the recommendation of the president and the faculties. On May 11, 2020, Chair Robert C. Goddard III symbolically authorized President Sterk to confer degrees upon the graduates, including the recipients of honorary degrees.

---

Honorary Degrees

Alison Singer  
Autism Champion, Courageous Research Proponent, Loving Mother and Sister  
Doctor of Science, honoris causa

As recently as 2005, autism was virtually unknown. Since then, it has emerged as a massive public health challenge. To improve life for those with the condition, Alison Singer—a sister and mother to individuals with autism—has contributed her exceptional communications skills, profound empathy, personal valor, and an unwavering commitment to science.
She knows firsthand the dark past of how society once dealt with autism. At the age of five, she would accompany her parents when they visited her brother. He was at an institution that symbolized what was wrong with America’s care of its neurodevelopmentally disabled citizens. Now serving as the legal guardian for her brother, Singer works relentlessly to end the stigma associated with the condition and to ensure that those with severe symptoms receive the best care possible.

After earning an undergraduate degree in economics from Yale University and a master’s degree from Harvard Business School, Singer was hired as vice president of programming for the cable division of NBC. When an NBC executive became the president of Autism Speaks, a new advocacy organization, Singer was hired as its first employee. In that role, she became the architect of one of the most effective communications campaigns in the history of public health.

In her capable hands, the organization’s website became the most highly trafficked in the autism world. Through inspired media outreach, Singer did the hard work of elevating “autism” to the global vocabulary.

And she not only brought greater recognition of the condition to every corner of society, she also influenced how the prevalence rates—which are deeply affected by parents’ and providers’ awareness of autism—were measured. As Singer’s award-winning campaigns reached underserved sectors of the community, the prevalence rate in the Hispanic community increased 110 percent and 96 percent in the African American community. Eyes were being opened to the condition, and in the process, self-advocates gained a voice to fight for their rights and insurance providers were pressured into paying for coverage of evidence-based screening.

From there, many more positive benefits resulted, including an exponential growth in funding of autism research by the National Institutes of Health; the creation of the Interagency Autism Coordinating Committee; the Combating Autism Act of 2006, signed by President George W. Bush, authorizing nearly one billion dollars in expenditures over five years; and the proliferation of Autism Speaks affiliates in many countries.

When a flawed study in the *Lancet* gave rise to the anti-vaccination movement, Singer courageously chose to become the voice of science and founded the Autism Science Foundation. Though starting small in many ways, its reach was not: Singer attracted the most distinguished investigators in autism research, including the director of the National Institutes of Health, Thomas Insel. Undeterred by public attacks from those in the anti-vaccination movement, Singer has been resolute in her commitment to foster science across disciplines, fund the best science, and ensure that junior-level investigators receive the support they need to dedicate their lives to autism research. No one has worked more effectively to neutralize counter-science trends capable of harming children and of jeopardizing one of medicine’s most important achievements: vaccination.

Singer has been sought after by some of the leading academic centers of autism research, among them the Yale Child Study Center, the Seaver Center at Mount Sinai, the Marcus Autism Center at Emory and Children’s Healthcare of Atlanta, and the University of North Carolina Autism Center. She is also on the external advisory board of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. The American Academy of Pediatrics named her an autism champion in 2012. Singer became chair of the Communications Committee of the International Society for Autism Research, the main organization for autism research in the world, and joined the International Society for Autism Research Scientific Program Committee. In 2017, she received the society’s Advocate of the Year award.

The science of autism, which Singer has done so much to bolster, is successful to the extent that it is propelled by principles of benevolence, beneficence, and justice. Day to day, it can be hard to insist on these values. Singer does so in ways that will remembered by the next generations of families affected by autism and by the scientists, clinicians, and policymakers inspired by her and dedicated to advancing knowledge of this condition.

**Françoise Barré-Sinoussi**

*Groundbreaking Virologist, World Health Advocate, Nobel Laureate*  
*Doctor of Science, honoris causa*

Françoise Barré-Sinoussi grew up in the nineteenth arrondissement of Paris, fascinated by the wonders of the natural world.

While pursuing her undergraduate degree through the Faculty of Science at the University of Paris, she did what was unusual at the time: volunteered her services to both private and public laboratories because she wanted the assurance that she was making the right career choice.

Jean-Claude Chermann at the Institut Pasteur—whose lab was then studying the relationship between retroviruses and cancers in mice—expressed enthusiasm for the research she was doing. She earned a PhD at the Institut Pasteur and completed postdoctoral work at the National Cancer Institute in Bethesda, Maryland.

In 1982, a clinician at a Paris hospital consulted Luc Montagnier, her colleague at the Institut Pasteur, about what was known at the time as “gay-related immune deficiency,” suspecting that it might be caused by a retrovirus.

Barré-Sinoussi and Montagnier were able to culture cells taken from the lymph nodes of these patients and soon after detected the enzyme reverse transcriptase—proof that they were dealing with a retrovirus. Within a year, they had made extraordinary progress isolating, amplifying, and characterizing the virus, discovering that it required fusion with T-lymphocyte cells in order to replicate.

In May 1983, they published their findings in *Science*, suggesting that the virus—which they termed lymphadenopathy-associated virus—was the causative agent of AIDS. That same month, Barré-Sinoussi came to the fabled Cold Spring Harbor Lab on the north shore of Long Island to share her insights with researchers from the National Institutes of Health and Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.

Making her career at the Institut Pasteur, Barré-Sinoussi was appointed head of the Biology of Retroviruses Unit in 1992. In addition to giving countless hours to her work in the lab, she also understood the need to see the disease in context, especially in resource-limited countries. Her visits opened our eyes to the dire conditions in which so many experienced the disease. Through her auspices, enduring exchanges were set up between young scientists in Africa and Asia and researchers in Paris.

In 2008, for their discovery of HIV, she and Montagnier earned the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine. In the broad light of that immense world stage, Barré-Sinoussi—in her Nobel Lecture—was as much prospective about next steps as she was retrospective about her enormous role in advancing the science.

She was elected to the International AIDS Society Governing Council in 2006 and served as president from 2012 to 2014. Barré-Sinoussi proposed the International AIDS Society initiative Towards an HIV Cure, which has resulted in an international, multidisciplinary network of stakeholders to ensure the prioritization of HIV cure in the global health agenda. Advocating for increased investment and resource optimization, the initiative brings together private-sector partners and cure researchers.

As Barré-Sinoussi also recognizes and speaks about frequently, HIV can be a powerful tool for unravelling future scientific knowledge. Research on HIV has significantly contributed, for example, to understanding the delicate relationship between viruses and hosts. Continued effort to understand the complex virus also has revealed
novel cellular partners that may be involved in controlling infection. And future research on understanding the immune responses induced by HIV will provide more information on the complex cross-talk between innate and adaptive immunity.

Nearly forty years after her discovery, 38 million people around the world are still living with HIV. For someone who has achieved so much, Barré-Sinoussi does not hesitate to say that the progress, though life-changing for so many people, “is not enough.” Named one of Time’s 100 Women of the Year in 2020, Barré-Sinoussi sees every honor that comes her way as another opportunity to focus all of us on the work ahead.

She retired from the Institut Pasteur in 2015, but her work continues. Beyond her contributions to the International AIDS Society, Barré-Sinoussi joins expert panels at the international level and coordinates research programs in Southeast Asia, particularly Vietnam. As she correctly predicted five years ago, “I think I’m going to be very busy as a volunteer.”

Bryan Stevenson
Fighter for Justice, Seeker after Truth, Voice for the Unheralded
Doctor of Laws, honoris causa

After earning degrees from the John F. Kennedy School of Government and Harvard Law School, Bryan Stevenson put his passion for justice into action, joining—and later directing—the Alabama arm of the Southern Center for Human Rights, which serves people impacted by the legal system in the Deep South.

When Congress eliminated funding for death-penalty defense, Stevenson took bold steps to fill that gap—founding the Equal Justice Initiative in 1989, where he has served as executive director ever since. In 1995, he was awarded a MacArthur “Genius” grant, which he funneled into the Equal Justice Initiative, guaranteeing a death-penalty defense of anyone in Alabama, the state with the highest per capita rate of death-penalty sentencing.

Stevenson is widely known for work he did as a young lawyer to free Walter McMillian of a crime he did not commit—a story told in his award-winning book, Just Mercy, which became a 2019 film. One irony of McMillian’s case was that it took place in Monroeville, Alabama, where Harper Lee grew up and wrote To Kill a Mockingbird. When Stevenson arrived to take on the case of McMillian—who, he says, was “obviously innocent”—and found a community proud of the ideals in Lee’s fiction, he acknowledges that “the disconnect was important for me to explore.”

During more than three decades of inspired leadership at the helm of the Equal Justice Initiative, Stevenson has brought greater fairness and equity to the legal system, documenting widespread racial bias in the administration of the death penalty and challenging racial discrimination in areas such as jury selection and sentencing.

Of the 167 people released from death row since 1973, the Equal Justice Initiative is responsible for more than 135 of those exonerations. One such individual, Anthony Ray Hinton, works for the Equal Justice Initiative as a community educator after spending nearly thirty years on Alabama’s death row. “This is the beautiful part of my work,” says Stevenson, “when we can see redemption on display in the lives of people who finally have won their freedom.”

Time and again, Stevenson has stood up for vulnerable people facing execution, including those with mental illness. Care for the welfare of children also has been central to Stevenson’s work. In Miller v. Alabama, the US Supreme Court sided with the Equal Justice Initiative, striking down mandatory life-without-parole sentences for all children seventeen or younger. As a result, more than a thousand people have been resentenced, and hundreds have been released.

Believing there is nothing “inherently purposeful or valuable about incarceration,” Stevenson uses his platform as an acclaimed human rights lawyer and activist to spearhead meaningful dialogue about reducing the US prison population by half in the next decade. While never losing sight of this goal, Stevenson and his team daily file lawsuits and complaints about conditions in Alabama’s prisons, the nation’s most deadly and overcrowded system.

Stevenson also led the creation of two nationally acclaimed cultural sites that opened in Montgomery in 2018: the Legacy Museum and the National Memorial for Peace and Justice.

He is the recipient of numerous awards, including the ABA Medal, the American Bar Association’s highest honor; the National Medal of Liberty from the American Civil Liberties Union; and the Martin Luther King Jr. Nonviolent Peace Prize from the King Center in Atlanta, among others. He serves as professor of law at the New York University School of Law.

He pursues difficult work with hope, but he also does not hesitate to bring all that he can to the fight, believing that “justice only comes when we do uncomfortable things.”
Recognition of Faculty and Staff Retirements

Recognition of recently retired members of the faculty, administration, and staff. Year indicates initial employment at Emory.

Faculty and Administrators

Janice E. Akers (1998)
Catherine Sellers Barnes (1998)
Mark Bauerlein (1989)
Deborah Ann Baumgarten (1991)
David R. Blumenhal (1976)
Patricia H. Bridges (2001)
Kathleen Cleaver (1996)
Gray F. Crouse (1984)
Angel R. Cuadrado (1991)
Christopher Curran (1970)
Franciscus B. M. de Waal (1986)
David R. Blumenthal (1976)
Deborah Ann Baumgarten (1991)
David R. Blumenhal (1976)
Patricia H. Bridges (2001)
Kathleen Cleaver (1996)
Gray F. Crouse (1984)
Angel R. Cuadrado (1991)
Christopher Curran (1970)
Franciscus B. M. de Waal (1986)
Richard F. Doner (1986)
Durval Angel Ferrari (1997)
Roderick Wallace Gilkey (1990)
Wayne M. Barnes (1993)
Elizabeth Rita Barrett (1992)
Brenda K. Baxter (1981)
Melissa A. Boone (1994)
Jerrold D. Brantley (1988)
William C. Bryant (1994)
Phyllis Ann Bullard (1988)
Blanche W. Burch (1987)
Deborah J. Carlisle (1987)
Lettie Jo Carter (1990)
Lydia Stewart Castle (1994)
Jane Moss Caudle (1983)
William Franklin Choate (1987)
Sallie Florence Clayton (1985)
Juanita Reynolds Davis (1992)
Caryl Elliott (1988)
Margaret M. Fraher (1992)
Ruby D. Halcomb (1980)
John Francis Healey (1985)
Stacy Harman Holloway (1986)
Linda L. Howell (1989)
Marian Ann Hudson (1982)
Tudor Iordache (1988)
Margaret Elizabeth Jenkins (1993)
Ida Jones-Render (1990)
Bogumila Konieczny (1989)
Holly Weaver Korschun (1984)
Michael Kraetz (1992)
Deborah E. Martinson (1974)
Suzanne Mason (1991)
Linda Louise McCollum (1982)
Susan Irene Mead (1978)
Harrison Miller (1986)
Khaleelah Muwwakkil (1980)
Janice L. Parmer (1991)
Yolanda E. Rhodes (1992)
Aarawhanna W. Roe (1984)
Karon Gayle Schindler (1986)
Saskala Selvaraj (1992)
Allen Dale Shelton (1986)
Martha Grant Shull (1994)
Cathy Lee Smith (1972)
Michael Benjamin Smith (1982)
John B. Stiles Jr. (1985)
Dottie Thomas (1985)
Patricia Ann Thomas (1987)
Robert A. Waggoner (1986)
Jean B. Walker (1993)
Martha M. Walsh (1992)
Kristin Hamernik West (1989)
Joann G. White (1985)
Mary Margaret Williams (1991)
Yvette Proult Wright (1987)
Debra Sarah Zingarelli (1993)

In Memoriam

We pause in memory of those members of the Emory community lost to us in the past year.

Students
Amy Beatrice Che 21B
Liliana Considine 19N
Robert Aaron Driggers III
16PH 24G
Philip Joseph Kachmar 19L

Staff
Dollie Durrett Daniels 91PH
Ishna J. Hall
Deepak Kikeri

Retired Staff
Priscilla Campbell Echols

Faculty
Michael E. McConnell (2000)
Timothy Kerrill McDonough (2019)
David K. Monson (1988)
Judith R. Moore (1999)
Gordon D. Newby (1993)
Carol Ann Newsom (1980)
Paul Rubin (1991)
Susan A. Safley (1993)
David Smith (2007)
Samuel H. Speck (2001)
Noriko Takeda (1992)
Nancy J. Thompson (1981)
Paige E. Tolbert (1993)
Arthur H. Yancey II (1993)
S. Yedvobnick (1985)
Shozo Yokoyama (2002)
Deborah D. Ashtiani (1991)

Staff
Twenty-five or more years of service
Deborah D. Ashtiani (1991)
Wayne M. Barnes (1993)
Elizabeth Rita Barrett (1992)
Brenda K. Baxter (1981)
Melissa A. Boone (1994)
Jerrold D. Brantley (1988)
William C. Bryant (1994)
Phyllis Ann Bullard (1988)
Blanche W. Burch (1987)
Deborah J. Carlisle (1987)
Lettie Jo Carter (1990)
Lydia Stewart Castle (1994)
Jane Moss Caudle (1983)
William Franklin Choate (1987)
Sallie Florence Clayton (1985)
Kimberly O'Brien Comstock (1982)
Juanita Reynolds Davis (1992)
Caryl Elliott (1988)
Margaret M. Fraher (1992)
Ruby D. Halcomb (1980)
John Francis Healey (1985)
Stacy Harman Holloway (1986)
Linda L. Howell (1989)
Marian Ann Hudson (1982)
Tudor Iordache (1988)
Margaret Elizabeth Jenkins (1993)
Ida Jones-Render (1990)
Bogumila Konieczny (1989)
Holly Weaver Korschun (1984)
Michael Kraetz (1992)
Deborah E. Martinson (1974)
Suzanne Mason (1991)
Linda Louise McCollum (1982)
Susan Irene Mead (1978)
Harrison Miller (1986)
Khaleelah Muwwakkil (1980)
Janice L. Parmer (1991)
Yolanda E. Rhodes (1992)
Aarawhanna W. Roe (1984)
Karon Gayle Schindler (1986)
Saskala Selvaraj (1992)
Allen Dale Shelton (1986)
Martha Grant Shull (1994)
Cathy Lee Smith (1972)
Michael Benjamin Smith (1982)
John B. Stiles Jr. (1985)
Dottie Thomas (1985)
Patricia Ann Thomas (1987)
Robert A. Waggoner (1986)
Jean B. Walker (1993)
Martha M. Walsh (1992)
Kristin Hamernik West (1989)
Joann G. White (1985)
Mary Margaret Williams (1991)
Yvette Proult Wright (1987)
Debra Sarah Zingarelli (1993)

Faculty
Pellom M. McDaniels III
06G 07G
James David Rosenfeld

Administrator / Retired Faculty
Grover C. Dill

Retired Faculty
Larry D. Byrd
Daniel Caplan
Robert Long-Wen Chen
Carol Edith Coogler 66C
Edmund P. Day
Raymond Charles DuVarney Jr.
Nicholas G. Fotion
William David Foulkes
Sidney L. Kasfir
Stephen R. Kovac
Elizabeth R. Mabry
Richard C. Martin
Joyce P. Murray
Raymond Shapira
W. Henry Shuford
Robert C. Shuster
Gary R. Smith
Charles E. Strickland
Arthur W. Wainwright
Trustee Emeritus
Alonzo L. McDonald Jr. 48C
Recipients of Degrees-in-Course

Jonathan Michael Ableiah
Max Joseph Abramson
Akshatha Achar* 
Geeta Acharya
Christopher Adetayo Adesanya
Emily Hannah Adler
Elinor Katherine Agler
Monica Elizabeth Aguila
Katherine June Ahn
Solmon Ahn
Mariam Naz Akbar
Linda Olayinka Akinnawonu
Harish Raj Alappan
Kathryn Allan
Isabel Maria Alleyne
Abdallah Al-Ohaid
Deanna Grace Altmara
Nava Sedaghat Amalfard*
Benedetta Rae Ames
Alexander Himanshu Amin**
Eva Marie Amram
Emily An
Sebastian Andrade
May Arjomand
Nii Adjeedu Nkunim Armar
Kiera Arnold
Madeline J. Arnold
Sarah Randall Arnold
Manushi Deven Ashar
Charalambos Nickolaos
Asimakopoulou* 
Suman Madhav Atluri
Molly Claire Auerbach
Sara Catherine Auger
Sindooos Arey Aweil
Omer Cagri Aydin**
Madhumita Baby Kumar
Lydia Margaret Bailey
Blair Breyer Baker
Kira Lynne Baldwin
Daniel Austin Barnett**
Diana Alexeeva Basnakian
Roberto Bazzarella De Castro Silva
Kathleen Marie Bell**
Charniece Kanae Belt
Jonathan Emmitt Bennett
Laura Rose Bennett
Jacqueline Alexis Berci
Brandon Jones Bierbaum
Claire Lanier Biffl
Wuyang Chen*
Allison Hope Chernow
Richard Allan Chess
Vera Man Jik Chim
Joyce Eunbee Cho
Seungyun Cho
Yeon Soo Cho**
Seo Jung Choe
HyunKyu Choi**
Janis Kyungjin Choi
Jin Young Choi*
Aekta S. Chowkey
Hannah J. Christianson
Bofan Chu**
Diyang Chu
John Hong-Ilk Chung
Julia Eline Citron
Michael Clanton
Nathaniel William Clem
Wiley Katherine Clements
Deborah Melissa Cocheo
Connor Edward Cochran
Anne Elise Cohen**
Cassandra Renee Cohen
Justin Eric Cohen
Kyra Hadassah Cohen
Emory Vaughan Cole II
Emory Reilly Collins
Jenna Grace Jian Cooper*
Qifyalna Eliziaque Rae Cora*
Emily S. Cott*
Laura Cortina
Angel-Brittany Coulibaly
Andrew B. Cox
Jerol Nevin Cox
Mallory L. Craig
Benjamin Harrison Craig
LeeAnne Crespo
Simón Antonio Crespo Pérez*
Whitney Wren Crews
Sara Kaplan Cunningham
Claire Crawford Dakhlia
Elizabeth Amanda Daley
Casey William Darko
Manisha Ravi Daryanani
Aditya J. Dave
Eliza Whitney Davenport
Tyra Perlisia Davenport
Gabrielle Louise Davis
Felipe Maggiore de Almeida
Katherine Marcella DeBerry
Benjamin Anthony DeGama
Darrah Rose DeVane
Samantha Rani Dhaliwal**
Emily Guadalupe Diaz
Ayana Bente Erin Dickens
Michaela Gabrielle Dibligo
David Dill
Carl Dillon
Evangelia Diplas
Yilin Dong
Devonnie Brianh Chia Dorts
Samuel James Dowd
Todd Alexander Doyle
Mariah Theoria Doze
Michael Duke

d* graduated August 2019
d** graduated December 2019
Recipients of Degrees-in-Course

*Graduated August 2019

**Graduated December 2019
Recipients of Degrees-in-Course

Paul Duy Nguyen*
Tina Nguyen
Aleskander Theodore Niggli
Kathryn Rose Nilest
Sofija Ninkovic
Sienna Maria Nordquist
Katelyn Aleah Norton
Richard Kevin Novey
Canavaggio*
Thalia Nunez
Christina Ocean
Michael Sarfo Ocran
Alice H. Oh
Kemdi Okator
David Omsky*
Michelle A. Oppong-Amofo
Erin Kaelie White Oquindo
Miho Ouyou
Adelaide Bostwick Owens
Victor Owiredu
Oluwasimimbo Oyekola
Suejin Paik
Kyle Scott Painting
Alexis Simea Palmer
Benjamin Dylan Palmer
Pranji Jayesh Pandya
Tianyi Pang
Frances Claire Parent
Shrejaa Patel
Nina Gertrude Jones Patricof*
Andrea Raluca Patrinichi
Andrew Howard Paul
Nadia M. Paylor
Evan Drew Pearl
Kavya Pennerhsa
J. F. L. Nicole Penn
Emma Stephanie Perelman
Enrique Perez Jr.
Joaquín Perez
Karla Karina Perez Guevara**
Lisandra Perez Perez
Nicolas Wilder Pernas
Brook Hunter Peters*
Nicholas Victor Phoenix
Kyrah Anne Pierstorff
Daniel Pietsch*
Martin Nicholas Pimentel
Joshua Daniel Pincus
Zoe Alexandra Pinzon
Justin Nelson Poon*
Jeffrey Benjamin Popper
Elye H. Pratt
Aniya Premjoe
Siyuuan Qiu
Karease Annisa-Tanasha Quashie
Smriti Raja Ramaachandran
Casey Jordyn Randleman
Samuel Isaac Raskin*
Hannah Elizabeth Ray
Laurie Semone Ray
Ashruth Baimedeed Reddy
Sandep Pula Reddy
Charles Louis Redovian
Monica Dominique Refuerzo
Asher Benjamin Regal
Stephanie Lynn Revoredo
Ashley Walker Rey
Ruth Alejandra Reyes Moreno**
Peter Alexander Richards**
Timothy D. Richmond
Aleia Trunnell Ringel**
Jennifer X. Rivas
Liz M. Rivera**
Emily Sarah Robbins**
Molly Carson Rodgers
Bailey Marie Rodgers
Juliana Bridget Rodgers
Josué Manuel Rodriguez
Marvin Adalid Rodriguez**
Haley Elizabeth Rogers
Joseph Vernon Romano
Christian Uriell Romero
Diego A. Romero
Mariana Veronica Romero*
Tancy Zhang Roofener
Noah J. Roos
Spencer Alexander Rose
Caroline Mia Rosen
Jake L. Rosen**
Kenneth Elliot Rosenfeld
Eva K. Rosenzweig
Isabella Charlotte Ross
Cassidy Glenn Rothfeder
Madeline D. Rothman
Madison Lauren Rousseau
Camryn Klara Rubach
Andrew Dean Rubin
Emily Rose Rubin
Jennifer M. Russ
Sierra Aileen Russell
Patrick Rzeszurko
Farris Mohammed Sabir
Joshua Sachmehcan
Nicole W. Sadek
James McNeil Sadlo
Zaynab Ismail Said**
Elizabeth Greenwalnd Samuels
Kate Elizabeth Sandlin
Valerie M. Sandoval
Kendall Lynne Sapiro
Yazmina Adi Sarieh
Xavier Isaiah Sayeed
Brittany Scameano
Nicholas Lee Scarlett
Adam Schifferdecker
Leigh Erin Schlecht*
Haley Tate Schreiber
Zoe Emma Schreiber
Jeanna Marie Schrimsher*
Christopher James Schwaiger
Leah Joy Schwartz
Kacey Ray Seidell
Charlotte Rose Selton
Eunho Seo**
Shrishti Seth
Ishaan Sethi**
Sean Adam Setzen
Ava Lauren Shavel
Ayasha Shah
Disha Jinesh Shah
Zahir Ahmed Shaikh
Jordain Sharma
Emily Rose Sharp
Dylan Marques Shayne
Shiyi Shen
Juliana Haley Shenker
Rebecca L. Shepard
Martin Dong Jae Shin**
Ashwin Shukla**
Yeom Woo Janice Sim**
Irac Simkin*
Eeshani Singh
Krissanna Singh
Rachel Sophia Singh
Kayla Sinoimeri
Isaiah Simon Sirois**
Anna Sirous
Ahmer Burak Sirrik
Cassieopppia Dream Snowden
Nathan Mark David Snyder
June Sohn
Wonyl Griffin Sohn
Ola Khaled Soliman
Elizabeth Joy Soloff
Ha Yeong Song**
Yoo Suk Song
Sari Faye Sosnich
Sabrina Eugenia Soto Sugar
Jonathan St. Felix
Jocelyn Stansfield
Nicole L. Stapel
Jonathan Macintosh Steele
Nicole Lyon Steiner
Grace Anne Steinwurtzel
Laura Stellrecht
Madison Jean Stephens
Andrew Becker Sterman
Abigail Elizabeth Stern
Darius Malik Deon Stewart
Jack Mcmorrick Stewart
Brittany Michelle Strear
Gracia Claire Sullivan
Mary Catherine Sullivan
Yu-Ting Sun
Amari A. Sutton
Riley Catherine Swab
Mohammed Hussain Syed
Irina B. Talty
Jonathan C. Tao
Abram Eduardo Tatip
Danielle Samantha Tarras
Lauren Emily Taylor
Andrew Michael Teodorescu
Adesola A. Thomas
Cherise Jonelle Thomas
Daniel Kenneth Thomas
Jeniah A. Thomas
Njeri Palesa Thomas
My-Linh Le Tran*
Frederick Stanley Leighton
Thompson
Jake Edward Thompson**
Marly Aneysa Thomson
Brittney Leon'L Toppin
Ariana Elizabeth Torres
My-Linh Le Tran*
Tania Guadalupe Trejo-Mendez
Luis Fernando Trujillo*
Quentin Truncale**
Jefferson Tsai
Chad Malik Tucker
Kira Alexis Tucker
Nicholas Walker Tupanjanin
LaTonya Jade Turner
Alexandra Jordan Uddof
Teresa Uichanco
Dana Gray Underwood**
Ara Ural
Adaeeza Sandra Uwakwe
Forest Van Horn
Chandler Steven Vandiford
Joel Daniel Varner
Anuja Radha Veeraghanta
Camila Ailen Vizarra Guevara
Julie Uyen Vo
Alexander Milo Wagner
Lucy Xiang-Fu Wainger
Robert Allen Wainio
Jasmine Elisabeth Walker
Kloe Paige Walker
John Wayne Walker-Turner
Benjamin Andrew Wang
Jiaying Wang
Jishen Wang
Sibo Wang
Yiquan Wang**
Yiru Wang
Zhengwei Wang**
Sylvia M. Ware
Cameron Damarcus Warren
Fatima Waseem
Jasmine Goezi Wats
Joelle N. Wellington
Caroline Elizabeth Wendzel
Presley Raine West
Alexander H.T. Western
Savannah G. White
Ayanna-Kai Whitehead
Tyra Alison Whye
Jonathan Cooper Whyte
Sean Joshua Wickham
A'Janae Natalya Williams
Haley Ann Williams
Jazmyn Rene Wood
Sibei Wu
Kiera Anne Xanthos
Yi Xie**
Chaolun Allen Xu
Muzi Frank Xu**
Yumeng Xu
Angela Yang
Cynthia Yang
Geoffrey Yang
Hyun Ho Yang
Jie Ru Yang
Lydia Yang
Mary Yang
Minnie He Yang
Zhongpin Yang
Nadine R. Yassin
Young Ye**
Ziyu Ye
Alexander Yoakum
Michael J. Yoo
Hyerin Yoon

* GRADUATED AUGUST 2019
** GRADUATED DECEMBER 2019
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Recipients of Degrees-in-Course

Alvera E. Abouseif
Akshitha Adhiyaman
Sudeep N. Aditham
Paridhi Agarwal
Oluomachukwu Jennifer Agu
Jovanny Aguilar
Nimra Ahad
Sophia Ali Ahad
Yasmeen Yasser Ahmad
Fariha Akhtar
Zaynah Fatimah Alam
Patrick George Albarino
Harita Allaa**
Kayla Renee Allen
Flora Grace Allum
David Alexander Almonte**
Nicholle Kaitlyn Alto
Rebecca Lynn Anderson
Shannon Anderson**
Courtney Nicholas Andrews**
Jordan K Anschatz
Jacob Ardis*
Emilio J. Arias
Carolyyn Mae Armstrong
Daniah Arslan
Aliyah Michelle-Hilda Auerbach
Edward Bae
Emily Ruth Bae
Oluwatoyin Abimbola Balogun
Dorothy Allison Barker Jr.

Julia Ellerin Bartol
Adam Joseph Barton
James Pollack Bauer
Shivani Gowri Beall
Holly Shea Beavers
Amber Ann Bell
Sydney L. Bentley
Brandon Alan Berryhill
Shipra Reddy Bethi
Justin Andrew Bier
Abdelrahim Salim Bingahlan*
Kai-Shanet Blackwood**
Robert Devin Bog
Katelyn Marie Boisvert
Domenica Melissa Borja
Jaden Dean Bouguyon
Olivia Lynn Fuller Boyd
Dylan Theo Nii Lante Boye
Maya Yamei Bradford
Evan Christopher Brock
Briania E. Brown
Lauren Christine Brown
Elizabeth Anne Bryant
Rebecca Christine Bui
Daniel John Bujnowski
Carter Burgess
Jason Allen Busby
Joshua Go Byland
ChengBang Benjamin Cai
Kendall N. Campbell
Lacey Conrad Campbell
Jazmin Campov**
Kemin Cao
Shengyuana Cao
Gustavo Enrique Capo
Clara Sabina Caro
Ciro Manases Carrillo
Marcano Jr.
Danielle Hannah Carrol
John Francis Cerrone Jr.
Jae Hong Cha**
Hope Hee Chang
Hsiao-Man Chang
Jessica Chang
Ji Young Chang**
Kevin Chao
Shivaang Chawla
Bingxian Chen
Joe Chen
Joshua Robert Chen
Leo Chen
Merry Chen**
Jesse Cheung
Xu Chi
Alvin Jun Young Choi
Min Ji Choi
Shihab Choudhury
Alexander Francis Choy
Jeffrey Y. Chu
Jessica Emily Cifuentes
Raean Clark
Claire Alise Clemens
Sydney Paige Cohen
David Alexander Condra
Colin Richard Cozad
Caley Anne Cramer

Elisabeth Frances Crusey
Theo Morgan Davis
Rachel Marie Deininger**
Emma Larkin DelJarnette
Katherine Adele Dewolf
Ashley Nicole Diaz
Namniea Ding**
Samantha Distler
Robert B. D’Lorn
Zachary Allen Doernberg
Raiden M. Domingo
Morgan Ruthann Dommishe**
Wenqin Dong
Yunfei Dong
Hao Duan
Hitardhi Duggireddy
Elizabeth Heather Dunne
Jessica Mfon Ebong
Emily Nicole Eckels
Neethu Susan Edathara
Destine C. Ede
Selina Sophia Ekici
Princess Asuquo Epko
Peter Clayton Elder**
Henrik Elster
Andres Alberto Emanuelli
Lucas Jose Encarnacion-Rivera
Liz Eno Enyenihi
Amos Epelman
Emily Huijuan Fan
Xiaoyuan Fan
Zijuan Fan
Chloe L. Fang
Zhau Fang**
Anna Lea Farrell
Cole Davis Feldman
Yihan Feng
Ying Feng
Madeleine Alyse Ference
Silvia Fernandez-Pirla
Maximilian Helmut Fickenwirth
Gabriela Santos da Fonseca
Hao Fu
Xiaoyu Fu
Zhiqi Fu
Benjamin William Furman
Benjamin Thomas Gabanic
Kaylele M. Garcia
Isabelle Dorothy Gefke
Sydney T. Gennaro Dennis
Kelly Ann Gerez
Monika Hany Gindy
Sean Andrew Goggin
Yuling Gong
Chiara Gonzales-Portillo*
Amber Nicole Gonzalez
Francisco Alejandro Gonzalez
Elizabeth Virginia Goodrich
Kaustubh A. Gopal
Mariam Hisham Goreish
Chase Wyatt Gornebe
Sneha Govardhanapri
Arthi Ajit Govindan
Ross S. Greenberg
Olivia Louise Green-Lingren

Haoti Gu
Marc Antoni Guasch
Janet Ming Guo
Vidushi Gupta
Isabel Grace Gupton*
Lindsay Dawn Guyette
Gavin Daniel Guzman
Christopher Fenton Hahn*
Catherine Elizabeth Hall**
Sarah Hall**
Kayla N. Hamilton
Emma M. Hamrick
Tiankai Han
Annays M. Hanson
Nathan Andrew Harper**
Sawyer K. Harris
Zeyad Tarek Aly Ismail Hassan
Jingyi He
Kaitlin Marie Hendershot
Alexandra Kathryn Henry
Amanda Paige Henry
Jordan Alexander Henry
Aliyah Shontelle Heyward**
Elliot Frederick Hicks
William Charles Hindman
Sarena V. Ho
Anisa Shireen Hofert
Tessa Katherine Hoffmann
Brantley D. Holland
Metha Hong
Ruiyue Hong**
Andrew David Hoover
Derek Hopper
Tianyun Hou**
Gordon Huaija Hui
Henry H. Hua**
Amy Ai Huang
Hanfeng Huang
Tianshu Huang
Daniel Thomas Plog Huff
Meredith E. Hughes
Sarah Christin Hunter
Dylan Patrick Hurley
Nicolas Jonothon Ingle
Connor Blake Innes
Melony L. Ivey
Christian Jaylan Michele Jacobs
Jahvni P. Jain
Woo Jeong**
Colin Jiang
George Jiang
Jessie Grace Jiang
Cheng Jiao
Xiaouu Jin
Samuel Benjamin John
Nicholas Raphael Johnson
Aaron Thomas Jordan
Paul Joseph Tholath**
Jacqueline Juarez
Radhika Falgun Kadakia
Neha Sangeta Kadambi
Tulisakrishna Sai Kadiyalu
Danyiaal Ali Kanran
Joshua D. Karol**
Sowmya Sai Karra
Farihah Tahsin Kazi
Recipients of Degrees-in-Course

* graduated August 2019
** graduated December 2019

Yuxin Liu
Sarah Tran Lu
Yike Lu
David Chang Luo
Justin H. Luo
Madeline Margaret Lutwyche
Michael Ly**
Weining Lyu
Nicholas Courter Maamari
Jessica Anne MacWilliams*
Selvaganesh Maduraviee***
Bridget Wilson Mahony
Farah Majid**
Vanessa Mukesh Majithia
Camila Sofia Makhlouta
Christopher Andre Malaracher**
Aspa Malik
Ramzi Maluf
Exauce Marie Manishimwe
Yuge Mao
Barbara Gabriela Marin
Christopher Marin
Diana Imani Marsh
Lalita Inez Martin
Lillian M. May**
Priyam Mazumdar
Thomas Dalton McCaffery IV
Ryan Patrick McCann
Caroline Tennet麦Laughlin
Jacob Owen Medoff
Arthur Ferreira Almeida
Menezes
Lillian Dijonna Mercado
Jessie Ember Michael
Honggang Min
Seung Wkan Min
Karen Angélca Miranda
Monisha Mistry
Tanya Salayman Mogul
Shruiti Mohan**
Matea Joy-Lyn Molina
Kanwal N. Momin
Leslie Mora
Mia Chase Morrell
Ankita Uttira Moss
Michael Mu
Anna Munslow
Jacob Nachlas
Abaanuv Nair
Vaisak Krishnan Nair
Taikan Nakada
Jessica Marie Naredo
Jay Paul Narula
Jimmy Nguyen
Justin Thé-Phi Nguyen
Sarah H. Nguyen*
Eden Grace Nitza
Kevin Lou Niu
Marwan Sherif Nou Abdalla
Bryan Hyunjoong Oh**
Sarah Oh
Adeleine Valerie Olagbegi
Caroline Olson
Glory Jesupelumi Onajobi
Sage Sierra Ono
Elin Kelsey O’Reilly
Matthew John Organisak
Raythe Elliott Owens
Mia Gabrielle Paletta
Laura Du Palmer
Veranika Paltraratska
Zhangyi Pan
Ziyu Pan
Jean Michael Feliciano Paragas
James Kunwoo Park
Kyung Joon Park*
Tae Jin Park
William W. Park
Wonjong Park
Hersh Bhavesh Patel
Keya Rakesh Patel
Srusty Jignesh Patel**
Svet Manoj Patel
Vraj Tushar Patel
Morgan Brianna Patrick
Cynthia Mary Paul
Oishi P. Paul
Riley Elizabeth Payne
Naray Estrella Pena
Bianca Perez
Riana Bressette Pekopos
Christopher Bruno Peters
Megan Nicole Phillips
Thomas Kimball Philips**
Anirudh Sai Pidugu
Nicole Christine Piere
Gabrielle Faith Pludo
Sarah Elizabeth Porter
Sindhu Varsha Potlapalli
Aditya Vardarajan Prakash
Medha Prakash
Rishab Prakash
Ruhika Akula Prasad
David Luca Prina
Bill Qi
Jiayue Qiu
Xinyue Qiu
Kazi S. Rahman
Brianka M. Rainford
Divyaansh Raj
Abhinav Vuppalaapi Raju
Nikhil Rao Ramgiri
Sarah Elizabeth Porter
Aditya Vardarajan Prakash
Bill Qi
Jiayue Qiu
Xinyue Qiu
Kazi S. Rahman
Brianka M. Rainford
Divyaansh Raj
Abhinav Vuppalaapi Raju
Nikhil Rao Ramgiri
Sarah Elizabeth Porter

Recipients of Degrees-in-Course

Alexa Leigh Rome**
Pilarina Lidia Romero-Sanchez
Francesca Maria Ross
Elizabeth Ruiz*
Momo Naru Rutkin
Sara Elise Saavedra
Enrique Luis Sabater
Sarah Shoshana Saltzman
Sarah Gayathri Samarayake
Matthew J. Sams
Namit Sanghi
Paige Whitaker Santee
Kevin Jael Santiago
Ishan Saran
Isabel Marie Saridakis
Shlok Sarin
Michael Ezra Schaff
Dylan Michael Schellenberg
Gisele Hannah Schemankewitz
Anne Elizabeth Schiffer
Nicole Julia Schindler
Claudia Alexandra Scaldone
Leah Royster Scott
Madison Elizabeth Seaver**
Hyun Seong Seo
Taylor S. Shade
Ritu Sarjoo Shah
Yasmeen Shahout
Elana Rebecca Shaw**
Nicole Allison Shearing
Elana Janine Shebat**
Pangsibo Shen
Yiwei Shen
Shaoyi Sheng**
Ronik Milan Sheth
Jiyuan Shi
Danielle H. Shin
Julia Shin*
Woo Seok Sim**
Yuha Sima
Mia Singer
Anayesa Singh
Harjeet Singh
Anika Sinha
Jac Eung Soh
Jung Uk Sohn**
Daniel J. Son
Caleb Sowers
Ainsley Rose Stanczak
Meredith Starks
Sean Alexander Steele
Nicholas Anton Stigaard
Wenzheng Sun**
Zhihua Sun
Hwee Ya Hue Nha Ta Ta
Sarah Taha
Jessica Gabrielle Tall
Kevin W. Tang
Ningheng Tang
Jack A. Telliday
Naomi Benyam Tesema
Anurati N. Thiru
Naomi Benyam Tesema
Alison Jean Thomas
Caroline Elizabeth Thomas
Julia Gabriela Tisheh
Laura Toledo
Recipients of Degrees-in-Course

Oxford College

Associate of arts degree candidates were presented by Dean Douglas A. Hicks on Saturday, May 9, at Oxford College in Oxford, Georgia; conferral of the degrees by the president.

School of Medicine

Presentation to the president, by Dean Vikas P. Sukhatme, of candidates for the degrees of bachelor of medical science, master of medical science, doctor of medicine, and doctor of physical therapy; conferral of the degrees by the president.

Bachelor of Medical Science

George Gregory Casey
Jennifer Le Nguyen
Caleb Loche Wyne

Master of Medical Science

Kaitlin M. Ahstedt*
Zeeshan Ahmad*
Jeanne Annis Aldridge*
Joseph Alan Almengor*
Diana Ansel Arnold*
Stephanie Arrowood Bailey**
Kevin Andrew Bess*

Vilija Bishop**
Kelsey Rae Bohm*
Alanna Marie Brooks**
Christopher Robert Brown**
James Auskin Brown III**
Kayla Renee Brown**
Katherine Elizabeth Bruder
Amanda Jane Burks**
Conor Cahalan**
Mary Calderon**
Matthew Campbell**
Virginia Rose Casola*
Peri L. Cavugis
Melody A. Charles**
Timothy Cheves
Laura Mandeville Davids
Hannah K. Davis
Rivka Deutsch**
Salman Noorali Dewani*
Daniel Carson Dunlap**
Christina Marie Durcan*
Michael Edmiston
Cayla Lashea Elin
Anay Fernandez*
Kerri Rae Heinze**
Abby Grimsley Hernandez
Dana Hinesly
Brittany Hodge
Charlotte Marie Howard*
Carrie Naberhaus Huebner**
Madison Raye Huth**
Olivia Ann Juarez*
Bradley Paul Kaufman**
Sean Patrick Keenan**
Arielle Lauren Kim**
Ga Uhn Kim*
Ellen E. Kirt*
Anne Kozak**
Kali Koziol**
Elizabeth Lee Kugelmann
Emily Lin**
Georgia Loucopoulos*
Julie Teresa Lovelly**
Jacob Benjamin Lyerly**
Janet Lui-Tankersley**
Karja Peart**
James Alexander Parker*
Joshua Patrick Orlando*
Christina Keffer O'Reilly*
Patrick Murray*
Peri L. Cavugis
Zachary Purnell Thomas**

Doctor of Medicine

Syed Amaan Abidi
Samara Ahmad
Kara Alcequire
Emily Allard-Phillips
Mohammed Basel Allaw
Kareem Mohammad Al-Mulki
Beret Elise Amundson
Sahil Angelo
Monique Elizabeth Bailey
Annelise G. Bederman
Justin Hugh Roberts**
Joshua Tyler Rogers*
Raul L. Schilling*
Audrey Schlachter
Heather Danielle Seay**
Jared Shipley**
Rebecca Faye Shrago**
Samantha Elizabeth Sibbee**
John Martin Stafford*
Adrienne Pearse Standley**
Zachary Purnell Thomas*
Kalie Lynn Thompson*
Yuen Tran**
Pamela Carvajal Traya**
Tina K. Truong
James M. Tuggle*
Dana Michelle Urban**
Jessica D. Vaughn
Cristina Maria Vega
Melissa Annice Violette*
Danhill Joseph Pangilinan
Vickie HongVan Vo*
Brian J. Wang**
Adam James White*
Mackenzie E. Williams*
Alyssa D. Womack*
Samuel Hyun Yang*

*Graduated August 2019
**Graduated December 2019
Recipients of Degrees-in-Course

Bernice Fokum
Charles Thomas Fortin
Megan Emily Foster
Christopher Ronald Funk
Lily Rose Gage
Madeline Parks Giegold
Emily Rose Goggins
Sophia Valesca Gorgens
Sara A. Guasch
Alexis Sienna Halyard
Peyton Reid Hanson
Isabel J. Hardee
Robert Andrew Harkins
Mojibade Natasha Hassan
Christopher William Hauser
Kristin Davis Hauser
William Bryce Haynes III
Evelyn Hoogestra
Sara Horiyaji
Diana Leigh Jen-Mei Jeang
Meselle Genevieve Jeff-Eke
Cecilia Jiang
James Fang Jiang
Christopher Thomas Johnson
Luke Joseph
Akshaya Suresh Kannan
Mary Megan Kelly
Sera Kim
Michael Kimbrell
Josephtine Kooiijiman
Chloe Sidney Broome Lalone
John Dylan Larson
Thien-Linh Phan Le
Alyssa Rebecca Levine
Mung Yan Lin
Zoe Listerneck
Michael Liu
Riley Justin Lyons
Samuel David Maidman
Leena Fatima Malik
Madison Elizabeth Malone
Yafer Tadesse Mamo*
Ana Paula Marques Pinheiro
Augusta McCauley Massie
Ashley C. McDowell
Rebecca Sara Melzer
Amanda Mener
Kathleen Metz
Michael Miler
Matthew John Mosgrove
Ehab Munier Nazali
Sarah Haley Newman
Naomi Premila Newton
Caroline Koston Olt
Sarah Christine Ouderkirk
Siddharth Parihar
Samuel L. Parks
Katelyn Makay Peloza
Amit Pujari
William Wei Qu
Laura Ragnanauskaite
Nikhil Ajit Ranadive
Willi Rakel Rechler
Travis Spencer Scott Redmond
Caroline Margaret Reed
Carmen Mo-Lee Reid

Erik Philipp Reinertsen*
John Reitz
Jennifer Ra
Thomas Leland Rheuame
Christopher Weston Rich
Robin Freeman Rolader
Madeline Dalton Roorbach
Bari Elizabeth Rosenberg
Katerina M. Saker
Wint Thu Saung
Joseph Samuel Schertz
Henry David Marsh Schwimmer
Benjamin Harris Scott
Sarah Anne Shaver
Erica Sheline
Kaitlin Anita Shinn
Theresa Elise Shirey
Stefanie Soelling
Daniel K. Sok
Mary Cailltin Powell Sok
Bonnie Leigh Stege
Kevin Robert Steehler
Marta Stevanovic
Kyle Elizabeth Torres
Emily Trautner
Jordan John Varghese
Caroline Joan Violette
Ava Katafina Voss
Stephanie Bing Wagner
Elizabeth Rebecca Walker
Aaron Michael Wallace
Haomiao Wang
John Hugh Granville Ward
Alexander Norwood Wein
Zachary Eugene West
Bernadette Noelle White
Nathan Sharmar Arthur Wooding
Emily Clark Woods
Julia Xia
Kristie Yang
Jaepil Eric Yoon
Arlsan Muhammad Zahid

Doctor of Physical Therapy

Aseel Alkhalil
 Brianneth Alvarado
 Jessica Hartman Anderson
 Alla Avakova
 Elizabeth Grace Babcock
 Brianna Bianconi
 Emily Rose Brady
 Julia Nelson Buce
 Lora Bruce Carrion
 Phillip Hugh Dang
 Hannah Duff
 Natalie Daddieco Edwards
 Ariel Adele Esperancilla
 Andres Fernandez
 Yvette Danielle Fitzgerald
 Nirja Gajar
 Stephanie Gil
 Andrea Marie Goldman
 Michelle Goto
 Amit Singh Grewal

Megan Hudson Hale
 Colton Kennehead Head
 Reagan Latham Hendryx
 Alison Eve Herrera
 Caitlin Mckenzie Hesse
 Madison Daryl Hobbs
 Olivia Evelyn Hudson
 Pamela Margaret Inglett
 Katelyn Nicole Karbowski
 Ami Kirollos
 Sarah Beth Lavin
 Ashley Martin
 Hannah Elise Martin
 Melissa McCune
 Jaclyn Marie Miller
 Kayla Marie Miller
 Zachary Austin Moss
 Madison Jean Myers
 Khoi M. Nguyen
 Mary Ngoc Tran Nguyen*
 Elizabeth Carol Niedermair
 Mark Allyn Nimmo
 Shannon Nicole O'Connor
 Jennifer Pryor O'Neil
 Elizabeth Christine Parkhurst
 Daniel Pham
 Leah Renee Phillips
 Colten Joseph Poelling
 Tyler A. Randolph
 Shana Carl Ressegue
 Alexandria Devora Rho
 Carmen Kelly Rinarid
 Karsyn Emily Roberts
 Amanda Marie Roth
 Olivia Reed Schipani
 Samuel J. Schmidt
 Taylor Katherine Schmidt
 Katie Elizabeth Shelnitz
 Steven Zachary Sofley
 Jennifer Kirk Sorrow
 Alexi Kate Spahn
 Mason Spratling
 Diana Renee Springer
 Emily Lynn Stafford
 Nicholas Gabrielle Stein
 Ronald Dane Sylvester II
 Kelly Thatcher
 Amy Marissa Trask
 Jacob Christian Travis
 Hannah Gertrude Walker
 Caitlin Lee West
 Sarah Lynn Wieberg
 Erin Elizabeth Wright*
 Kailey Morgan Yocca
 Monica Ann Ziebart

NELL HODGSON WOODRUFF SCHOOL OF NURSING

Presentation to the president, by Dean Linda A. McCauley, of candidates for the degrees of bachelor of science in nursing, master of science in nursing, and doctor of nursing practice; conferral of the degrees by the president.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING

Brinia Aalborg-Volper**
Dylan Grae Abrams
Chioma Achukwu
Alyssa Leigh Aliax**
Kayla Renee Allen
Ellery Allonier*
Jared Earl Alpern**
Alexanna Christine Alvarado**
Megan Anderson**
Rachel Adele Andresen
Allison Marie Ankeny**
Simona Arnaoutov*
Kayla Arroyo
Sadia Quratulain Arshad*
Katherine Laura Athannasiades
Oluseun Ayodele Babatunde
Kimberly Claire Ruelan
Bandong**
Bria Barrett
Caroline Elizabeth Bates
Katherine Bautista*
Claudia Sarah Bellido**
Tyler Matthew Benik
Samantha Elaine Benitez
Alexa Nicole Bernstein**
Leslie Lynn Betner
Lindsey James Biber**
Ebony Denise Black**
Rachel Black*
Ana Maria Blasini
Mikala McCarthy Bordain**
Meredith Tippett Bower**
Alexandra Dawn Bradford**
Savannah Michelle Branch
Danielle Joyce Broadnax*
Melanie Nicole Brodner**
Lily Caroline Brooks
Abby Ann Brown*
Lauren Stephanie Burnett**
Beverly Owens Busse*
Whitney Jean Butler*
Faith Abigail Bygrave
Robert Owen Calvert III*
Allison Lynn Carlos
Danielle Else Carlson*
Kelli Ann Carlson**
Abigail Cartagena
Richelle Cassell*
Phoebe Chakshuvi*  
Christy S. Chang**
Recipients of Degrees-in-Course

Joanna Chang
Judy Chen*
Yuri Choe*
William Chung*
Emily Morgan Clark-
Youngblood*
Tesha Clemmons**
Elizabeth Avis Clonts**
Margaret Macola Coats**
Ashley Elise Cohen*
Kendyl Ray Coleman*
Liliana Wai Sin Considine*
Toni Marie Cranford
Miranda Walters Cranston
Imani Maya Crittendon*
Jordan Marie Crofton*
Katelyn Sarah Cruttenden**
Diana Coral Cruz
William Cunningham**
Mark William Cvingros-Edens
Ramanda Raquel Dace*
Jamie Russell Dalton**
Kayla Beiter Davis**
Salish Davis*
Liezl De La Cruz**
Lauren Margaret Decker
Lauren Rose Deputy*
Molly Marie Devine*
Kiran Kaur Dhillion*
Abigail Frances Dubberteen*
Jasmine Sophie Doiev*
Claire Kairyu Droll*
Chelsi Odell Duncan
James Edward Eagens Jr.
William Daniel Erwin*
Kevin James Fain*
Holly Caroline Faul*
Emily Catherine Ferguson**
Victoria Marie Ferlauto
Matilda Rose Field*
Alexis Katherine Flaherty*
Danielle Malia Tin Nau Fong*
Kathryn Frances Forier
Melvin L. Foy*
Emma Maxyne Freeborn
Bailey Kaitlyn Funk**
Israel Meir Gabiae*
Gabrielle Gale
Danielle Gallagher*
Marisa Nicole Gallegos*
Lindsay Marie Gantz**
Michelle Paloma Garcia
Carson James Gastil**
Hailey Elizabeth Gatinus*
Mizan Kiroso Gebregziabher
Emily Gholson**
James Edward Goldstein*
Rosy Maricela Gomez*
Emily Bea Goodman*
Gabrielle Elyssse Gordon**
Sarah Elisa Gordon*
Warren Samuel Gray*
Mariah Green**
Sara Elizabeth Guidotti*
Tiffany Guo**
Kristian Gustilo
Christopher Michael Gutierrez**
Lesley Hagan
Kristie Y. Hahn
Tegest Hailu*
Paris Hale-Johnson**
Emma Cathryn Hanig
Kereisha Earlene Harrell*
Jessica Lauren Harry
Kellie Lee Harunk**
Allison Blacker Haug*
Elisabeth Marie Hayes**
Shana Hedvat*
Shireen Heiba**
Carly Ann Hendricks**
Jenna Catherine Hennessey**
Lauren Elizabeth Higgins**
Rachel Kaye Hilbourne*
Cassandra Leigh Hoffmann*
Elizabeth Holve*
Leah Jeane Honkanen*
Emily Kexin Hsieh
Alexa Rae Hudgins**
Mariah Taylor Jackson*
Aneisha BreShay Jacobs*
Yuni Mi Kim Jeon**
Alexandra Jesko*
Jessica Amaili Jituboh*
Althea Elvisha Johnson
Lexa Johnson*
Meredith Caitlin Johnson
Jasmine Devine Jones
Alexa Danielle Julia
Olivia Anne Karam
Erica Sadie Keamy*
Tessa Jane Kehoe*
Savannah Caitlin Kennedy*
Lilly Dean Kessler**
Mallory Khouw
Kidan Kidane**
Ashley Eun-Hae Kim
Caroline Elise King
Kristen Allison King*
Ania Kirollos*
Danielle Akemi Kitagawa**
Jessica Rachel Krop*
Amy Labib
Gail Brianne Lancaster
Kimberly Rose Lark
Jayne Porsmose Laursen
Rachel Marie Lauver*
Jacqueline E. Lawrence
Dami Lee
Frances Jay Lee
Mark Wing-Yan Lee**
Saeyoung Lee
Kaitlyn Virginia Leonard
Connor L. Lewis
Grace Li*
Yanying Lin*
Catherine Alexander Lindsay*
Kimesha Linton
Kathleen Taylor Loncarich**
Mary Wesleigh Lourie*
Amanda Brooke Loyal**
Crystal Yanghua Lu*
Jana Adriane Ludvig*
Katrina Lum*
Taryn Grace Lushinsky
Simran Mahmud
Joi Nana Serwah Amma Mainoo
Nicole Semone Malcolm**
Mary Grace Mares*
Jennifer Oneida Martinez Cruz**
Sara Angie Martinez-Sanchez
Gina Marie Masdea
Taline Marcelle Masoian**
Mariah Jessica McCarron
Michelle Elise McCauley
Jessica McDermott*
Kelsey Elizabeth McGinnis
Amy Jo Mckee
Marjel Ann Box McKinney**
Jacolyn Paige McKinnon**
Nicole Miriam Melkonian
Catla Michalak*
Michale Miller**
Vanessa Latrice Miller*
Maura Irene Milliron
Alicia Delicia Aretha Ming*
Bryan Andrew Monroe*
Kristyn Deion Morris
Sean Doyle Morris*
Aviva Leah Mvosas*
Hannah Nason Myers*
Sarah Myers*
Sarah Elizabeth Nasatir-Hilty*
Courtney Lynn Naarlege*
Kevin Ryan Navarrete*
Dorinda Nelson
Ashleigh Anne Bradley Neverve
Emily Newell
Kristin Elaine Newman
Rebekah Ndina Ngeva*
Thu Nguyen*
Vivian Bich Tran Nguyen*
Ndella Njie**
Chiomak Okundaye**
Elizabeth Marie Olinde
Isabella S. O'Neil**
Zoey Violet Oropallo*
Kayla Rae Ortiz**
Kelli Oswald**
Meredith Nicole Owens**
Rose Carmen Owens*
Christina Ozelis
Ekene Chineze Ozobia
Abigail Laylah Pahz**
Candace Palmer
Catherine Theodosia Palmer*
Shana Dimmohmed Panjwani**
Katlyn Paris*
Joy JooHee Park
Erin Marie Parker**
Hannah Pasch
Hinal Patel*
Janita Jitendr Patel**
Parin Vinod Patel**
Nathalie Bilina Paul
Lindsay Bailey Pede**
Katherine Miles Penton*
Alexis D. Perkins
Oliveira Mora Perry*
Rebecca Rittenhouse Phelan**
Samantha Jean Phelan**
Kassidy Pierce**
Claire Elizabeth Pierson**
Julie Marie Piazza**
Jessica Kate Podlaski*
Ashley Brooke Powers**
Brittany Anne Presti**
Michael Anthony Price**
Justin Prior
Anne Kinser Pruitt**
Ashley Pugh**
Brinetha Pualrattanaj*
Brittany Elizabeth Quesinberry
Michael A. Ramirez Jr.*
Sarah Lawrence Reed*
Kishauna Reid*
Meghan Reilly*
Kathryn Leyland Rhodes*
Holly Elizabeth Richards**
Jane Caroline Rieck**
Veronica Rios**
Isabelle Florence Robbins
Amber Roberts**
Andrianna Alyssa Robinson
Ginger Nicole Rodriguez*
Sylvie Rotha Rosenwald
Elham Roshanravan*
Caroline Roth*
Pherrari Jacqueline Roy**
Lillian Alice Russo**
William Douglas Saldio*
Tabatha Nicole Sams
Jade Andrews Sanlin**
Ariana Santana Arrezo**
Mary Schaeffer**
Sara Elizabeth Schupp*
Monica Schweizer**
Ann Elizabeth Scibetta**
Gabrielle Deserie Scott**
Nadia Aleksandra Shaban
Inayah Shabazz
Kiran Shabbir
Paul Shank
Theresa Margaret Shelvin**
Alexa Sido
Noah Ji J Simon*
Hannah Jo Singleton
Nicki Skordilis*
Catrina MacKenzie Smith
Nekea Alyse Smyth*
Karen Smith-Jackson
Grace Song**
Julia Sparr*
Taylor Marie Sprinkle**
Connor S. Stapp**
Steve David Starr**
Shayla Stephens
Paula Beth Stoddard*
Grace Victoria Straccuzzi*
Kristen Marie Stricklin*
Yanyuang Sun
Rachel Elizabeth Swart**
Alexandra Rae Swart*
Recipient of Degrees-in-Course

** graduated december 2019

** graduated december 2019

Recipients of Degrees-in-Course

** graduated december 2019

** graduated december 2019
RECIPIENTS OF DEGREES-IN-COURSE

John Will Rice
Genetha Rice-Singleton
Emily Laine Rivers
Joe Dan Rogers
Ryan Joseph Runager
Magdeline Rose Russo
Benton Laramie Sampson
Robert Alexander Sherrill III
Taylor Ryan Smith
Tina Spencer-Smith
Carey Selen Stevens
Arabia Baynia Sweet
Anna Nicole Swygert
James David Taylor III
Zachary Ryan Townsend
Brandes B. Tullus
Samuel Henri Vernhes
Carolyn Wilson*
Young-Sup Yoon

DOCTOR OF MINISTRY

John Baldwin II
Jeremy Deon Battle
Anthony Butler
Austin Gray Carty
Darryl Cavant Coleman Jr.
Campbell Nichols Evans
Richard Allen Farmer
Willie Dwayne Francois III
Thomas John Gabelman Jr.
Susan Carol Gray
Kelsey Nicole Grissom
Ebh Gaston Hagan
Taft Quincy Heatley
John David Heeckt
James Christopher Howard
James Edward Johnson Jr.
Marshall Allen Jolly
Heather Shannon Kilbourne
Momo Sando Larmena Jr.
Carl Eugene Patten II
Nicholas John Perry
Anna Kate Rawles
Eric Christopher Sanford
Joe Stephens
Andrea Lora Summers
Lori Marie Walk
Donald Rhodes Woolly
Jared Ray Worthman
Juan Pablo Alforja Castiella
Blaine G. Allen Jr.
Luke David Anderson
Michael D. Anderson
Carlos Alberto Andino III
Michael A. Ard-Kelly
Zoe R. Aron
Eric S. Arpert II
Richard Oladotun Awopetu
Natalie Belle Baber
Sarah R. Banda
Kinsey J. Basford
Jennie Bais
Daniel Joshua Baum
Zachary T. Beck*
Stephanie Belenkov
Fernanda Benavides
Timothy R. Bennett
Ariana N. Benton
Carolyn Bergkvist
Lisa D. Bero
Ingrid H. Bilowich
Borinali Borah
Alexander James Borovsky
Townsend Lauren Brar
George Alston Brewer
Miriam A. Broussard
Daysha A. Brown
Mary G. Bryan
Agustina M. Buedo
David E. Burdette
Shannon M. Burns
Baoyi Cai
Patrick Calvo
Katherine A. Cantolina
Alexander M. Capelli
William M. Carlucci
Bethany R. Carroll
Melanie Blair Casebere
Alexander R. Cerda
Anthony Check
Chen Chen
Prathyusha Chenji**
Neenesh Chheda
Rebecca N. Ciupak
Ashley Breann Cleaves
Jordan M. Cohen
Chloe Nicole Coleman
Marcus L. Coleman
Aaron Roberts Conley
Jenna Christine Corcoran
Jessica A. Couseyt
Courtney L. Covert
Emma Harriett Cramer
Kyle Zoratti Cummings
Alexander C. Davis
Ian Micah Davis
Jack Ming Dougherty
Andrew Lane Dubin
Connor J. Edwards
Xiang Fan
Evelyn M. Field
Kevin P. Fitzgerald
Clinton A. Ford
Jordan A. Fox
Dakota Fraley
Michael Robert Franciscow
Matthew B. Freifeld
Yang Fu
Micah D. Fuller**
Isaac Ethan Furman
Claire E. Fyvolent
Corey G. Gagnon
James R. Gates
Catherine Nyawira Gatonye
Maria O. Gerasikova
Andrew Ross Gibson
Claire V. Gildard**
Nathan S. Gillespie
Matthew George Giordano
Christopher Kolda Gleason
Jacob P. Goldsmith
Grace M. Goodheart
Angela M Grate
Delsa R. Green
William D. Gregory
Amanda Kaitlin Guarisco
Darara T. Guercio
Sara Joann Pullem Guercio
Yuqui Guo
Keaston J. Hall
Payum James Hamraie
Kyung Jae Han
Haley M. Hancock
Yunhui He
Danniel Maria Hernandez
Stephanie Hernandez
Alan M. Hinderleider
Ara R. Hindsi
Samuel Joseph Holder
Ruichen Hong
Nicklaus Tayler Houston
Jennifer A. Huber
Jennifer Lauren Hyman
Timothy P. Igo
Jacob Daniel Isenberg
Tania R. Jackson
Luke T. Jacobs
Amy Jicha
Ay’isha Nafesah Jihad
Christine Jean Joh**
Frederick James Johnson
Jacob D. Jones
William Lawton Jordan
J Ross Jurow
Sana Emmatullah Kahoo
Justin David Kanoff
Marko Karadzic
Sophia Efrosini Karnegis
Madelynn Arielle Kay
Bisrat Kebede**
Anna Leigh Keith
Ryan Foley Kelley
Ddang Kim
Christopher D. Knox
Tate William Kommer
Viktoria Koryneych
Paige Marie Kovalchik
Emil J. Kransz
Hannah L. Krasny
Kseniya Kuprovskaya
Richard Kwak**

SCHOOL OF LAW

Presentation to the president, by Dean Mary Anne Bobinski, of candidates for the degrees of doctor of law, juris master, and master of laws; conferral of the degrees by the president.

DOCTOR OF LAW

Imaya K. Adris
Yeong Min Ahn
Jeffrey A. Alderette

Emory University Commencement 2020

*graduated august 2019

**graduated december 2019
Emory University Commencement 2020

Recipients of Degrees-in-Course

Jesse R. Lake
Brian J. Landau
Alexandra M. Landgraf
Jon Parker Leckerling
David D. Lee
Jimin Lee
Jongbin Lee
Joshua Kyung-Joon Lee
Joseph N. Lenoff
Chenxin Li
Wanjia Li
Peiyuan Lin
Matthew Lindgren
James Logan Lineberry
Mario Liranzo**
Congcong Liu
Riley Bowden Liu
Yuwei Liu
Pranav Lokin
Michael D. Londeck
Cody Long
Ling Lu
Zhengchen Lu
Daniel J. Mack
Andrew P. Mahoney
Ashlie E. Major
Maria-Jose Malaver-Reyes
Troy G. Mattila
Austin McCarthy
Jackson John Miller McDonough
Elizabeth McKee
Ryan Wesley McMullan
John H. McNeill III
Jillian Melnick
Andrew D. Menefee
Megan Fenton Merrill
Jeffrey J. Merritt
Samuel Edward Miller
Marguerite Mills
Amneh Minkara
George Mixon
Enamaka Mkparu
Brooke A. Moschetto
Samin Mossavi
Sarah E. Moy
Andrew J. Mueller
Cory M. Mull
Deidre-Ann A. Murray
Andres E. Neira Solano
Shiyu Ni
Jordan Marie Nittinger
Amanda R. Nowak
Michael Aaron Nozick
Eljah J. O’Kelley Sr.
Pauline O. Onkwre
Philip A. Ordonez
Sealtiel Ortega-Rodriguez
Austin S. Paalz
Zachary Todd Panter
Mikayla Marie Paolini**
Danielle Park
Junyoung Park
Seongbae Park
John Blake Parker Jr.
Paige E. Parker
Parav P. Patel
Juan Sebastian Patino Bravo
Shannon M. Patrick
Madeleine Grier Patron**
Ariana Peden
Jessica Pekins
Rachel M. Peltzer
Joshua A. Pender
Brooke N. Pettibon
Eric Morgan Pettis
Serge S. Petukh
Christopher A. Pinckney
Jessica C. Pinon
James Pitman
Abhishek Ramaswami
Anhao Yang
Mehreen H. Ripoll
Rahim Sean Andre Ripoll
Anthony N. Rivera
Danielle Robbins
David Rutz
Brandon Maxwell Salky
Emerson Paul Sanders**
Parisa Faith Sarfarazi
Aaron Z. Savit
Reid D. Scales
Michael J. Scariano
Erin W. Schapiro
Jenna Nicole Emery Scott
Krishna Shah
Leigh Rachel Shapiro
Aditya Sharma
Yilun Shen**
James Yongwoo Shin
Cole Wittig Shoemaker
Miranda Siegel
Ashleigh Rachel-Ann Singleton
Savita Sivakumar
David J. Smalls III
Stefen S. Smith
Natallia C. Souza
Chelsea Storme Spampinato
Paul McIntosh Spellings
David F. Srinivasan
Nan Tang
Xiaoqi Tang
Lifan Tao
Eliza Louise Taylor
Bryan Tehrani
Brittany Temple
Randy Tessier
Christine Lorraine Thomas
John D. Thompson
Evans Williams Thomsen
Lauren V. Timlin
Eric Emil Tomosunas
Connor A. Townsend
Tiffany Nichole Trussell
Malcolm C. Tyler
Ella S. Vaccarino
Linden Waht
Chen Wang
Jiahui Wang
Minqi Wang
Yu Wang
Jacob Michael Weiss
Kendra Williams
Zamani Jahl Williams
Elise H. Wilson
Ryan Wesley Wittich
Tixuan Xie
Zhaoen Xie
Wanhan Yan
Jonathan Yousef
Mirna Yousef
Wing Chak Yang
Ave Zemel
Wenting Zeng
Ke Zhang
Xiochan Zhang
Chang Zhou

Juris Master

Juan Altirriba
Ramona Bennett**
Christopher A. Blackburn
Shermaine Alicia Blake-Maccow
Elizabeth Cassidy
TeMaya Eatmon
Larisa Epstein*\nWilliam Frederic Fisher II
Tyler Everett Freeman
Sean Go**
Mark Hinds**
Tamara Y. Johnson-Shealey
Shuya Kyo
Aiyinde O. Luqman
Megha Madan
Marquisha Maiden
Tarrance Malone**
Natalsha Mann
Sarudzai Mirisau**
Constance Bridoux Ngle
Madeleine Leigh Newsum
Michelle Nichols
Rosemond Nketiah
Chad James Peck
Judy Phillip
Claude Pierre-Jerome
Roger Keith Richardson
Dominique Rodriguez
Fern Wendi Schanback
Renec Nolita Shaw
Cathea Miranda Simelton-Tremino
Jennifer L. Stenjem*
Tears Lynn Strickland
Stone Allen Washington
Mia Terese Willhite**
Myoshia A. Williams

Master of Laws

Omobolaji Queen Adeleye
Sahadia Juliana Auguste
Michael Oluwajumwo Balabolata
Xiu Cao**
Dong Chen**
Monar Amie Ead**
Diantha Virginia Ellis
Ahmed Fouad Hammad**
Candace Holmes
Liudong Huang*\nYizheng Huang
Rong Jiang**
Xuan Jin**
Vandyke Kotoroka-Yiadom**
Weihua Li**
Yipu Li
You Li**
Jenny Lindsay**
Tianyu Mao**
Erika A. Martinez
Christopher Scott McClyveen
Ann Nguyen Duy Hong
Ayotokunbo Ogundie
Kirgiz Can Oztekin
Jihong Pan**
Xiwei Pan
Xueyang Qi
Nathaniel V. Romano
Feyisola Olayinka Shadiya
Yingying Shan**
Yue Shan**
Na Shi
Zhipeng Sun
Xiaoling Tan**
Ruolan Tang
Yi Tian**
Iris Tong
Heming Wang
Li Wang**
Yazheng Wang**
Quizu Yang
Xinlu Yu
Min Zhang**
Shuyu Zhang
Xiaohei Zhang
Catherine Elizabeth Zhu

ROBERTO C. GOIZUETA BUSINESS SCHOOL

Presentation to the president, by Dean Erik James, of candidates for the degrees of bachelor of business administration, master of business administration, master of science in business analytics, and master of professional accounting; conferral of the degrees by the president.

Bachelor of Business Administration

Sehr Abdulla
Dani H. Abitbol*
Melissa Rose Ackaway
Kevin Reece Adams
Muskaan Adnani**
Srivats Agarwal
Nafis Ahmed*
Oluwapelumi Ajayi*
Ron Ben Aldad
Emory University Commencement 2020

Recipients of Degrees-in-Course

Cameron O’Neal Alexander
Ryan Samuel Alexander
Christine Alexandru
Saif Salem AlHameli
Lizzy Wummi Alli
Noe Alonso Santos
Michelle Zhihlin An
Amanda Aronoff
Bernard Calimeri Arrigonii
Tevik Atil
Marc M. Ayad
Yash Manojkumar Bajaj
Matthew Adam Barrow
William Barret Bashur
Ross Jacob Basner
Sneha Sunil Bathija
Michael Jacob Battat
Emily Brooke Bederman
Cagla Bektas
Richard Jr Beltran
Emma Craven Reed Bentley
Gabrielle Berger
Mollie Berger
Ria Rakesh Bhana
Abinav Bharadwaj**
Soham Bhartia
John Ogden Bloodsworth III
Brian Scott Bloom
Dhathri Srinivas Bobba
Patricia Bogdan
Matthew Bennett Bouchner
Benjamin Lesser Branderis
Morgan Leslie Brandewie
Danielle Julia Brandis
Shauna Haley Brandman
Richard Francis Breerton III
Kevin Alexander Bui
Liliana Jade Burgess
Savannah Bush
Kevin Yu Cao**
Fernando Martin Cardozo-Mongolos
Emily N. Carlos
Hazel Santos Carmona
Sara Jennings Carr***
Brian Cervin**
Rahul Kumar Chadha
Nelson Daniel Chan
Brandon Tsoong-Ping Chang
Kanupriya Chari
Huatiao Chen**
Jennifer Sue Chen
Jinlyn Chen
Mengyu Chen
Renqi Chen
Madeline Kate Cherry
Jeffrey Siu Wai Cheung
Glory Dayoung Choi
Ursula H. Choi
Kimberly Sarah Chong
William Chu
Trevor Thomas Chun
Selin Chung
Yun Ji Chung
Caroline Eve Cohen
Joshua Love Cummings

Priscilla Davila
Stella Audrey Davis
Sean Joseph De Laney
Priyanka Venus Desai
Lauren Devlin
Stuart Gardiner Diaz
Alex Jeffrey Dobosh
Isabella Marie Dodd
Jiale Dou
Sean Palmer Eagan
Ethan S. Ecker
Daniel Edsbaugh
Sandu A. U. Eruk
Erin Michaela Falk
Stephen Johnathan Fedec
Mingze Feng
Prosperity Fields
Nathan Dow Fisher
Isaac Anthony French
Mitchell Elliot Friedman
Sophie Lee Frostbaum
Samuel Young Galloway
Katerina Kay Ganasoulis
Kexin Gao
Victor Garcia
Eden Haile Gebreselassie
Allison Sara Gelman
Qidi Geng
Daniel Genzelev
Mark Ogden George
Kinsey Bess Glasgow
Abhinav Goel
Allison Faith Golden
Ian Edward Goldstein
Carlos Gonzalez
Heather Goodman
Matthew Reid Gorin
Kenji Michael Goto
Bryan Peter Graf
Katharine Betchelle Green
Eric Cameron Greene
Jacob Todd Greene
Michael George Grocholski
Andrew Grogin
Jack Steven Grubman
Devin Gu
Lauyka Gundavaram
Daniel Guo
Kevin Zefei Guo
Zikang Guo
Carlos Eduardo Gutierrez Aza
Shariif Simbwa Gayaganda
Samantha Brooke Hahn
Matthew Stephen Hammond
Juyeon Han
Seung Hyo Han
Gabriel Lane Hart
Abdul Rahman Mohamed
Hassan
Haoyan He
Zhixin He
Rhea Ravishanker Hebban
Diego Alejandro Henning
Sophia Christine Heredia
Charlotte Higgins Iati**
Jackson Lee Hill

Brandon E. Hirsh
Katherine J. Hochhausler
Jackson A. Hoit
Steven Myers Holland
Yiqing Hong
Lynda Xindi Hu
Chujun Huang
Jonathan Jiachen Huang
Steven James Huang
Kaitlyn Maria Iwanowicz
Matthew Harrison Jacobs
Skyla P. Janus
Hannah Jenney
Lillian Ruth Jensen
Timothy Daniel Jernigan
Jack Abraham Jerusalmi
Morgan Rowlands Ramaiah Jones
William Everett Jones**
Seungmin Jung
Pooja Kanabar
Kathleen Elise Kane**
Sabrina Nicole Kates
Baran Kavustrucu
Mahad Ahmad Khan
Arin Kiangsiri
Chang Hoon Kim
Do Hyung Kim
Hye Jin Kim
Louisa Kim
Min Hyung Kim**
Sean Robert Klein**
Alex Owen Klugerman
Russell William Knox
Caroline Hyland Kolski
Rachel Eliana Kramer
Samuel Marshall Kramer
Jack Albert Krevitt
Lichen Kuai
Annie Alexandra Kuo
Evan Etan Kuttell
Maria Katherine Kyle
Kyle Arthur Kysar
Michael Shadi Labib
Sidnee Elana Landau
Antonio Lardizabal Santos
Edward Lauw
Abbe Rae Lazar
Charles Michael Lederberg
Alice Su Hyun Lee**
Chloe Ka Yee Lee
Elizaboth Lee
Hyun Kyung Lee
Jeongwoo Lee
Jiwoo Lee
Steven Lee
Sunghyun Lee
Jordan Charles Lempert
Corey Jason Levine
Jingyuan Li**
Karen Rui Li
Yani Li* Yuge Li
Zhaohan Li
Hannah Lichtenberg
Erin Rose Lindahl

Rocky Tianmu Liu**
Yuxuan Liu
Zhihan Liu**
Stephanie Lopez
Chotipoorn Luangprasert
Nived Chander Lulla
Alyssa Morgan Maita
Rylend Henry Marcus
Gregory Evan Markovitz
Nicole Mercedes Martin
Isadora Martins
Libby Nadine Marx
Connor LeDrut Mashman
Stephen Tyler Mattes
Connor Joseph McCourt
Maria Elizabeth McNiece
Dhiruvi Jayesh Mehta
Praniti Mitesh Mehta
Devon Drake Meyer
Nirja Hemu Mistry
Amanda Mo
Aria Sam Mohseni
Hyuk Jin Moon
Hope McCall Morgan
Sebastian Anthony Mosso
Elias Raymundo Javier
Murdoch-Morales
Gabriel Guadalupe Javier
Murdoch-Morales
Catalina Ester Murgua
Elizabeth Jane Muse
Niraj H. Naik
Jessica Faith Nash
Paul M. Neal
Kelsey Danielle Newman
Thitikorn Ngampakdeepanich
Pamela Elizabeth Niditch
Asim Anwar Noorali
Alexander J. Notis
Sabihah Hussain Officewala
Joseph S. Oh
Daniel Alexander Ostrove
Inaara Padani
Joshua Papson
Mitul A. Patel
Mohammed Moin Sayeed Patel
Roshni H. Patel
Bria Erin Peace
Navneeth Perumal
Amanda Catherine Pharo
Anne Monica Pizzini
Cristina Iulia Popa
Marina Popova
Mary Elizabeth Pride
Shelby Leigh Purfl**
Minxuan Qiao
Yuhua Qin
Yuhua Qin
Steele Quinnard
Ajar Rajbhandary
Alexander Harrison Rand
Nina Elizabeth Ranji
Lauren Alexis Raskin
Swetha Ravichandran
Sizhe Ren
Leo Rich
Keresa Richards

Graduated August 2019
Graduated December 2019
Recipients of Degrees-in-Course

Kemin Wang
Zhenghui Wang
Ziming Wang
Brooks Benjamin Watson**
Lan Wei
Brett Jason Weinstein
Jillian Jingyi Wang**
Oliver Gerstell Whelan
Isabel Marie White
Caroline Elise Wilkinson
Robert Paul Wilson
Hein Htar Win
Margaret Elizabeth Wright
Jonathan Chang-Tian Wu
Jessica Belinda Wu Hung
Tian Tim Xia
Briang Tong Xu
Catherine Jing Xu
Nengyu Yan
Hanwei Yang
Yuan Yang**
Zixuan Yang**
Jie Yao
Masha Genia Yazlovsky
Justin Y. Yoo
Weiqi Yuan**
Emma Beth Zachinsky
Jun Alessar Zaragoza Tsuru
Kenneth Ruikang Zhang**
Linda Zhang**
Xinwei Zhang
Xinyi Zhang
Xinyue Zhang
Yiliu Zhang**
Zhuan Zhang
Nicole Jun Qi Zhou
Jessica Zhu
Samantha Elliana Zipin

MASTER OF BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION

Venkata Sri Mounika Achanti
Oluwatobi Babatomiye Adetifa
Isita Aagarwal
Chim Amadi
Rashmi Govind Anand
Andrew Harris Angowitz
Michael Sam Anton
Robert Bradley Armstrong
Anne Farland Arwood
William Granger Atkeson
Viswanath A. Atla
Rama Chandra Raju Atmkari
Jacqueline Ellen Austell
Andiran Ayanambakkam Nambi
Michael Babitsky
Seung Youl Baek
Andre Georges Bahri
Ariel Baner
Nikita Bansal
Dayna Rebecca Basri
Sun Jong Beak
Jamel Morgan Beckingham
Catherine Wood Bennett
Maksym Beznozhchenko
Srinivas Bhagavatula
Mayank Bhardwaj
Anand Bhardwaj
Jeffrey Leland Bowman
Kate Elizabeth Bowman
Benjamin Lewis Bradley III
Robert Patrick Bradshaw
Raymond Bruce Brady Jr.
Cameron Brown
Kyle Brown
Sheerreen Jibrel Brown
Erica Diana Brownfield
David McDowell Bryant
Hunter Coleman Bud
Morgan Kathleen Bullock*
Jordan Arturo Bunster-deCorrea
Scott Eric Burleson
Seokjin Byun
Jaime Rafael Cabre
Ethan E. Caldwell
Dalton Chase Callaway
Jose Castellanos
Gorge Ernesto Castillo
Alexa Ceballos
Patrick Chang
Wei Alice Chang*
Jack Mabry Chapman III
Christine Toni Charaf
Payal Chattaraj
Kimberly Chen
Gerald Cheng
Jeffrey Wade Cheremly**
Sanjana Chhantyal
Roslyn Jose Chirayath
Jongkyu Choe
Patrick Citrano
Rebecca Anne Conley
Melissa Conners
Alexander Cook
Simona Curchova**
Juliana da Silva Domingues
Prachit Hemant Dalvi
Pranali Hemant Dalvi
William Korey Daniel
Brianna N. Davis
Evan William Davis
Firdaus Dawood
Paulino Galang De Ocampo
David Franklin Deane
William Michael DeCamps**
Roger Lancelot DeGeorges
Sven Dejean
Jeffrey Clay Deke
Maria Constanza Demmel
Justin Stanley Denard**
Chandan Devireddy
Katherine Dixon
Sri Aditya Dosapati
Adriana Gomez Douglas
Robert Burns Downey
William Sanford Doxey IV
Andrew Doyle
Ashley Elizabeth Dreier
Zachary Tyler Dunham
Christopher Blake Durham
Omar Ead*

Kimberly Ann Edwards
Drew Warren Egan
Kevan Wayne Espy
Clay Wilson Etterle
Tierra Evans
Wilson H. Evans
Gabrielle Fares
Olivia Brooke Farley
Arabelle Caroline Fedora
Michael J. Firwocicz
Caroline Fisher
Mario Donte Fitz
Rian Anthony Foley
Nicholas Fragnito
Jazmin Giavonni Frear
James Cleveland Freeman III
Tyler Everett Freeman
Shingo Fujimoto
Richard Lavon Fulton Jr.**
Gabriela Gabara
Haribabu Gaddam
Hiral Kiril Gala
Heather Elizabeth Galanis
Kristina Victoria Garcia
Pedro Garcia
Nalin Garg
Chester Talibert Garner
Vaibhav Gautam
Xin Ge
Andrea Gerov Hellmund*
Alexandra Lynn Gilkenson
Aлина Gitnik
Zachary Sylvan Glassman
Sean Go**
Nidah Shaheen Goheer
Julian Gonzalez
Alexander Bruce Goodall
Robert Thomas Greenfield IV
Alexandra Dori Gregg
Kunal Uttam Gurav*
Elinor Avant Gutierrez
Daniel Oliver Hacker
Evan Jennings Hamrick
Patrick McCaughrin Harps
Marnie Harris
David Harvey
Christopher William Hauser
Connor William Henderson
Pablo Hernández Mac-Donald*
Thomas Hernandez Vales
Eric Alexander Herrera
Jose Herrera Seibt
Shoichi Higashiyama
William Tucker Hildreth
Raymond Dunlap Hill III
David Robert Hinshillwood
Lucas Aaron Hone
Kevin Hou
Kevin Matthew Hsiao
Robert Joseph Hull
Luís Joaquín Idoya
Kyle Aaron Isacson**
Sumit Jai Singh
Lauren Kline Jeong
Yeonsu Jeong

* GRADUATED AUGUST 2019
** GRADUATED DECEMBER 2019
Recipients of Degrees-in-Course

Bohan Jin
Christine Jean Joh**
Alex Michael Johnson
Cassidy Jones
Ian David Jones
Paola Gabriela Juarez Castillo
Youngjoo Jung
Carlo Legaspi Kabigtng
Kaiser Kalani**
Alysha Kambeayanda
Amy Fore Kane
Ilana Jean Katz
Madeline Rebecca Keb
Patrick Michael Kelly
Rosemary Bridget Kenney
Sean Kenney
Zaheer Khan
Akaki Khuchua
Sarah Catherine Kier
Andrew Kichung Kim
Byungsu Kim
Do Hwan Kim
Hea Mil Kim
Jee Hee Kim
Sungeun Joseph Kim
Tae Won Kim
Bradford Allen Kinzey Jr.
Robert J. Klafter
Barbara Klein Gooding
David Patrick Klempner
Ernest Charles Kozn IV
Denis Andre Korobkov
Lidiya Selikhov Krochmal
Kimberly M. Kroll
Yasuhiro Kubokura
Jacky Kwong
Jayendra Lama
Tenzing Rapden Lama**
Hoang Le
Igor Lebedev
Dongkyum Daniel Lee
Jennifer Ji Hyun Lee**
LaDonna Faye Lewis
Richard Lewis
Rickelle Leigh Lewis
Stefan Lewis
Jingyang Li*
Yan Li
Ye Li
Chang Liu
Zhangyi Liu
Andres Felipe Londono Botero
Ravikanth Lakkani
Srikant Mahajan
Abhishek Mahna
Sydney Ariel Maier
Neil Makhija
Lee Mandell
Catherine Page Mannarino
Marie Victoria Marracini
Brendan Christopher Marschner
Kathryn M. Marsh-Soloway
Zeljka Matasic
Nakul Mate
Nehal Mathur
Zena N. McCarthy
Katherine McComb**
Raques Tyree McGill
Berkeley Ann McKeown
Onkar Pushkar Medhekar
Anna Markovna Melnik**
Oscar Mendez Jr.
Susana Mercedes Mendoza
Alvarez
Kathryn Elaine Merchant
Jan Nicolaas Petrus Meyer
Adam Paul Miller
Chance Dominic Miller
Thomas D. Ming
Jonathan Porter Mitchell
Ryohi Mitsuishi
Dakota Christopher Mogle**
Shubhendu Mohanty
Sujit Kumar Mohanty
Taylor Ann Montes de Oca
Jorge M. Montoya
Javier Jose Morales
Trent Lowman Morgan
Jacob Ryan Morris**
Ronit Mukerji
Ryan Patrick Mullikin
Anmol Singh Multani-Kohal
Kayva Muraliharan
Brian Laurence Murphy**
Brian Murphy
Alexander Daniel Nauman
Santoree Nealey
Brittany Rene Nehmen
Louis Netherland
Mary Ngoc Tran Nguyen*
Katherine Lee Nichols
Margaret Parker Niehaus
Mark Allyn Nimmo
Jarrett Willard Oakley
Willard Thomas Ober
Keishiro Ohara
Samuel Dylan Oldroyd
Roberto Luz Olivares IV
Tara Breen Olson
William Daniel O’Neil
Ryan Joseph Orechwa
Felix Raymond Ortega
Caitlyn Youngblood Owenby*
Alvaro Manuel Pacheco Vivanco
Benjamin Malone Palmer Jr.
Catherine Mitchell Palmer
Adam Panayiotou
Dorrie Lauren Paradies
Niles Parham
In Woo Park
Aashka Patel
Kaushalkumar Jayantibhai Patel
Krishna Patel
Urvii Patel
Hiranya Mukeshkumar Pathak
Madeleine Grier Patton**
Mauricio R. Peraza
Raye Edwardsio Perez
Matthew Domenic Pescio
Amanda Morgan Philip
Kathryn Kenisha Pinkney
William Porter
Daria Aleksandrovna
Cherkasova Preston
Joseph Thomas Pugliese
Yan Qu
Sifat Nabil Rahman
Neha Rai
Brian Raines
Sahil Paul Ramakrishnan
RamyaSree Ramaraju
Catherine Leigh Ratliff
Danup Anam Gaddam Reddy
Brian Charles Reene
Sophie N. Reiser
Justin Clint Reynolds
Lucas Aaron Alice Rice*
Michael Andrew Rinella
Nicholas Robson**
Matthew James Ryan
Daria Anne Rydzak
Shunji Sakamoto
Tyrone Sampson
Joseph C. Santorum
Kristin Nicole Saunders
Sarrthak Sayal
Avi Michael Scher
James Andrew Schirmer
Christopher Schneck*
Brian Edward Schneider
Elizabeth Scholz
Jeremy Rafael Schreier
William Segura
Scott William Selvey
Shreyas Seshadri
Anna Shakirovka
Rishabh Sharma
Katharine Jane Sharpstone
Brendan Michael Sheehy
Vinay Shivakumar
Anik Sinha
Bradley Richard Sloan
Sunggun Song
Yong Geun Song
Himaja Sonthi
Christopher A. Sotolongo
Joseph Ryan Sowell
Kheonia Spaulding
Kalyan Srinamaneni
Jeanette Stanford
Ian Zuri Starks
Rene Henrik Stephensen
Stanley St-Fleur
Ann-Sophie Luz Stillson
Katherine Lee Stokan
Aubrie Leigh Street
Kyle David Sullivan
Catherine Marie Sutherland
Shannon Swoope
Michael Jack Talley
Tisha Rae Tallman*
Shumping Tang
April Nelson Terblanche*
Whitney Davis Terrell
Kenneth Tharp
John Brandon Thomas
Will Isaac Thomason
Yunhao Chen
Xiao Bai
Dipeeka Bastola
Abhav Bharadwaj*  
Keunho Byun
Jiaqi Chen
Xiao Chen
Yunhao Chen
Meng Cheng
Zizhong Fan
Jayson Matthew Faulds
Feifan Gu
Siyu Guo
Xu He
Charlotte Higgins Iati**
Fei Hou
Jim Kim
Mayur Kumar
Tsung-Ling Lee
Zhen Pan

Master of Science in Business Analytics

Jake William Arendsen
Harshit Arora
Adil Ashish Kumar
Xiao Bai
Dipeeka Bastola
Abhinav Bharadwaj*  
Keunho Byun
Jiaqi Chen
Xiao Chen
Yunhao Chen
Meng Cheng
Zizhong Fan
Jayson Matthew Faulds
Feifan Gu
Siyu Guo
Xu He
Charlotte Higgins Iati**
Fei Hou
Jim Kim
Mayur Kumar
Tsung-Ling Lee
Zhen Pan

Graduated August 2019
Graduated December 2019
Recipients of Degrees-in-Course

Juan Sebastian Peña Torres
Yifei Ren
Botaio Shao
Sicheng Shen
Halle Elise Steinberg
Kaitlin Laura Wallis*
Julie Anne Wang
Shenhao Wang
Zihan Wang
Kailang Wei
Daniel Stephen Weinberg
Shang-Yan Yang
Zixuan Yang**
Hsuan Yu
Yaping Zhang
Yidi Zhang
Danlei Zhao
Jingyao Zhou
Jie Zhu

Master of Professional Accounting

Ron Ben Aldad
Kevin Yu Cao**
Emily N. Carlos
Hazel Santos Carmona
Jinyan Chen
Stephen Johnathan Fedec
Mingze Feng
Heather Goodman
Seung Hyo Han
Rhea Ravishanker Hebar
Yiqing Hong
Do Hyung Kim
Min Hyung Kim**
Sunghyun Lee
Yani Li*
Rocky Tianmu Liu**
Devon Drake Meyer
Huri Usai Sanchez
Hanwei Yang
Kenneth Ruikang Zhang**
Xinyue Zhang

Rollins School of Public Health

Presentation to the president, by Dean James W. Curran, of candidates for the degrees of master of public health and master of science in public health; conferral of the degrees by the president.

Master of Public Health

Akua Aboaeaa Aboah Taylor
Tyla Elmon Adams
Akeem Adedayo**
Haley Kathryn Adrian
Joyce Afueh
Adnan Mansoor Ahmad*

* graduated august 2019
** graduated december 2019

Unammed Alia Ahmed*
Jennifer Akamboe
Busola Olutoyin Akingbade
Zahara Nabeel Al Slal
Abdulhakim MUSAAD
Alabdalummin
Taynle Albarran
Angelina Claudette Allen
Rachel Alvarado
Alejandra Alvarez
Nana Ama Afiyie Amoah
Esther Amoakoheene
Yamini Anantanla
Lauren Anderson
Sarah Margaret Anderson
Ayan Melody Elizabeth Annis
Ndubuisi Kingsley Anyalechi
Pooneri Arunachalam
Sarah Mary Auer
Chibuzor M. Babalola
Heather Anne Bailer*
Wintana Bairu*
James Lawrence Balagna*
Samantha Jane Banark*
Rebecca Alyss Barrett
Caroline Barry
Erica Nicole Barton
Lauren Belak-Berger
Travis Nicholas Belfonte
Shawnee Bernstein
Brenna Berry
Cornelius Sebastian Berry
Safin Amin Bhai
Haley Rogene Biddle
Jessica Leigh Blackburn**
Breanna Lynn Blaes
Aaron Mark Blakney
Janel Akoto Blanctet*
Gregory Thomas Blazek
Martieve Nicole Bledsoe
Iman Nasradin Bogoreh
Brianna Boland
Ahad Amin Bootwala
Lillian Claire Boyer
Briana Emily Boykin
Sydney Lynn Brady
Erica Monet Braham
Desiré Nakia Branch-Ellis
Jordan Brands
Caroline Clay Brassfield
Laura Elizabeth Breithaupt
Katharine S. Brien
Elisha Nichelle Bronner*
Aaron Christopher Brown
Dominique Shavonne Brown
Marina Hope Bruck
Grace Buchloh
Amanda Jane Burks**
Bethany Ann Burns-Lynch
Claire Burns-Lynch
Conor Cahalan
Alexis K. Calvert
Shanthi Venkata Cambala
Daniel Mattis Camp
Alexa Irene Keshishian Campbell
Cassandra Lichkay Cannon*
Yichun Cao
Kristen Reed Carr
Cierra Loren Carter
Christina Nicole Cartwright
Rebecca Castor
Jeisy Cespedes-Litman*
Christina Lynne Chandra
Koushalaya Chandrakumar
Ian Michael Charpie
Jiali Chen
Shuyu Chen
Tony Chen
Anne Chumbow
Chloe Soon Ching
Sarah Connolly
Alyssa Marie Contreras
Christine Ruth Cooper
January Ezel Cornelius
Ronald Max-Edward Cornely
Maria Julia Bianca Garcia
Corpus
Ava Zhijie Corwin
Casey E. Costello
Erica Lynne Crosley
Larissa Aimee Cruz
Adam Dajani
Litty Susan Daniel*
Amandha Monique Darius
Nadege L. Dauphin
Kaliane Cristina Ribeiro
Davidson
Victoria Rose Davidson
Miah Jenec Davis
Karla Sherrone Dawson
Shivani Amanda Dayal
Glavdia Greatchens Delva*
Qiao Deng
Meena Dhir
Idiatou Diallo
Madison Lynn Seymour Dickey
Lyndsey Leigh Dickson
Laura K. Dirks
Meredith A. Dixon
Stephanie Berry Dixon*
Glendolarda Dolce
Victoria Anne Donnelly
Chelsea Taylor Douglas
Tassia Cisse Drame
Jasmine Droze*
Linlin Du
Alicia Michelle Dunajcik
Michelle Marie Earles*
Allison Ann Echols
lfoema L. Ekwuocha
Mark S. Ellingson*
Oshane Elliott
April Louise Ellis
Christopher Edward Elmlinger
Sabina Emerenini
Melissa Brock Erikens
Eric Joseph Evans
Jennifer Nchedohukwu
Ezekoli*
Kayla Leana Fadda
Blessing O. Falade
Rocksunfa Falahati
Joya Farah Faruque
Jessica Feng
Richard Feng
Nichole Fields
Grace Fletcher
Michelle Rae Fletcher
Lisa Flowers*
Kelsey Fuchs
Isis Fuller
Paige Marie Gable*
Nikhila Gandrakota
Han Gao
Camila Hanna Gaudin Gonzalez
Monica Kathryn George*
Taylor Ashley German
Kunali Parmal Ghelani
Medha Ghosh
Emily Rose Goggins
Jazib Gohar
Damungu Kankanamage Nipuni
Poornima Gomes
Arianna Rosario Gomez Lopez
Rodney Goodie*
Ilana Rachel Greenberg
Siyei I. Gretzinger
Kelsey Nichols Griffin
Whitney Maloy Griggs*
Skyler Blair Gross
Indya King Hairston
Madison Leigh Hall
Ashay Rao Hampapur
Brook Harding
Angelique Harris
Jordan Hartley
Jessica Paige Haupt
Crystan Allane Hawkins
Madison Elizabeth Hayes
Michelle Henkhaus
Meghan Kelly Herring
Haley Logan Hershey
Zhané Roberta Hibbit
Jalisa Shanley Hinkle*
Melissa Amanda Holmes
Kayla Rishelle Holston*
Sungiae Hong
Michael Honsa*
Roderick Edward Hopkins III
Zimeng Huang
Alexis Fay Hudson
Jennifer Huerta*
Natalie Paige Hurllock
Letheshia Husbands*
Jeong Hyun Hwang
Conner Benjamin Imbody
Joshua I. Inyangson
Megan Elizabeth Irving
Armando Isais-Garcia*
Emma Colette Jackson
Everett Alan Jackson
Jordan Marie Jackson
Kacey Jewel James
Lucia J. Baptiste*
Sae Hae Jeong
Neha Jhaveri
Shuchita Jhaveri
Shan Jiang
**RECIPIENTS OF DEGREES-IN-COURSE**

Weiyi Jiang
Ashwini Jayaspathi
David Jin
Qingchun Jin
Stormee Johnson
Chantelle Lucena Jones*
Verka Elena Jordanov
Joseph Pulukottil Joy*
Sarina Juma
Kaiser Kalani**
Grace Gardiner Kalmus
Evelyn Tchomkam Kamgang
Tiffany W. Kan
Marisa Kanemitsu
Rachel Hayley Kappel
Ariel Faith Kay*
Ashley Patricia Keese
Joseph Kellogg
Cassandra Anne Kersten
Shahid Khan
Anjali Khanna
Juhui Kim
Paul Kim
Dhondup Tso King
Kiran
Sophia Kiselova-Sammons
Allaycia Kleine
Allison Kniola
Laura Evelyn Kochleff
Stephanie Sun Koh**
Joan L. Kramer**
Caroline Catherine Kravitz
Stacey Mbet-Mengie Kum
Varsha Kumar
Nithin Chand Kurra
Kari Kvitien
Mary Elizabeth LaCorte*
Taylor Rae Landay
Choua Lao*
Hannah Marie Lawinger
Marcus Allen Layer**
Cha Chou Lee
Yi Ting Lee
Emilia Cinderella Nawhe Leigh*
Iman Abdella Lemma
Jody Allan Lewis
Kunlian Li
Buu Ly
Xiny Li
Zhouyun Li
Amanda Yee-Wei Liew
Emily Lin**
Tianxiao Liu**
Yijun Liu
Yusi Liu
Devida Nicole Long*
George J. Lopez
Isabelle Loureiro
Janet Lui-Tankersley**
Dian Luo
Audrey Elizabeth Lyland
Shelby Lynn Lyons
Xueying Lyu
Christiana Betty Kona Macauley
Asha Mahmood
Nuria Mahmood**
Harriyah Malik*
Krysyn M. Malveaux
Pankaj Manocha
Ziling Mao
Kieran James Maroney
Charlotte Marshall-Fricker
Kristalyn Brooke Martin
Andrea Noriel Martinez*
Callie Marvin*
Jason Massey
Brenna Nicole Mattis
Tapati Mazumdar*
Constance Audrianna McCall**
Haley Nicole McCalla*
Katherine McComb*
Anna Catherine McCravy
Michelle Lynn McKinlay
Michael Vincent Mendoza*
Qi Meng
Ana Maria Mesa Restrepo
Elizabeth Marie Messick
Cristina Meza
Stephanie Spaid Miedema
Alyssa Grace Miller
Bridge Marie Miller
Kuheli Mitra
Sarita Mohanty
Jennifer R. Momkus
Amber Nichole Moore
Taylor Alexis Moore
Sarah Catherine Moreland
Jay Morris
Grace Lenore Morrow
Rita Anne Moses*
Regina L. Mosley
Leah M. Moubadder
Zabi Mulwa
BrianLauren Murphy**
Aracely Navarro
Frances Marie Neunuebel
Aaron Everett Newcomer*
Kathryn My Tuyet Ngo
Queen Hoang Nguyen
Dennis George Nichols
larisa Veronique Niles-Carnes*
Mireia Nii Awokeh Mbong
Jean Jose Mvuezolo Nzau*
Michelle Efomea Obijekwu
Okezi Evi Grace Oburu
Stephanie Ann O'Connor
Tochukwu Judith Ohuabunwa
Dafe Omerhi**
Jennifer N. Orgle
Ashley Ototo
Emily Sue Paffhausen
Rima Narayan Pai
Erin Bridge Palmsiano*
Lauren Kathleen Panchley
Salina Parigini
Jungeun Park
Youngjo Park
Chelsea Elizabeth Parsons
Jayni Patel
Natasha M. Paynes
Suzanne Perkins
Viktoriya Serygaivna Petrenko
Kendall Edward Pierce*
Ana Paula Pohl Duarte
Gerald Thomas Portela
Jessica Morgan Ports
Radhika Prakash Asrani
Bandana Prasad*
Madhuri Prayaga*
Daria Aleksandravna Cherkasova
Preston
Rachel Caresse Mae Price
Teresa N. Puente
Jonathan Pye
Nathan Sâm Nguyen Quan
Elizabeth Marie Rabold*
Mehabuba Rahman
Rutika Raina
Kelley Lynne Raines
Verna Ramanna
Yesenia Ramirez
Emma Claire Rary
Tasha Belinda Raymond
Willi Rakel Rechsler
Arthi Gadum Reddy
Maryclaire Blackwell Regan
Jasmine Monique Reggins-McKenzie
Juneka H. Rembert**
Matthew Charles Revilla**
Taylor J. Reynolds
Amelia MacKenzie Roberts
Alexa Eve Rodriguez
Ernesto Luis Rodriguez
Julian Andres Rodriguez
Kelsey Anne Rondini
Ashley Nicole Rose
Stefano Rainiero Rosillo
Kierran Iman Ross**
Shannon Rossiter
Mary Katherine Russell
Abigail Katherine Ruths
Matthew T. Ryan
Vrinda Sabharwal
Inam Sakinah
Courtney Salley
Erin Salvaggio
Surupa Sarkar
Ashwarya Sashihran
Lauren Nicole Satchell
Samraat Saxena
Marieh Jeanice Scales
Charmaine Nakaia Scarlett
Rebekah Schwartz
Katherine Reid Schwenk
Daimiesha J. Seay
Olivia Shafer
Sarah L. Shafer*
Lujain Hussain Shah
Rhea P. Shah
Mujahida Shakur
Anuja Azad Sharma*
Karlen K. Sharpe-Brown*
Rebecca Carrie Shedid**
Mengyuan Shi
Anirudh Shreethar
Nidhi Shukla*
Meron Rose Sira
Alexandra Celeste Skoczek
Douglas E. Slaughter**
Anna Ne'Chelle Smith
Brittany Carletha Smith
Donté J. Smith
Roxy Smith
Stefanie Soelling
Pooja Sohoni*
Diamond Ciara Spratling
Robin Grace Spratling
Carlen Amanda Stadnik
Sarah Stallard*
Marcus Antwan Stanley**
Liza Jane Stapleford
Kevin Robert Steecher
Meagan Elizabeth Stephenson
Simone Nicole Stinnette
Bethany Randall Stoller
Anisha Sudarshan**
Yuxian Sun
Masiray Swaray
Natalia Nicole Takay-Micah
Mackenzie Paige Taylor
Maiko Sasaki Teichmann*
Sofia Angelica Tenorio Martinez
ZAena Tessema
Tsedena Tewdros**
Ryan Threlkel
Moyosore Tyamiyu
Marissa J. Tracy*
Phung Y Tran
Kielah Agnes Turner
Emily J Twa
Mercy Infenyinwa Ude*
Angela Udeme Udongwo
Dana Michelle Urban**
Rachel Louise Usher
Kristin Marie Vahle
Randall Wood Van Dolson**
Kripa Venkatakrishnan
Kelly M. Vermandere
Melissa Victor
Ava Katarina Voss
Stephanie Bing Wagner
Joseph Michael Wallace*
Li Jin Wang
Weihao Wang
Xiao Wang
Zhounwei Wang
Autumn Talia Watson
Qiyi Wei
Hannah E. Weisenberg
Kathryn E. Weitzner
Rebecca L. Wernette
Elizabeth West
Cassidy Whitson
Melissa M. Wicker*
Ellery Booth Wiest**
Emily Reaves Wilkinson
Alice Laidlaw Williams
Nicole Monet Williams*
Theresa Marie Williams
Hannah Louise Wilson**
Nicolete Elyse Wise
Jessica Zulema Woodward
Kirsten Marie Woolpert
Recipients of Degrees-in-Course

EMORY UNIVERSITY COMMENCEMENT 2020

JAMES T. LANEY SCHOOL OF GRADUATE STUDIES

Presentation to the president, by Dean Lisa A. Tedesco, of candidates for the degrees of master of arts, master of development practice, master of science, and doctor of philosophy; conferral of the degrees by the president.

MASTER OF ARTS

Hannah Rose Abrahamson*
Samera Ahmad
Lauren Michelle Bertin*
Cecily Jane Boles
Shauna Marie Bowes*
Sivaram Cheruvu
Cyrus N. Chi**
Madeleine Flora Cohen*
Emma Margaret Cooke
Alexander Maximilian Cors*
Allison Kathleen Cutoffter**
Braden Fisher Davatz
Kaylee Cheyenne Davis*
Kora Elizabeth-Zeeb Dreffs
Pearce Alexander Edwards*
Madison Elkins
Kristina Celeste Fong*
Lisa Renae Frazier
Catherine Elisabeth Fullarton**
Melissa Faris Gayan**
Abbe Marie Hafer
Rachel Allison Harmon*
Jennifer Lauren Hayward**
Lauren V. Highsmith*
Melinda D. Johnson*
Audrey Marie Jones
Wahid T. Khan
Yvonne Kienast
Alexandra Lemos Zagonel*
Yusen Liang
Mary Gardner Macdonald**
Jordan Scott Martin*
Tracy Lynn Martin*
Mary Grace Mattimore
Anna Katherine McKittrick**
Emily Michels

MASTER OF DEVELOPMENT PRACTICE

Kayla Ann Bellman
Alyssa Janel Bovell*
Marc Anthony Keith
Branch Jr.
Melania Croce*
Alexia Delahaut
Racquel Jaclyn Figueroa*
Erendira Fortanell Herrera*
Adrian Scott Glover
Chase Forrest Gorishek
Marinangeles Gutierrez Rivera*
Lauren Harper
Andrew Cole Harrison*
Katherine Taylor Pons*
Rebecca Spens*
Mallory St Claire*
Julianne Upchurch
Yacob Asheber Zuriaw*

MASTER OF SCIENCE

Maria Katrina Abril
Ruth O. Adekunle
Ali Ahmadvand**
Fatemeh Amrollahi*
Alisina Bazrafshan**
Megan Brown
Shuo Cheng
Lauren Frances Collins
Danielle Crowner
Rohan Ketan Dhamsania
Thomas James Flynn**
Adriana Carolina Gamboa
Stephanie McShea Garceau*
Stephanie L. Garrett
Zelalem Hailu Gero
Harris Munger Greenwood*
Cassie Marie Grimsley Ackerley
Riley Dee Gulbronson
Xiyun Guo
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**Doctor of Philosophy**

Nathan Ahlgrim*  
Biological and Biomedical Sciences  
Joseph Manns, Adviser  
*Dissertation: The Roles of the Hippocampus and Amygdala in the Formation of Declarative Memory*

Mwangala Precious Akamandisa  
Biological and Biomedical Sciences  
Robert Craig Castellino, Adviser  
*Dissertation: Mechanisms of Mutated PPM1D in Pediatric Brain Tumorigenesis*

Erica Tracey Akhter*  
Biological and Biomedical Sciences  
Francisco Alvarez and Arthur English, Advisers  
*Dissertation: The Regulation of the Potassium Chloride Co-Transporter KCC2 in Spinal Motor Neurons following Peripheral Nerve Injury*

Melissa Alvarado-Velez**  
Biomedical Engineering  
Ravi Bellamkonda, Adviser  
*Dissertation: Immuno-Suppressive Hydrogels for Stem Cell Therapy after Traumatic Brain Injury*

Sarah Emily Anderson**  
Biological and Biomedical Sciences  
Philip Rather, Adviser  
*Dissertation: Copy Number of an Antibiotic Resistance Locus Controls Aminoglycoside Heteroresistance and a Virulence Switch in Acinetobacter baumannii*

Victor Manuel Rodriguez Aricheta*  
Mathematics  
John Duncan, Adviser  
*Dissertation: Monstrous Moonshine, Elliptic Curves, and Vertex Algebras*

Jane Katherine Arney  
Art History  
Bonna Wescoat, Adviser  
*Dissertation: Trojan Prophecy and Golden Offerings: Tripods in Late Republican and Early Imperial Roman Art*

Marko Bajic**  
Biological and Biomedical Sciences  
Roger Deal, Adviser  
*Dissertation: Establishment and Utilization of INTACT-ATAC-seq to Map Cell Type-Specific Gene Regulatory Networks in Plants*

Nusaiba Baker  
Biomedical Engineering  
Edward Borchewy and Andrew Neish, Advisers  
*Dissertation: Elucidating the Spatial and Temporal Immune Response to Immunomodulatory Materials*

Charles Edward Barber*  
Religion  
Gary Laderman and Bobbi Patterson, Advisers  
*Dissertation: It’s Complicated: Religion and the HIV/AIDS Epidemic among Black Same-Gender-Loving Men in the South*

Morgan S. Barham**  
Biological and Biomedical Sciences  
Cheryl Day, Adviser  
*Dissertation: CD4 T-Cell Responses in Mycobacterium tuberculosis and HIV Co-Infection*

Alessandro Barone**  
Mathematics  
Alessandro Veneziani, Adviser  
*Dissertation: Patient-Specific Modeling in Cardiac Electrophysiology: Parameter Estimation and Personalization*

Matías Bascuñán Callis  
Comparative Literature  
Geoffrey Bennington, Adviser  
*Dissertation: Sovereignty Undone: Reading Ruptures of Self-Reference in Foucault, Hobbes, and Derrida*

Moriah Paige Bellissimo Myers  
Nutrition and Health Sciences  
Jessica Alvarez and Thomas Ziegler, Advisers  
*Dissertation: Integrated Clinical and Metabolic Phenotyping of Adults with Hidden Adiposity*

Lea Benesich  
Mathematics  
David Zureick-Brown, Adviser  
*Dissertation: Connections between Mock Modular Forms and Vertex Operator Algebras*

John August Bernau**  
Sociology  
Timothy Dowd and Frank Lechner, Advisers  
*Dissertation: Talk of Death: American Discourse in Three Spheres*

Emmeline LeGendre Blanchard**  
Biomedical Engineering  
Philip Santangelo, Adviser  
*Dissertation: Characterizing Protein-Protein and RNA-Protein Interactions in Fixed Cells and Tissue*

Sara Valencia Botto  
Psychology  
Philippe Rochat, Adviser  
*Dissertation: Emergence and Cognitive Correlates of Evaluative Audience Perception*

Allyson Jane Boytong  
Chemistry  
Nathan Jui, Adviser  
*Dissertation: Development of Intermolecular Couplings of Aryl Radical Species with Olefins*

Stephen Brincks*  
Business  
Narasimhan Jegadeesh, Adviser  
*Dissertation: Home Is Where the Bias Is*

Maria Anne Briscione*  
Biological and Biomedical Sciences  
Ellen Hess, Adviser  
*Dissertation: Abnormal Dopamine Signaling in a Mouse Model of Dystonia*

Kelsie L. Brooks**  
Biological and Biomedical Sciences  
Eric Hunter, Adviser  
*Dissertation: HIV-1 Reservoir Formation in the Context of Pre-Antiretroviral Therapy Infection*

Courtney Venita Buggs*  
Religion  
Teresa Fry Brown, Adviser  
*Dissertation: Beyond the Pulpit: Lay Perspectives on Black Laywomen Performing Religious Authority*

Jacob Samuel Burman**  
Chemistry  
Simon Blakey, Adviser  
*Dissertation: The Development of Complementary Alkylic C-H Amination and Amidation Conditions for the Regioselective Functionalization of Group IX MCP*-η-Allyl Intermediates*

Laura MacQueen Butkovich*  
Biomedical and Biological Sciences  
Mala Tansey, Adviser  
*Dissertation: Transgenic Mice Expressing Human Alpha-Synuclein in Noradrenergic Neurons Develop Locus Coeruleus Pathology and Non-Motor Features of Parkinson’s Disease*

Amy Catherine Butner  
Art History  
Gay Robins, Adviser  
*Dissertation: Creation of Ritual Space in the Non-Royal Tombs of Amarna*

Andres D. Caballero**  
Biomedical Engineering  
Wei Sun, Adviser  
*Dissertation: Computational Modeling of Left Ventricle-Valve Dynamics Using a Fluid-Structure Interaction Framework*

Amber Leigh Caldara*  
Biological and Biomedical Sciences  
Andrew Kowalczyk, Adviser  
*Dissertation: Desmosome Assembly and Disassembly: Lessons from Studying Dermatological Diseases*
Frederick David Carr*
Religion
Luke Timothy Johnson, Adviser
Dissertation: The Subject of the New Creation: Transformation and Selfhood in Paul’s Letters

Jing Chen*
Psychology
Lawrence Barsalou and Stephan Hamann, Advisers
Dissertation: Effects of Brief Mindfulness Training on the Neural Activity Associated with Processing Food Cues

Xiaotong Chen**
Physics
Ajit Srivastava, Adviser
Dissertation: Single Photons, Phonons, and Valley-Locked Spins in Atomically Thin WSe2

Nathan Frederick Chiappa**
Biomedical Engineering
Edward Botchwey, Adviser
Dissertation: Combining Sphingolipidomics and Computational Systems Biology to Study Red Blood Cell Sphingolipid Metabolism in Health and Disease

Roxana Cristina Chicas
Nursing
Linda McCauley, Adviser
Dissertation: Cooling Interventions among Agricultural Workers: A Randomized Pilot Study

Han-Ching Chiu**
Biomedical Engineering
Shuichi Takayama, Adviser
Dissertation: Channels from Guided Fracture for Biopolymer Super Resolution Imaging

Eunil Cho
Religion
Karen Scheib, Adviser

Suyun Choi*
Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality Studies
Carla Freeman, Adviser
Dissertation: Going into Labor: Gender, Migration, and Neoliberal Lives in South Korea

Yulia Evgenyevna Chuvileva**
Anthropology
Peggy Barletti, Adviser
Dissertation: Edible Wealth, Edible Health: Managing Risky Food Ecologies in Guatemala

Catherine Elizabeth Cioffi
Nutrition and Health Sciences
Miriam Vos, Adviser
Dissertation: Altered Lipid Partitioning in Youth: Examining the Dietary Determinants and Cardiometabolic Consequences

Rachel Helen Commander
Biological and Biomedical Sciences
Adam Marcus, Adviser
Dissertation: Chemical Ciology Screen Reveals Metabolic Heterogeneity during Collective Invasion

Sarah Connolly
Biological and Biomedical Sciences
Eric Hunter, Adviser
Dissertation: Host Factors that Modulate Risk of Heterosexual HIV-1 Acquisition and Disease Progression

Brian Conroy**
Biostatistics
Lance Waller, Howard Chang, Benjamin Lopman, and Robert Lyles, Advisers
Dissertation: Spatial Latent Process Models to Overcome Preferential Sampling in Disease Surveillance Systems

Nicole Genevieve Corrigan
Art History
Elizabeth Pastan, Adviser
Dissertation: The Virgin, the Saints, and the Reconquest: Marian Cult Images in Medieval Toledo and Iberia

Jonathan Earl Coulis**
History
Thomas Rogers, Adviser

Ashley Renee Cross
Biological and Biomedical Sciences
Joanna Goldberg, Adviser
Dissertation: Regulation of Pseudomonas aeruginosa Chronic Infection Phenotypes

Andrew James Culbreth
Philosophy
Marta Jimenez, Adviser
Dissertation: Good Hope and Happiness in Plato and Aristotle

Katherine Alexandra Cullum*
Psychology
Sherryll Goodman, Adviser
Dissertation: Evaluation of a Positive Parenting Intervention for Mothers with a History of Depression and Their Children

Sarah Whelan Curtis*
Biological and Biomedical Sciences
Alicia Smith and Karen Conneely, Advisers
Dissertation: Epigenetic Determinants of Endocrine-Related Health Outcomes following Exposure to Polybrominated biphenyl (PBB)

Christopher Earl Cutler*
Biological and Biomedical Sciences
Richard Cummings and Sean Stowell, Advisers
Dissertation: Role of Cosmic and Tn Antigen in T-Cell Biology and the O-Glycoproteome

Gordon A. Dale*
Biological and Biomedical Sciences
Joshy Jacob, Adviser
Dissertation: Local and Genome-Wide Gene Conversion Contributes to Secondary Somatic Diversification of Antibody Repertoires in Humans and Mice

Gaea Anita Daniel*
Nursing
Deborah Bruner, Adviser
Dissertation: Exploring Associations between the Vaginal Microbiome and Health Behaviors, Sociodemographic Factors, and Vaginal Symptoms in Postmenopausal Women

Thayer King Darling
Biological and Biomedical Sciences
Tracey Lamb and Jacob Kohlmeier, Advisers
Dissertation: Unraveling the Mechanisms by which CD8+ T Cells and Platelets Contribute to Cerebral Malaria Immunopathology

Desiree De Leon
Biological and Biomedical Sciences
Mar Sanchez and Larry Young, Advisers
Dissertation: Genetic Variation of the Oxytocin System and Social Behavior of Adult Female Rhesus Macaques

Miranda Delahoy*
Environmental Health Sciences
Karen Levy, Adviser
Dissertation: Challenges in Reducing the Burden of Childhood Diarrhea in Peru

Sergio Luis Dias Lima Gramacho
Computer Science and Informatics
Avani Wildani, Adviser
Dissertation: Autonomic Formation of Large-Scale Wireless Mesh Networks

Sean Dolan*
Anthropology
Michael Peletz, Adviser
Dissertation: Halal Things: Ontology and Ethics in the Malaysian Halal Ecosystem

Alyssa Leann Duck*
English
Walter Kalaidjian, Adviser
Dissertation: Partum Poetics: Pregnant Moderns and the Poetry of Origins
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Department</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Paul R. Dunbar</strong></td>
<td>Biological and Biomedical Sciences</td>
<td>Dissertations: Antigen Presenting Cells and Cytokines in the Differentiation of Effector CD8+ T-Cell and Tissue Resident CD8+ T-Cell Responses to Influenza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Kohlmeier, Adviser</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dissertation</strong></td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>Increasing Paths in Edge-Ordered Hypergraphs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dissertation</strong></td>
<td>Nutrition and Health Sciences</td>
<td>Novel Strategies for Measuring Complementary Feeding and Achieving Behavior Change in East Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dissertation</strong></td>
<td>Biostatistics</td>
<td>Statistical Methods for High-throughput Epigenomics Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dissertation</strong></td>
<td>Comparative Literature</td>
<td>The Position of the Unthought and the Invention of Nineteenth-Century Democratic Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dissertation</strong></td>
<td>Biological and Biomedical Sciences</td>
<td>Engineering Novel Chimeric Antigen Receptors (CARs) for T-Cell Malignancies Using Innate Immune Cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dissertation</strong></td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>Structure, Synthesis, and Reactivity: Intentional Design Approaches to Agonists for Liver Receptor Homolog-1 and Photochemical Arene Decaromatization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dissertation</strong></td>
<td>Religion</td>
<td>Genesis 37–50 as Proto Trauma-Novella</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dissertation</strong></td>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>Electronic, Optical, and Microwave Studies of Nanomagnetic Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Asha Lavila French</strong></td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Gorilla, My Love: Toni Cade Bambara's Womanist Methodology of Emancipation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Yevgen Galona</strong></td>
<td>Institute of the Liberal Arts</td>
<td>The Cross and the Throne: The Genesis of the Idea of Victimhood in the Context of Political Theology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kelly Jae Gannon Flynn</strong></td>
<td>Religion</td>
<td>No Place for Mere Entertainment: Religion and Popular Culture in Atlanta (1865 to 1925)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Brandon Grant Gerberich</strong></td>
<td>Biomedical Engineering</td>
<td>Targeted Collagen Photocross-linking for Treatment of Glaucoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Roxanne Glazier</strong></td>
<td>Biomedical Engineering</td>
<td>DNA Nanotechnology to Map and Manipulate Adhesion Forces at Fluid Interfaces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frederick Gustav Basire Goddard</strong></td>
<td>Environmental Health Sciences</td>
<td>Enteric Pathogen Exposure and Child Health in Low-Income Settings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Crystal Deloris Grant</strong></td>
<td>Biological and Biomedical Sciences</td>
<td>Exploring Biomarkers and the Interplay within the Aging Epigenome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mallory Green</strong></td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>Understanding the Chemistry of Beryllium Using Velocity Map Imaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rachelle Renee Green</strong></td>
<td>Religion</td>
<td>Learning to Live: Social Death, Redemptive Practices, and Theological Education in a Women’s Prison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sandra Iovone Grijalva</strong></td>
<td>Biomedical Engineering</td>
<td>Engineering Cardiac Biological Pacemaker Tissues to Dissect Source-Sink Mismatch in the Heart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hee Cheol Cho</strong></td>
<td>Political Science</td>
<td>Why Do States Privatize Their Prisons? The Unintended Consequences of Inmate Litigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Saumya Suresh Gurbani</strong></td>
<td>Biomedical Engineering</td>
<td>Machine Learning Enables the Use of Spectroscopic MRI to Guide Radiation Therapy in Patients with Glioblastoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ryan C. Hackett</strong></td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Sensitivity to Reinforcement Rate: The Role of Attention Problems and Frequently Co-Occurring Forms of Psychopathology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Robert Richard Haines</strong></td>
<td>Biological and Biomedical Sciences</td>
<td>Development of Methodology to Estimate Fractional Flow Reserve Using Magnetic Resonance Imaging and Computational Fluid Dynamics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Jeremy Bass</strong></td>
<td>Biomedical Engineering</td>
<td>Development of Deep Learning Methods for Head and Neck Cancer Detection in Hyperspectral Imaging and Digital Pathology for Surgical Guidance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Jackson Hair</strong></td>
<td>Biomedical Engineering</td>
<td>Laser-Activated Perfluorocarbon Nanodroplets as a Tool in Neurological Applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kristina Alexandra Hallam</strong></td>
<td>Biomedical Engineering</td>
<td>The Role of Dynamic Incentives in Customer Engagement: Applications in Gaming and Gamification</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Graduated August 2019**

**Graduated December 2019**
### Doctor of Philosophy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Advisors or Keywords</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sara Kathryn Hanson</td>
<td>Nutrition and Health Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aryeh Stein, Adviser</td>
<td><strong>Dissertation:</strong> Trajectories of Activity and Sleep through Adolescence and Body Composition at Age 18 Years: Birth to Twenty Plus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rafi Haque</td>
<td>Biological and Biomedical Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allan Levey, Adviser</td>
<td><strong>Dissertation:</strong> Neocortical Medial Temporal Lobe Interactions during Visuospatial Memory Formation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sahar Harati</td>
<td>Computer Science and Informatics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shamim Nemati, Adviser</td>
<td><strong>Dissertation:</strong> Machine Learning Methods for Quantification of Depression Severity and Prediction of Recovery Trajectory Using Longitudinal Video and Audio Data, with Applications to Deep Brain Stimulation Treatment Optimization</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erica Vernice Harris</td>
<td>Biological and Biomedical Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Gerardo and Jacobus de Roode, Advisers</td>
<td><strong>Dissertation:</strong> The Role of Medicinal Food Plants Mediating the Gut Microbiome and Disease Resistance in Monarch Butterflies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Harsh</td>
<td>English</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geraldine Higgins, Adviser</td>
<td><strong>Dissertation:</strong> Domestic Disturbances: Home and History in Transatlantic Women’s Writing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Louise Hayward**</td>
<td>Biological and Biomedical Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Kohlmeier, Adviser</td>
<td><strong>Dissertation:</strong> Identifying Mechanisms of Lung Tissue-Resident Memory CD8 T-Cell Decay</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siran He</td>
<td>Nutrition and Health Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aryeh Stein, Adviser</td>
<td><strong>Dissertation:</strong> Improved Nutrition in Early Life and Cardiometabolic Outcomes in Guatemala</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Krista Herrick</td>
<td>Biological and Biomedical Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malu Tansey, Adviser</td>
<td><strong>Dissertation:</strong> The Impact of LRRK2 Expression and Kinase Activity in Gene by Environment Mouse Models of Parkinson’s Disease</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameron John Herting**</td>
<td>Biological and Biomedical Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dolores Hambardzumyan, Adviser</td>
<td><strong>Dissertation:</strong> Preclinical Investigations of the Immune Microenvironment in Glioblastoma</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth A. Hinton**</td>
<td>Biological and Biomedical Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shannon Gourley, Adviser</td>
<td><strong>Dissertation:</strong> Long-Term Neurobehavioral Consequences of Adolescent Social Isolation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim Loan Hoang**</td>
<td>Biological and Biomedical Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malu Tansey and Levi Morran, Advisers</td>
<td><strong>Dissertation:</strong> Establishing a Novel Beneficial Association Using a Nematode-Bacterium Model through Experimental Evolution</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Alan Hoffman</td>
<td>Biomedical Engineering</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May Dongmei Wang, Adviser</td>
<td><strong>Dissertation:</strong> Improving the Timeliness, Accuracy, and Completeness of Mortality Reporting Using FHIR Apps and Machine Learning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madelyn C. Houser</td>
<td>Biological and Biomedical Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malu Tansey, Adviser</td>
<td><strong>Dissertation:</strong> Gene-Environment Interplay in Parkinson’s Disease Pathogenesis: The Role of Gastrointestinal Inflammation and Regulator of G-protein Signaling 10 in the Gut-Brain Axis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Brianna Howard*</td>
<td>Philosophy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cynthia Willett, Adviser</td>
<td><strong>Dissertation:</strong> Toward an Affect-Theory of Political Action</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yunfeng Huang**</td>
<td>Epidemiology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yan Sun and Viola Vaccarino, Advisers</td>
<td><strong>Dissertation:</strong> Gene-Lifestyle Interactions in Coronary Artery Diseases</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura Katherine Huber*</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dan Reiter, David Davis, and Danielle Jung, Advisers</td>
<td><strong>Dissertation:</strong> Buying Women’s Rights: The Role of Conflict and International Actors in Gender Reform</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spencer A. Hughes*</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vincent Conticello, Adviser</td>
<td><strong>Dissertation:</strong> Rational and Computational Design of Superhelical Protein Nanotubes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura Allison Hunt</td>
<td>Institute of Liberal Arts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sean Meighoo, Adviser</td>
<td><strong>Dissertation:</strong> Eco-Visionary Media: Art as Activism in Bjork’s Audiovisual Production</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha M. Iamurri*</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stefan Luz, Adviser</td>
<td><strong>Dissertation:</strong> Exploring the Role of Cofactor and Protein Sequence Variability across the Old Yellow Enzyme Superfamily</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaquia Lashe Idlett-Ali</td>
<td>Biomedical Engineering</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawn Hochman, Adviser</td>
<td><strong>Dissertation:</strong> Investigations of Spontaneous Pain and Modulation with Spinal Cord Stimulation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Andrew Stanowski Inglis</td>
<td>Biological and Biomedical Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Escayg, Adviser</td>
<td><strong>Dissertation:</strong> Roles of the SCN1A and SCN8A Voltage-Gated Sodium Channel Genes in Neurological Disease</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathan Thomas Jacobs*</td>
<td>Biological and Biomedical Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anice Lowen, Adviser</td>
<td><strong>Dissertation:</strong> Competition and Cooperation of Respiratory Pathogens in Spatially Structured Environments</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yaseen Ali Jamal</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Dilks, Adviser</td>
<td><strong>Dissertation:</strong> Rapid Topographic Reorganization in Adult Human Primary Visual Cortex (V1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeong Hoon Jang*</td>
<td>Biostatistics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amita Manatunga, Adviser</td>
<td><strong>Dissertation:</strong> Statistical Methods for Evaluating Continuous and Functional Diagnostic Markers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Christopher Jenkins</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stefan Luz, Adviser</td>
<td><strong>Dissertation:</strong> Engineering Encapsulin Nanocontainers for Biocatalysis Applications</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan Lea Johnson</td>
<td>Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality Studies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynne Huffer, Adviser</td>
<td><strong>Dissertation:</strong> Into the Forest Archive: A Feminist Genealogy of the Postindustrial Pineywoods</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Evelyn Jones</td>
<td>Nutrition and Health Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solveig Cunningham, Adviser</td>
<td><strong>Dissertation:</strong> Dietary Incorporation: Health Implications of Migration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taryn Danielle Jordan</td>
<td>Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality Studies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynne Huffer, Adviser</td>
<td><strong>Dissertation:</strong> A Peculiar Sense: A Black Feminist Genealogy of Soul</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* GRADUATED AUGUST 2019  
** GRADUATED DECEMBER 2019
Doctor of Philosophy

Frederik Strand Kamps**
Psychology
Daniel Dilks, Adviser

Sara Katarina Kauko
Anthropology
Bradd Shore, Adviser
Dissertation: Criollo Entrepreneurialism: Transforming Racial and Class Identities and Social Mobility among Mixed-Race Argentines

Ryan Christine Kendall
Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality Studies
Elizabeth Wilson, Adviser

Mohammed Abdul Basit Khan
Epidemiology
Anne Spaulding, Adviser

Andrew Kingston**
Comparative Literature
Geoffrey Bennington, Adviser
Dissertation: Voices of Nothing: Aesthetics of Corruption in Music and Language

Elizabeth Marie Kline*
Biological and Biomedical Sciences
Malu Tansey, Adviser
Dissertation: Innate and Adaptive Immune System Crosstalk in Parkinson’s Disease

Ha Eun Kong*
Biological and Biomedical Sciences
Peng Jin and Thomas Wingo, Advisers
Dissertation: Identification of Genetic Modifiers of Fragile X-Associated Tremor/Ataxia Syndrome

Yunchuan Kong
Biosciences
Tianwei Yu, Adviser
Dissertation: Network-Based Machine Learning Methods for Omics Data

Alyssse Joanna Kowalski
Nutrition and Health Sciences
Aryeh Stein, Adviser
Dissertation: Pubertal Timing and Tempo in Urban South Africa—Associations with Health in Adolescence and Transitions to Adulthood

Rachel Becca Kozlowski
Chemistry
R. Brian Dyer, Adviser
Dissertation: Effect of Site-Specific Heating on Enzyme Catalysis

Kelsey Paige Kubelick
Biomedical Engineering
Stanislav Emelianov, Adviser
Dissertation: Development of Ultrasound and Photoacoustic Imaging Tools for Tracking of Cells and Particles

Glenn Michael La Muraglia II**
Biological and Biomedical Sciences
Mandy L. Ford, Adviser
Dissertation: Novel Immunosuppressive Strategies for the Control of TFH Cell-Driven de novo DSA Responses

Stephanie Allison Larson
English
Rosemarie Garland-Thomson and Laura Otis, Advisers
Dissertation: Hooked: Public Health, Parais, and Twentieth-Century Literature of the US and Global South

Jeong Lee**
Business
Melissa Williams, Adviser
Dissertation: Sounds of Leadership? A Mismatch between Asian Americans’ Communication Style and Norms for Leaders in the United States

Ximena Leroux
Sociology
Ellen Idler and Robert Agnew, Advisers
Dissertation: Cigarette Smoking among Hispanic and Non-Hispanic, White Adolescents: Segmented Assimilation and the Social Causes of Delinquency

Amy Sijing Li
English
Laura Otis, Adviser
Dissertation: A Future for Hopeful Monsters: Gender, Disability, Race, and Embodiment in Science Fiction

Yunxiao Li**
Biostatistics
Yijuan Hu and Glen Satten, Advisers
Dissertation: Development of Statistical Methods for Multiple-Hypotheses Testing

Zheng-Rong Tiger Li
Biological and Biomedical Sciences
Rustom Antia, Adviser
Dissertation: Evolution of CD8 T-Cell Epitopes of Influenza A Virus

Jiaying Liu
Biomedical Engineering
Zhifei Dai and Hanjoong Jo, Advisers
Dissertation: Ultrasound-Guided Transgene Expression of KLK10 to Inhibit Atherosclerosis

Renfa Liu
Biomedical Engineering
Zhifei Dai and Hanjoong Jo, Advisers
Dissertation: The Synthesis and Application of a Series of C4-Symmetric Dirhodium Catalysts Derived from 1-(2-Chlorophenyl)-2,2-Diphenylcyclopropanecarboxylate Ligands

Jeremy Brent Lowe*
Religion
Don Seeman, Adviser
Dissertation: Homo Dialogicus: Ethics for Empathic, Estranged Beings

Linlin Lu*
Biomedical Engineering
Xiaojie Duan, Adviser
Dissertation: Soft Carbon Nanotube Fiber Electrodes for Multimodal Neural Interfacing

Kevin Patrick Lucas**
Comparative Literature
Jill Robbins, Adviser
Dissertation: The Hazards of Socialism: Left Tragic Theatre in the Twentieth Century

Pui-Yan Ma*
Chemistry
Khalid Salaita, Adviser

Chao Lin*
Biological and Biomedical Sciences
Gary Bassell, Adviser
Dissertation: Development of an In Vitro Neuronal Model of Myotonic Dystrophy Type 1

Hsuan Ken Liu**
Biological and Biomedical Sciences
Dean Jones, Adviser
Dissertation: Gut Microbiome Product Delta-Valerobetaine Controls Host Energy Metabolism

Jiaying Liu
Biomedical Engineering
Zhifei Dai and Hanjoong Jo, Advisers
Dissertation: Ultrasound-Guided Transgene Expression of KLK10 to Inhibit Atherosclerosis

Renfa Liu
Biomedical Engineering
Zhifei Dai and Hanjoong Jo, Advisers
Dissertation: The Synthesis and Application of a Series of C4-Symmetric Dirhodium Catalysts Derived from 1-(2-Chlorophenyl)-2,2-Diphenylcyclopropanecarboxylate Ligands

Jeremy Brent Lowe*
Religion
Don Seeman, Adviser
Dissertation: Homo Dialogicus: Ethics for Empathic, Estranged Beings

Linlin Lu*
Biomedical Engineering
Xiaojie Duan, Adviser
Dissertation: Soft Carbon Nanotube Fiber Electrodes for Multimodal Neural Interfacing

Kevin Patrick Lucas**
Comparative Literature
Jill Robbins, Adviser
Dissertation: The Hazards of Socialism: Left Tragic Theatre in the Twentieth Century

Pui-Yan Ma*
Chemistry
Khalid Salaita, Adviser
Doctor of Philosophy

Aruni Mahapatra
English
Laura Otis and Deepika Bahri, Advisers

Kelsey Ann Maher
Biological and Biomedical Sciences
Roger Deal, Adviser
Dissertation: Applications of Next-Generation Sequencing Strategies for the Identification and Characterization of Enhancers in Plants

Amyn Abdul Malik**
Epidemiology
Neel Gandhi and Saad Omer, Advisers
Dissertation: Diagnosis and Prevention of Active TB Disease

Camilla Margaroli*
Biological and Biomedical Sciences
Rahibnda Tiouoaniam, Adviser
Dissertation: Neutrophil Plasticity Enables the Development of Pathological Microenvironments: Implications for Cystic Fibrosis Airway Disease

Adam Price Mathes
Religion
David Pacini, Adviser
Dissertation: Samuel Taylor Coleridge and the Modern Religion of Conscience

Margaret Louise Matthews
Philosophy
Ann Hartle and Ursula Goldenbaum, Advisers
Dissertation: The Character of the Modern Skeptic in the Essays of Montaigne

Amanda Leigh Maxfield**
Anthropology
Craig Hadley, Adviser
Dissertation: Poverty amid Plenty: Resource Scarcity, Aspirational Consumption, Relative Deprivation, and Mental Health in India

Julia Bergild McBrien
Biological and Biomedical Sciences
Guido Silvestri, Adviser
Dissertation: The Antiviral Role of CD8+ T-Cells during Latent Immunodeficiency Virus Infections

Jessica Nicole McCaffery**
Biological and Biomedical Sciences
Alberto Moreno, Adviser
Dissertation: Development of Novel Immunogens for Malaria Vaccines and Serosurveillance

Myles Randolph McCrery*
Biomedical Engineering
Ling Wei, Adviser
Dissertation: Improving the Therapeutic Functionality of Neural Progenitor Cells by Encapsulation with Chondroitin-4-Sulfate-A Hydrolgel

Miranda Jade McDaniel**
Biological and Biomedical Sciences
Stephen Traynelis, Adviser
Dissertation: Investigating the Role of the Pre-M1 Helix and Other Highly Conserved Regions in NMDA Receptor Function

Zachary Thomas McEachin*
Biomedical Engineering
Cheryl Bass, Adviser
Dissertation: Mechanistic Insight into Disease Pathogenesis of Hexanucleotide Repeat Expansion Disorders

Rebecca McGlynn
English
Nathan Suhr-Sytsma, Adviser
Dissertation: Communal Crisis: Home, Housing, and the Politics of Space in Irish Working-Class Literature

Michael Lee McKinnon**
Biological and Biomedical Sciences
Shawn Hochman, Adviser
Dissertation: Characterization of Thoracic Sympathetic Postganglionic Neurons

Taryn Alissa McLaughlin
Biological and Biomedical Sciences
Caryl Bass, Adviser
Dissertation: T-Cell Immunity during Co-Infection with Mycobacterium tuberculosis and Schistosoma mansoni

Daniel Patrick McNamara*
Religion
John Dunne and Sara McClintock, Advisers
Dissertation: Nihilists and Noble Ones: Rat-nakarashanti's Engagements with Nagarjuna, Madhyamikas, and the Mahayana in the Madhamaka-alamkara-vrtti

Joscelin Claraluz Mejias*
Biomedical Engineering
Krishnendu Roy, Adviser
Dissertation: Nano-in-Micro Multi-Stage Particles for Pulmonary Drug Delivery

Xiangxi Meng*
Biomedical Engineering
Qushi Ren and May Wang, Advisers
Dissertation: Multiplexed Molecular Imaging in the Second Near-Infrared Window

Emma Camisard Meyer
History
Gyanendra Pandey, Adviser

Travis Andrew Meyer*
Biomedical Engineering
Gang Bao and Yonggang Ke, Advisers
Dissertation: Engineering a Multi-Functional DNA Origami Nanorod for the Control of Nanoscale Processes

Stephanie Spaid Miedema
Sociology
Kathryn Yount, Adviser
Dissertation: Sexual Stigma, Minority Stress, and Mental Health among Sexual Minority Women and Men across Asia and the Pacific

Lisa Kimberly Mills
Biological and Biomedical Sciences
Joanna Skountzou and Richard Compans, Advisers
Dissertation: Elucidating Immune, Pathological, and Molecular Responses to Influenza A Virus Infection during Concurrent House Dust Mite Allergen Exposure

Noemi Yoko Molitor
Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality Studies
Angelika Bammer, Adviser
Dissertation: Chrononauts in Chromotopia: Toward an Erotics of Abstract Painting’s Materiality in the Works of Lynda Benglis and Katharina Grosse

Amielle Moreno**
Biological and Biomedical Sciences
Robert Liu, Adviser
Dissertation: The Molecular Correlates of Auditory Cortical Plasticity from Social Auditory Experience

Elyse L. Morin*
Biological and Biomedical Sciences
Mar Sanchez, Adviser
Dissertation: Early Maternal Care Modulates the Development of Adolescent Emotional Regulation and Neurocircuitry in Nonhuman Primates

Anna Burcham Morris
Biological and Biomedical Sciences
Mandy Ford, Adviser
Dissertation: Role of FcYRIIB as a Cell-Autonomous Coinhibitor that Limits Effector CD8+ T-Cell Immunity

Bethany Nanamaker Morrison*
Political Science
Jeffrey Staton, Adviser
Dissertation: Naming, Blaming, Calculating: Understanding Who Files Employment Discrimination Claims at the EEOC
Kelly Robin Morrison
Chemistry
William Wuest, Adviser
Dissertation: Complementary Approaches to Combat Antimicrobial Resistance: Metal-Binding Small Molecules and Quaternary Ammonium Compounds

Jackson Salvatore Morrow
Mathematics
David Zureick-Brown, Adviser
Dissertation: Non-Archimedean and Tropical Techniques in Arithmetic Geometry

Buffy Nicole Mosley
Business
David Schweidel, Adviser
Dissertation: Measuring Consumers’ Emotional Engagement via Firm and User Generated Content on Social Media

Brett Adam Murphy*
Psychology
Scott Lilienfeld, Adviser
Dissertation: The Varieties of Self-Reported Empathic Tendencies

Jordan R. Murphy
Nursing
Elizabeth Corwin, Adviser
Dissertation: Behavioral Epigenetics and Socioemotional Development in Infancy

Siti Sarah Muwahidah
Religion
Vincent Cornell, Adviser
Dissertation: For the Love of Abl al-Bayt: Negotiating Shi’ism in Indonesia

Aline Louise Yonezawa Nachlas**
Biomedical Engineering
Michael Davis, Adviser
Dissertation: Engineering an Aortic Valve with Cellular and Mechanical Functionality

Jasmine Ye Nakayama
Nursing
Vicki Hertzberg, Adviser
Dissertation: The Hepatitis C Cascade of Care in a 1945–1965 Birth Cohort in Southern United States

Tenzin Namdul**
Anthropology
Bradd Shore, Adviser
Dissertation: Facilitating an Ideal Death: Tibetan Medical and Buddhist Approaches to Death and Dying in a Tibetan Refugee Community in South India

Joseph Lane Natale
Physics
Ilya Nemenman, Adviser
Dissertation: Inference, Dynamics, and Coarse-Graining of Large-Scale Biological Networks

Michael Robert Nelson*
Biomedical Engineering
Krishnendu Roy, Adviser
Dissertation: A Multi-Niche Culture Method for Mimicking Human Bone Marrow

Derek Matthew Novacek*
Psychology
Elaine Walker, Adviser
Dissertation: Psychosis-Risk among Black American Youth: The Role of Stressful Experiences and Cognitive Schemas

Brendan Murrihy O’Flaherty**
Biological and Biomedical Sciences
Peter Wenner, Adviser
Dissertation: Metabolic Regulation of Neuronal Activity and Affective Behavior in the Basolateral Amygdala

Troy Justin O’Neal**
Biological and Biomedical Sciences
Mehul Suthar, Adviser
Dissertation: The Early Involvement of CNS-Draining Lymphatics and Host Response to West Nile Virus Infection

Victor Pan
Biomedical Engineering
Yonggang Ke, Adviser
Dissertation: Engineering Nucleic Acid Nanostructures for Sensing and Control of Biomolecules and Their Environments

Yeon Kyung Grace Park*
Political Science
Clifford Carrubba, Adviser
Dissertation: Domestic Politics and International Bargaining

Roshni Nanu Patel*
Philosophy
Andrew Mitchell, Adviser
Dissertation: The Responsibility of Nonwilling: Martin Heidegger and Indian Buddhism

Aiden Michael Payne*
Biomedical Engineering
Lena Ting, Adviser
Dissertation: Perturbation-Evoked Cortical Responses Are Associated with Balance Ability in Healthy Young Adults and in Older Adults with Parkinson’s Disease

Brian Aram Pedro
Biological and Biomedical Sciences
Adam Marcus, Adviser
Dissertation: Defining the Clinical and Biological Relevance of Leader and Follower Cell Mutations in Collective Cancer Invasion

Mariko Sada Peterson
Biological and Biomedical Sciences
Mary Galinski, Adviser
Dissertation: Malaria Disease Severity and Resilience: Plasmodium Knowlesi Infection of Macaca mulatta and Macaca fascicularis

Kara Lynn Phipps**
Biological and Biomedical Sciences
Anice Lowen, Adviser
Dissertation: Coinfection Dependence and Reassortment Potential of Influenza A Viruses Is Determined through Virus-Virus and Virus-Host Interactions

Thomas C. Pickel*
Chemistry
Lanny Liebeskind, Adviser
Dissertation: Synthesis of Bulky 1,4,7-Triazacyclononanes, Including Asymmetric Derivatives; Esterification by Aryl-Diolenide Catalyzed Redox Condensation; 1-Amino-3,4-Difluorocyclopentane-1-Carboxylic Acids as PET Imaging Agents

Jessica Paige Preslar*
Epidemiology
Michael Kramer, Adviser
Dissertation: Measures of Women’s Access to Care in Maternal and Child Mortality Surveillance Systems: Evidence and Implementation

Madeline Joan Price
Biological and Biomedical Sciences
Jeremy Boss, Adviser
Dissertation: Metabolic and Epigenetic Instruction of Plasma Cell Differentiation from Naive and Memory B cells

Phillip L. Price
Biological and Biomedical Sciences
Wilfried Rossoll and Gary Bassell, Advisers
Dissertation: Characterizing Motor Neuron-specific mRNA Processing Defects in an Intermediate Mouse Model of Spinal Muscular Atrophy

Ashley M. Prichard*
Psychology
Gregory Berns, Adviser
Dissertation: Investigation of the Neural Mechanisms Underlying Perception in Dogs through Awake fMRI

Fadi Emad Pulous**
Biological and Biomedical Sciences
Brian Petrich, Adviser
Dissertation: Integrin Signaling in the Vascular Endothelium

Richard Anthony Purcell
Religion
Joel LeMon, Adviser
Dissertation: Icons of Royal Power: Viewing the Rhetoric of the Royal Psalms in the Context of Ancient Near Eastern Royal Art
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Advisor(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Li Qu</td>
<td>Biomedical Engineering</td>
<td>Drug Discovery</td>
<td>Tianquan Lian, Adviser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huaqiu Zhu and May Wang</td>
<td>Doctor of Philosophy</td>
<td>Pharmacology</td>
<td>Donald Tuten and Alejandro Herrero-Olaizola, Advisers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rebecca Ann Roberts**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Kim Wallen, Adviser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dissertation: Partner Coordination in Relation to Reward Cost on a Computerized Task in a Social Group of Rhesus Monkeys (Macaca mulatta)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Ian Quach**</td>
<td>Biological and Biomedical Sciences</td>
<td>Wound Healing</td>
<td>Jennifer Rabinowitz, Adviser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>James J. B. Rabinowitz, Adviser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dissertation: Development of In Vivo Nanoparticle Discovery Technologies to Enable Extra-Hepatic Gene Therapies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Patricia Cahill, Adviser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dissertation: CsPbI3 Perovskite Quantum Dots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tianquan Lian, Adviser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Qiongyi Shang*, Adviser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Briana Brown Rackley</td>
<td>Biological and Biomedical Sciences</td>
<td>Remodeling Driven by Protein Crowding</td>
<td>Michelle Kegler and Michael Kramer, Advisers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dissertation: Biophysics of Membrane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Remodeling Driven by Protein Crowding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Christina Noelle Rogers*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>James Nagy, Adviser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gokul Raghunath*</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>Drug Discovery</td>
<td>Jennifer Rabinowitz, Adviser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>James J. B. Rabinowitz, Adviser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dissertation: Development of In Vivo Nanoparticle Discovery Technologies to Enable Extra-Hepatic Gene Therapies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria Jose Ramirez Luzuriaga</td>
<td>Nutrition and Health Sciences</td>
<td>Wound Healing</td>
<td>Jennifer Rabinowitz, Adviser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>James J. B. Rabinowitz, Adviser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dissertation: Biophysics of Membrane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ilana Gabrielle Raskind*</td>
<td>Behavioral Sciences and Health Education</td>
<td>Wound Healing</td>
<td>Jennifer Rabinowitz, Adviser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>James J. B. Rabinowitz, Adviser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dissertation: Biophysics of Membrane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marissa Ashley Ruchle*</td>
<td>Biomedical Engineering</td>
<td>Drug Discovery</td>
<td>Jennifer Rabinowitz, Adviser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>James J. B. Rabinowitz, Adviser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dissertation: Development of In Vivo Nanoparticle Discovery Technologies to Enable Extra-Hepatic Gene Therapies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trent Ryan*</td>
<td>Sociology</td>
<td>Drug Discovery</td>
<td>Jennifer Rabinowitz, Adviser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>James J. B. Rabinowitz, Adviser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dissertation: Development of In Vivo Nanoparticle Discovery Technologies to Enable Extra-Hepatic Gene Therapies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bejan Jon Saeedi</td>
<td>Biological and Biomedical Sciences</td>
<td>Wound Healing</td>
<td>Jennifer Rabinowitz, Adviser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>James J. B. Rabinowitz, Adviser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dissertation: Development of In Vivo Nanoparticle Discovery Technologies to Enable Extra-Hepatic Gene Therapies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Graduated August 2019  
** Graduated December 2019
Bonggun Shin
Computer Science and Informatics
Joyce Ho, Adviser
Dissertation: Deep Learning Approaches towards Computerized Drug Discovery

Wonchul Shin*
Religion
Ellen Marshall, Adviser
Dissertation: Resurrecting Virtues against Evil: A Study of the Cultivation and Exercise of Virtues of the Oppressed

Kayla Shipp Kamibayashi
English
Benjamin Reiss, Adviser

Manasvini Singh
Health Services Research and Health Policy
David Howard, Adviser
Dissertation: The Role of Informational Environments in Physician Decision-Making

Christopher Sinon**
Biological and Biomedical Sciences
Paul Garcia and Ihab Hajjar, Advisers

Angelica Psey So*
French
Valerie Loichot, Adviser
Dissertation: Kohn kat—Metissage and Post-Memory in Southeast Asian Francophone and Khmer Literature from 1921 to 2016

Jae Eui Soh*
Biostatistics
Yijian (Eugene) Huang, Adviser
Dissertation: Nonparametric Regression for Assessing Time-Varying Effects in Survival Analysis

Matias Sokolowski
Business
Grace Pownall, Adviser
Dissertation: Disclosure Regulation and Bank Stability: Evidence from Call Reports

Amy Elizabeth Solinski
Chemistry
William Wuest, Adviser
Dissertation: Carolacton and Honokiol: Using Natural Product Inspiration to Target the Oral Microbiome

Laura Maria Somenzi
Art History
C. Jean Campbell, Adviser
Dissertation: Treasuries, Invention, and the Teodelinda Chapel in Monza

Hari Krishna Somineni*
Biological and Biomedical Sciences
Subra Kugathasan and Greg Gibson, Advisers
Dissertation: Biological Insights from Integrative Genetic, Epigenetic, and Microbial Analysis of Inflammatory Bowel Disease

Shreyas Sreenath
Anthropology
Peter Little, Adviser

Kaitlyn Keirsey Stahnope
Epidemiology
Michael R Kramer, Adviser
Dissertation: Stress, Resilience, and Place: Drivers of Perinatal Risk for Hispanic Mothers

Molly Steele*
Environmental Health Sciences
Ben Lompan, Adviser
Dissertation: Anticipating Challenges to Norovirus Vaccines: Modeling Analyses to Understand How Norovirus Transmission and Genetic Diversity Could Affect Vaccine Development and Implementation

Jordan Merriam Stewart-Rozema*
Philosophy
John Lysaker, Adviser
Dissertation: Careful Curiosity: Curiosity as an Epistemic and Ethical Virtue

Jennifer Diane Stowell**
Environmental Health Sciences
Yang Liu, Adviser
Dissertation: Multiple Approaches to Understanding the Intersection of Climate Change, Air Quality, and Public Health

Julianne Cheng Stratman
Art History
Bonna Wescoat, Adviser
Dissertation: Making the Ordered Cosmos: The Gigantomachy in Archaic and Classical Athenian Vase Painting

Samantha Lauren Summer
Chemistry
Dennis Liotta, Adviser
Dissertation: Synthesis, Structure-Activity Relationship, and Biological Evaluation of Subunit-Selective NMDA Receptor Modulators

James Joseph Szewczyk Jr.
Political Science
Tom Clark, Adviser
Dissertation: The Consequences of Electoral Institutions in the United States

Michael Francis Thees
Physics
Connie Roth, Adviser
Dissertation: Uncovering the Unexpected Role of Chain Connectivity Has on Altering Dynamics of Thin Glassy Polymer Films near Interfaces

Daniel Thompson*
Anthropology
Peter Little, Adviser
Dissertation: Capital in the Borderlands: Economies of Power in an Ethiopian Frontier City

Robert Thorstad**
Psychology
Phillip Wolff, Adviser
Dissertation: Five Million Thoughts about the Past and Future Reveal Shared Reliance on Schemas

Kun Tian*
Biological and Biomedical Sciences
Astrid Prinz, Adviser
Dissertation: No Two Neurons Are Alike: Degeneracy in Neurons and Neural Circuits

Samuel Robert Timme*
Philosophy
Cynthia Willett, Adviser
Dissertation: Contemporary Transformations of Cosmopolitanism: Habermas, Nussbaum, Derrida

Li Tong
Biomedical Engineering
May Dongmei Wang, Adviser
Dissertation: Enable Precision Medicine by Integrating Multi-Modal Biomedical Data Using Consensus Neural Networks

Jessica Faye Trost
Biological and Biomedical Sciences
David Steinhauer, Adviser
Dissertation: Identification of Influenza Hemagglutinin Residues Critical for Membrane Fusion Activity

Camilo Ernesto Valderrama Cuadros
Computer Science and Informatics
Gari Clifford and Faezeh Marzbaran, Advisers
Dissertation: A Framework for Gestational Development Tracking Using 1D-Doppler Ultrasound Signals in Rural Guatemala

Arielle Nicole Valdez-Sinon
Biological and Biomedical Sciences
Gary Bassell, Adviser
Dissertation: Regulation of Protein Synthesis and Stress Granule Dynamics in Neural Cells by Cdh1-APC
Miriam Elisabeth Van Dyke
Epidemiology
Tene Lewis, Adviser
Dissertation: Socioeconomic Status Discrimination and Cardiovascular Disease Risk in African American and White Adults

Michael Patrick Vaughn
Sociology
Irene Browne and Cathryn Johnson, Advisers

Archana Venkataraman
Biological and Biomedical Sciences
Brian Dias, Adviser
Dissertation: Deconstructing the Role of Zona Incerta in Fear Generalization

Charly Verstraete*
French
Valerie Loichot, Adviser
Dissertation: Abyssal Shores: The Caribbean Coastline Untold

David Benjamin Vogt
Chemistry
Nathan Jui, Adviser
Dissertation: Reductive Processes Enabled by Photoredox for the Synthesis and Modification of Pharmaceutically Relevant Molecules

Arick Wang*
Psychology
Jocelyne Bachevalier, Adviser
Dissertation: Development of Social-Visual Engagement in Infant Rhesus Monkeys (Macaca mulatta)

Shensheng Wang*
Psychology
Philippe Rochat, Adviser
Dissertation: Dimensions of Mind Perception in Faces

Yikai Wang
Biostatistics
Ying Guo, Adviser
Dissertation: Novel Statistical and Machine Learning Methods with Application to Brain Imaging Data

Maria Christine White**
Biological and Biomedical Sciences
Anice Lowen, Adviser
Dissertation: Effects of Packaging Signal Divergence on Influenza A Virus Reassortment

Patricia Signe White**
Biological and Biomedical Sciences
Levi Morran and Jacobus de Roode, Advisers
Dissertation: The Evolution of Virulence in Heterogeneous Host Populations

Daniel Corbett Whittingslow**
Biomedical Engineering
Omer Inan, Adviser
Dissertation: Anatomy of a Joint Sound—Using Joint Acoustic Emissions to Diagnose and Grade Musculoskeletal Disease and Injury

Zihao Xu*
Chemistry
Tianquan Lian, Adviser
Dissertation: Ultrafast Charge and Energy Transfer Dynamics in Photoelectrochemical and QD-Based Photon Upconversion Systems

Cameron Damion Yamanishi**
Biomedical Engineering
Shuichi Takayama, Adviser
Dissertation: Aqueous Two-Phase System Micro-Assays Augmented by Automated Image Analysis

Steven Karl Yarmoska
Biomedical Engineering
Stanislav Emelianov, Adviser
Dissertation: Perfluorocarbon Nanodroplets for Extravascular Imaging Applications

Stephanie Lynn Yep*
Religion
Gordon Newby, Adviser
Dissertation: “Calm Yourself”: Inviting Emotion Management in Early and Medieval Sira

Safoora Yousefi*
Computer Science and Informatics
Lee Cooper, Adviser
Dissertation: Neural Networks for Cancer Survival Analysis Using High-Dimensional Data

Qi Yu*
Chemistry
Joel Bowman, Adviser
Dissertation: Vibrational Dynamics of Hydrated Proton Based on High-Level Ab Initio Potential Energy Surface and Dipole Moment Surface

Elizabeth Lane Zoeller*
Biological and Biomedical Sciences
Paula Vertino, Adviser
Dissertation: Lysine Demethylase 5B as a Mediator of Collective Invasion

Jaquelyn Taylor Zoine**
Biological and Biomedical Sciences
H. Trent Spencer, Adviser
Dissertation: Developing Novel Cellular and Gene Therapies for Pediatric Malignancies

Andrew Louis Zonderman*
History
James Van Horn Melton, Adviser
Dissertation: Immigrant Imperialism: Germans and the Rise of the British Empire
Recipients of Dual Degrees

Bachelor of Arts / Bachelor of Science in Nursing

Kristin Elaine Newman

Bachelor of Business Administration / Master of Professional Accounting

Ron Ben Aldad
Kevin Yu Cao**
Emily N. Carlos
Hazel Santos Carmona
Jinyan Chen
Stephen J ohnathan Fedec
Mingae Feng
Heather Goodman
Seung Hyo Han
Rhea Ravishanker Hebbar
Yiqing Hong
Do Hyung Kim
Min Hyung Kim**
Sunghyun Lee
Yani Li*
Rocky Tianmu Liu**
Devon Drake Meyer
Leo Rich
Huri Usal Sanchez
Hanwei Yang
Kenneth Ruikang Zhang**
Xinyue Zhang

Bachelor of Business Administration / Master of Science in Business Analytics

Abinav Bharadwaj**
Charlotte Higgins Iati**
Kaitlin Laura Wallis*
Julie Anne Wang
Zixuan Yang**

Bachelor of Science / Bachelor of Science in Nursing

Kayla Renee Allen
Sae young Lee

Doctor of Law / Master of Arts

Mikayla Marie Paolini**

Doctor of Law / Master of Business Administration

Christine Jean Joh**
Madeleine Grier Patton**

Doctor of Medicine / Master of Arts

Samera Ahmad
Emma Margaret Cooke

Doctor of Medicine / Master of Business Administration

Christopher William Hauser

Doctor of Medicine / Master of Public Health

Erica Lynne C r o s l ey
Miah Jenae Davis
Emily Rose Goggins
Willi Rakel Rechler
Stefanie Soelling
Kevin Robert Steehler
Ava Katarina Voss
Stephanie Bing Wagner

Doctor of Medicine / Master of Science

Robert Andrew Harkins
Elena HogenEsch
Elizabeth Rebecca Walker
Arslan Muhammad Zahid

Doctor of Philosophy / Master of Public Health

Sarah Connolly
Stephanie Spaid Miedema

Doctor of Physical Therapy / Master of Business Administration

Mary Ngoc Tran Nguyen*
Mark Allyn Nimmo

Juris Master / Master of Business Administration

Tyler Everett Freeman
Sean Go**

Master of Public Health / Master of Business Administration

Kaiser Kalani**
Katherine McComb**
Brian Laurence Murphy**
Daria Aleksandrovna Cher kasova Preston
Ellery Booth Wiest**
Hannah Louise Wilson**

Master of Public Health / Master of Medical Science

Amanda Jane Burks**
Conor Cahalan**
Emily Lui**
Janet Lui-Tankersley**
Rita Anne Moses**
Matthew Charles Revilla**
Dana Michelle Urban**
## Honors

**Highest Honors**
- Linda Olayinka Akinnawonu
- Rebecca Lynn Anderson
- Mahdumitha Baby Kumar
- Robert Devin Bog
- Mary Elizabeth Bohn
- Katelyn Marie Boisvert
- Olivia Lynn Fuller Boyd
- Sarah Ilana Boyle
- Maya Yamei Bradford
- Mary Elizabeth Bohn
- Robert Devin Bog
- Political Science
- Sociology

**Emory College of Arts and Sciences**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Major</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ying Feng</td>
<td>Quantitative Sciences</td>
<td>Neurosciences and Behavioral Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noam Rabin Fields-Meyer</td>
<td>Music</td>
<td>Neurosciences and Behavioral Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Marie Fleischmann</td>
<td>International Studies</td>
<td>Neurosciences and Behavioral Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yao Fu</td>
<td>Sociology</td>
<td>Neurosciences and Behavioral Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhiqi Fu</td>
<td>Applied Mathematics and Statistics</td>
<td>Neurosciences and Behavioral Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Mariska Fuller</td>
<td>History</td>
<td>Neurosciences and Behavioral Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin William Furman</td>
<td>Neuroscience and Behavioral Biology</td>
<td>Neurosciences and Behavioral Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natalia Garzon Martinez</td>
<td>French Studies</td>
<td>Neurosciences and Behavioral Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Eve Glickman</td>
<td>Environmental Sciences</td>
<td>Neurosciences and Behavioral Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bria Blundell Goeller*</td>
<td>Interdisciplinary Studies in Society and Culture</td>
<td>Neurosciences and Behavioral Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ross Stephen Greenberg</td>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>Neurosciences and Behavioral Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H.G. Gruebmeier</td>
<td>English and Creative Writing</td>
<td>Neurosciences and Behavioral Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carlos Gutierrez Azar</td>
<td>Film and Media Studies</td>
<td>Neurosciences and Behavioral Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameron Michael Hall</td>
<td>International Studies</td>
<td>Neurosciences and Behavioral Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Junyi Han</td>
<td>History</td>
<td>Neurosciences and Behavioral Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emma Averill Hanlon</td>
<td>Religion and Anthropology</td>
<td>Neurosciences and Behavioral Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jingyi He</td>
<td>Quantitative Sciences</td>
<td>Neurosciences and Behavioral Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zicheng He</td>
<td>Music</td>
<td>Neurosciences and Behavioral Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MK Healy</td>
<td>Middle Eastern and South Asian Studies</td>
<td>Neurosciences and Behavioral Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elana Elizabeth Herbst</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Neurosciences and Behavioral Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elliot Frederick Hicks</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>Neurosciences and Behavioral Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarena V. Ho</td>
<td>Anthropology and Human Biology</td>
<td>Neurosciences and Behavioral Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anisa Shireen Hofert</td>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>Neurosciences and Behavioral Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brantley Davison Holland</td>
<td>Neuroscience and Behavioral Biology</td>
<td>Neurosciences and Behavioral Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew David Hoover</td>
<td>Neuroscience and Behavioral Biology</td>
<td>Neurosciences and Behavioral Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hanfeng Huang</td>
<td>Neuroscience and Behavioral Biology</td>
<td>Neurosciences and Behavioral Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tianshu Huang</td>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>Neurosciences and Behavioral Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wooh Jeong**</td>
<td>Quantitative Sciences</td>
<td>Neurosciences and Behavioral Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessie Grace Jiang</td>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>Neurosciences and Behavioral Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiaolu Jin</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Neurosciences and Behavioral Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Benjamin John</td>
<td>Neuroscience and Behavioral Biology</td>
<td>Neurosciences and Behavioral Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nora Keathley</td>
<td>Anthropology and Human Biology</td>
<td>Neurosciences and Behavioral Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charlotte Underwood Keeley</td>
<td>Middle Eastern and South Asian Studies</td>
<td>Neurosciences and Behavioral Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somin Monica Kim</td>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>Neurosciences and Behavioral Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suji Kim</td>
<td>East Asian Studies</td>
<td>Neurosciences and Behavioral Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Nathan Kliewer</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
<td>Neurosciences and Behavioral Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Marie Korn</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>Neurosciences and Behavioral Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Joseph Koval-Safron</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>Neurosciences and Behavioral Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Jacob Krauskopf</td>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>Neurosciences and Behavioral Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Kubert</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Neurosciences and Behavioral Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Reuben Gidon Kulp</td>
<td>Interdisciplinary Studies in Society and Culture</td>
<td>Neurosciences and Behavioral Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin Lai</td>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>Neurosciences and Behavioral Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chloé Ka Yee Lee</td>
<td>Applied Mathematics and Statistics</td>
<td>Neurosciences and Behavioral Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seara Phoenix Lett</td>
<td>Spanish and Linguistics</td>
<td>Neurosciences and Behavioral Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruxiang Qi</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Neurosciences and Behavioral Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiayue Qu</td>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>Neurosciences and Behavioral Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divyaansh Raj</td>
<td>Neuroscience and Behavioral Biology</td>
<td>Neurosciences and Behavioral Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nikhil Rao Ramgiri</td>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>Neurosciences and Behavioral Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preethi Jayaram Reddi</td>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>Neurosciences and Behavioral Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monica Dominique Refuerzo</td>
<td>Music</td>
<td>Neurosciences and Behavioral Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhijing Ren</td>
<td>Quantitative Sciences</td>
<td>Neurosciences and Behavioral Biology</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Highest Honors (Continued)**
- Sophia Marie Minnillo
- Linguistics
- Gabriel Ma’iolar Morán
- Sociology
- Political Science
- Mia Chase Morrell
- Physics
- Ankita Uttna Moss
- Neuroscience and Behavioral Biology
- Michael Mu
- Biology
- Honoka Nakamachi
- Art History
- Elias Sage Neibert
- Political Science
- Kevin Lou Niu
- Neuroscience and Behavioral Biology
- Sienna Maria Nordquist
- International Studies
- Katelyn Aleah Norton
- Psychology
- Erin Oquindo
- American Studies
- Zhanqi Pan
- Computer Science
- James Kunwoo Park
- Neuroscience and Behavioral Biology
- Oishi Paul
- Biology
- Martin Nicholas Pimentel
- History
- Sindhu Varsha Potlapalli
- Biology
- Ruixiang Qi
- Computer Science
- Jennifer Mary Clare Russ
- English

**Graduated August 2019**
- Anisha Shireen Hofert
- Psychology
- Erin Oquindo
- American Studies
- Zhanqi Pan
- Computer Science
- James Kunwoo Park
- Neuroscience and Behavioral Biology
- Oishi Paul
- Biology
- Martin Nicholas Pimentel
- History
- Sindhu Varsha Potlapalli
- Biology
- Ruixiang Qi
- Computer Science
- Jennifer Mary Clare Russ
- English

**Graduated December 2019**
- Sarena V. Ho
- Sociology
- Anthropology
- Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality Studies
- Kate Elizabeth Sandlin
- History
- Ishan Saran
- Physics
- Dylan M. Schellenberg
- English
- Anne Elizabeth Schiffer
- Environmental Sciences
- Nicole Julia Schindler
- Neuroscience and Behavioral Biology
- Hyun Seong Seo
- Biology

---

* * \** Graduated August 2019  
** Graduated December 2019
Honors

Jocelyn Gabrielle Stanfield
Psychology
Gratia Claire Sullivan
American Studies
Riley Catherine Swab
Psychology and Linguistics
Sarah Taha
Neuroscience and Behavioral Biology
Irina Brian Talty
English and Creative Writing
Jonathan Chun Tao
History
Abram Eduardo Tapia
Comparative Literature
Andrew Michael Teodorescu
Economics
Naomi Benyam Tesema
Anthropology and Human Biology
Lauren Sara Treiman
Applied Mathematics and Statistics
Chad Malik Tucker
Comparative Literature
Samsara Wynona Upadhyya
Biology
Monica Vemulapalli
Neuroscience and Behavioral Biology
Lucy Xiang-fu Waiinger
English and Creative Writing
Alicia Catherine Walker
Neuroscience and Behavioral Biology
Anqi Gloria Wan
Chemistry
Zihuan Wang
Physics
Sylvia Marie Ware
Music
Caroline Elizabeth Wendzel
Psychology
Jeanette Jun Yan Wong
Neuroscience and Behavioral Biology
Andrew Elijah Worthy
Biology
Bin Wu
Physics
Linda Wu
Biology
Cameron Lauren Wynn
Biology
Grace Luo Xu
Biology
Kevin Yunhao Xu
Quantitative Sciences
Jerry Deng-Hao Yue
Biology
Jipeng Yue
Chemistry
Miaomiao Zhang
Economics
Zixing Zheng
Chemistry
Sichen Zhu
Economics
Caleb John Ziems
Computer Science

High Honors
Akshitha Adhiyaman
Biology
Teresa Eileen Apel
Sociology
Danial Arslan
Biology
James Pollock Bauer
Neuroscience and Behavioral Biology
Justin Andrew Bier
Physics
Claire Lanier Biffil
Anthropology
Drew August Bryant
History
Lacey Conrad Campbell
Philosophy
Min Ji Choi
Chemistry
Justin Eric Cohen
Economics and Mathematics
Yilin Dong
Computer Science
Selin Ekici
Chemistry
Zariah Nicole Embry
Philosophy
Onyedikachi Laura Eze
Sociology
Yulin Gong
Physics
Adithi A. Govindan
Biology
Rachel Paige Greenwald
Human Health
Isabelle Teresa Gross
Latin
Haoqi Gu
Applied Mathematics and Statistics
Samuel Sangyoon Han
Psychology
Mariam Hassoun
Interdisciplinary Studies in Society and Culture
Jacob Edward Hicks
Political Science
Jahni Preash Jain
Anthropology and Human Biology
Cheng Jiao
Biology
Tulasikrishna Sai Kadiyala
Psychology
Adama Wuyah Kamara
Anthropology
Aleksa Mikhail Kaminski
African Studies
Lauren Brynn Karr
Film Studies
Rachel Kim
Anthropology
Katherine Anne Lambert
Biology
Esther Lee
Biology
Michael Anthony Leeder
Economics
Jaden Michael Lessnick
Political Science
Alice Long
Chemistry
Raya Inaya Machaca
Economics
Davis Nicole Madeja
Philosophy
Moira Monica Meijaard
English
Arthur Menezes
Biology
Christina Ocean
English and History
Sarah Oh
Biology
Michelle Akosua
English and Creative Writing
Raythe Elliot Douglass Owens
Biology
Veranika Alekseevna
Paltaratskaya
Art History
Tianyi Pang
International Studies
Nicole Pen
Chinese Studies
Riana Peskopos
Anthropology and Human Biology
Gloria Pham
English
Rahika Akula Prasad
Anthropology and Human Biology
Diego Alejandro Romero
History
Noah Jacob Roos
History
Xavier Isaiah Sayeed
Music
Emily Rose Sharp
English and History
Isaiah Simon Sirois
History
Nicole Steiner
English
Madison Jean Stephens
English
Adesola Adebola Thomas
English
Kira Alexis Tucker
English and Creative Writing
Jiatiang Wu
Physics
Cynthia Yang
English
Ziya Ye
Economics
Austin Po-Yin Yu
Biology
Qiyu Zhang
Mathematics
Jiabao Zhong
Biology

Honors
Shivani Gowri Beall
Biology
Olivia Caroline Byrd
Philosophy
Joshua Robert Chen
English
Katherine Marcella DeBerry
Media Studies
Margaret Lynn Higgington
Theater Studies
Connor Blake Innes
East Asian Studies
Olivia Loren Katz
American Studies
Jian Harvard Li
Economics
Aqsa Malik
Biology
Swet Manoj Patel
Biology
Anika Sinha
Biology
Luis Torres
Interdisciplinary Studies in Society and Culture

Nell Hodgson Woodruff School of Nursing

Highest Honors
Emily Kexin Hsieh
Emily Newell
Joy JooHee Park
Alexa Sido
Shuqi Zhou

Roberto C. Goizueta Business School

Highest Distinction
Michael Jacob Battat
Morgan Leslie Brandewie
Sean Joseph DeLaney
Priyanka Venas Desai
Erin Michaela Falk
Devin Gu
Gabriel Lane Hart
Sidhne Elana Landau
Chloe Ka Yee Lee
Zhaohan Li
Yuxuan Liu
Stephen Tyler Mattes
Kelsey Danielle Newman
Pamela Elizabeth Niditch
Mohammed Moin Sayeed Patel
Carla Sofia Rodriguez
Alejandro Antonio Sanchez
Fangzheng Tan
Zimeng Wang
Samantha Elliana Zipin

*GRADUATED AUGUST 2019
**GRADUATED DECEMBER 2019
Honors

SCHOOL OF LAW

High Honors
Luke Anderson
Zoe Aron
Natalie Belle Baber
Alexander M. Capelli
Kyle Cummings
Ian Davis
Christopher Gleason
Keaston Hall
Lucy Hong
Frederick Johnson
Madelynn Kay
Anna Leigh Keith
Paul Kim
Brian Landau
Jon Parker Leckerling
Robin Liu
Troy Martiila
Jake McDonough
Jack McNeill III
Samin Mossavi
Cory Mull
Eliah O’Kelley Sr.
Auston Paalz
Shannon Patrick
Rachel Peltzer
David Rutz
Leigh Shapiro
Eliza Taylor
Christine Lorraine Thomas

Honors
Juan Pablo Alforja Castiella
Eric Arpert II
Richard Awopetu
Stephanie Belenkov
Carolyn Bergkvist
Rashmi Borah
Alex Borovsky
Tawny Bear
George Brewer
Mary Bryan
Agustina Buedo
D. Eric Burdette
Baoyi Cai
Patrick Calvo
Katherine Cantolina
William Carlucci
Bethany Carroll
Alex Cerda
Prathyusha Chenji**
Jordan M. Cohen
Emma Cramer
Alexander Davis
Andrew Lane Dubin
Matthew Freifeld
Yang Fu
Isaac Ethan Furman
Claire Fyvolent
Corey Gagnon
Nathan Gillespie
Matt Giordano
Grace Goodheart
Angela M. Grate
Devin Gregory
Amanda Guarisco
Sara Joann Pullen Guercio

Yunhui He
Sam Holder
Tayler Houston
Jennifer Huber
Jenn Hyman
Timothy P. Igo
Jacob Isenberg
Amy Augusta Jicha
Ayeshia Jihad
Jake Jones
J. Jurow
Sama Emmatullah Kahook
Justin Kanoff
Sophia Efrosini Karnegis
Hannah Krasny
Nicole Kuprovskaja
Jesse Lake
Alexandra Landgraf
Jamie Lee
Josh Lee
Joseph Lenoff
Sarah Li
Peiyuan Lin
Logan Lineberry
Pranav Lokin
Michael Londeck
Cody Michael Long
Ling Lu
Andrew Mahoney
Maria-Jose Malaver-Reyes
Austin McCarthy
Ryan McMullan
Andrew Menefee
Jeff Merritt
Samuel Miller
Ammeh Minkara
George Mixon
Brooke Moschetto
Sarah Moy
Andrew Mueller
Andres Neira Solano
Shiyu (Mia) Ni
Amanda Nowak
Michael Aaron Nozick
Philip Ordonez
Sealtiel Ortega-Rodriguez
Zack Panter
Mikayla Paolini**
John Parker Jr.
Jess Pekins
Joshua Pender
Brooke Pettibon
Eric Pettis
Anthony Rivera
Brandon Salky
Aaron Savit
Michael Scariano
Erin Schapiro
Krishna Shah
Adithya Sharma
Yilun Shen
Ashleigh Singleton
Savita Sivakumar
Natalia Souza
Paul Spellings
Eva Tang
Brittany Estelle Temple
Evan Thomsen
Lauren Timlin
Tiffany Trussell

* graduated August 2019
** graduated December 2019
**Honorary Societies**

### Phi Beta Kappa Society

- Founded in 1776, the society honors high achievement in the liberal arts. Emory’s chapter, Gamma of Georgia, was chartered in 1929.

- **graduated august 2019**
  - Rachael Gray Lewis
  - Rayna Li
  - Renxuan Li
  - Crystal Jing Liu**
  - Bridget Wilson Mahony
  - Ramzi Malaf
  - Yanli Selina Mao**
  - Mekayla M. May
  - Penny McElwee
  - Arthur Menezes
  - Sophia Marie Minnillo
  - Ethan David Davagarian Mock
  - Tahmina Akhtar Mohiuddin
  - Jacqueline Leigh Moses*
  - Michael Mu
  - Shannan Leigh Mueller
  - Honoka Nakamachi
  - Elias Sage Neibert
  - Jimmy Nguyen
  - Kathryn Rose Niles
  - Sienna Maria Nordquist
  - James Kunwoo Park
  - Evan Drew Pearl
  - Divyaansh Raj
  - Nikhil Rao Ramgiri
  - Ashruth Baimedi Reddy
  - Zhiyong Bella Ren**
  - Ethan Pierce Robach
  - Bailey Marie Rodgers
  - Sara Elise Saavedra
  - Yasmine Adi Sarieh
  - Shlok Sarin
  - Nicole Julia Schindler
  - Leah Royster Scott
  - Charlotte Rose Setlon
  - Hyun Seong Seo
  - Yasmine Shahout
  - Hazel Sima
  - Jessica Gabrielle Tall
  - Xiao Stephen Tan
  - Lauren Sara Treiman
  - Kira Alexis Tucker
  - Samsara Wynaona Upadhya
  - Anqi Wan
  - Yinfeng Wang
  - Sylvia M. Ware
  - Savannah White
  - Hannah Wilkey
  - Madison Willson
  - Jeannet Jun Yan Wang
  - Brady Wu
  - Linda Wu
  - Grace L. Xu
  - Kevin Yunhao Xu
  - Mary Yang
  - Ziyu Ye
  - Jin Yoo
  - Miaomiao Zhang
  - Geqiong Luciar Zhao
  - Jiaobao Lily Zhong
  - Lin Sophia Zhu
  - Sichen Zhu
  - Yuany Zhu
  - Caleb J. Ziem

### Omicron Delta Kappa

- **national honorary leadership society**
- Akshitha Adhiyaman
- Linda Olayinka Akinnawonu
- Danial Arslan
- Katherine Athansaidises
- Suman Madhav Atturi
- Molly Claire Auerbach
- Lydia Margaret Bailey
- Michael Jacob Battat
- Shipra Reddy Bethi
- Rama R. Bikkina
- Katelyn Marie Boisvert
- Olivia Lynn Fuller Boyd
- Zaphry Imani Roberts Brooks
- Daniel John Bujnowski
- Jason Allen Busby
- Clara Sabina Caro
- Trevor Chun
- Sydney Cohen
- Elisabeth Frances Crusey
- Aidan Delaney
- Ashley Diaz
- Samantha M. Distler
- Mariah Doze
- Hitardhi Duggireddy
- Madison Hope Evans
- Hannah Fleischmann
- Samuel Young Gallaway
- Kaustubh Gopal
- Crystal Deloris Grant**
- Isabelle Teresa Gross
- Riley Dee Gulbronson
- Tegest Hailu*
- Junyi Han
- Rhea R. Hebbat
- Jacob Hicks
- Metha Hong
- Somyon Sydney Hwang
- George Andrew Stanowski Inglis
- Dong Yoon Jang
- Jessie Grace Jiang
- Radhika E. Kadakia
- Kathleen Elise Kane**
- Lindsey Faye Kapel
- Fariba T. Kazi
- Yujin Kim
- Jacob Klaus
- Eunheh Koh
- David Reuben Gidon Kulp
- Austin Lai
- Katherine Anne Lambert
- Yeeun Lee Yoo
- Morgan Levy
- Rachael Gray Lewis
- Yuxuan Liu
- Mahaa Mahmood
- Aneessa Maini
- Stephen T. Mattes
- Owen Spencer McKay Mattocks
- Kathryn Jean Matuska
- Maria Elizabeth McNiece
- Arthur Menezes
- Elizabeth V. Minten
- Shannan Leigh Mueller
- Vaisakh Krishnan Nair
- Pamela E. Niditch
- Sienna Maria Nordquist
- Courtney Omary**
- Alexis Simea Palmer
- Tianyi Pang
- Joshua Papson
- James Kunwoo Park
- Andrew Howard Paul
- Ruhika Prasad
- Jayue Qu
- Preehih Reddy
- Ashruth Baimedi Reddy
- Jenny M. Russ
- Sarah Gaythri Samarayake
- Kate Elizabeth Sandlin
- Isabel Marie Saridakis
- Shlok Sarin
- Nicole J. Schindler
- Harjeet Singh
- Jocelyn Stanfield
- Lindsey Lem Tse
- Ralukee Evert Vandenhoudt
- Ziming Wang
- Sylvia Ware
- Grace Xu
- Ningyun Yan
- Austin Yu
- Eric Zeng
- Miaomiao Zhang

### The Order of Ammon

- The Order of Ammon is a secret society at Emory whose members are chosen due to their merit, character, imagination, and persistent commitment to better Emory and the world at large. The order differentiates itself by striving to create an inclusive community on campus. Ammon does not reveal its six graduating members.

### The Dobbs Society

- The Dobbs Society recognizes exemplary leaders who leave a profoundly positive impact on the residential community through significant contributions and service to Emory’s residence hall community.
Honorary Societies

DUCEMUS

An honor society comprising anonymous senior student leaders whose mission is to improve the Emory community by promoting loyalty, wisdom, integrity, tradition, and vision.

The Paladin Society

The Paladin Society seeks to promote spirit, foster community, and uphold tradition at Emory University through dedication to a humble service.

The John Gordon Stipe Society of Scholars

for potential and proven ability in creative leadership at the undergraduate level

D.V.S.

Founded in 1902, D.V.S. offers membership to rising seniors who have given significant leadership and service to the university and who are expected to continue an unusual degree of loyalty and dedication to Emory in the future.

Alpha Epsilon Upsilon

honorary society of Oxford College

Matthew Scott Roberts Berman
Matthew Scott Roberts Berman
Anna Lynn Borelli
Isabelle Benning Bracewell
Maximilian Alexander Bruder
Ryan Anil Burns**
Xintong Cai**
Cutler Douglas Cannon
Eric Yueh-Loong Chan**
Sidhaarth Chandrasekar**
Tyler Chang**
Graceelyn Chiang Chen
Liri Chen**
Xinran Chen**
Yilong Chen
Yiqing Cheng**
Luke Charles Cho
Young Seo Cho
Eurie Jae-Won Choi
Selin Chong**
Jocelyn Chow**
Destany M. Cooper
Du Kieu Dang
Saahsheem Mercedes Davis
Olivia Leigh DeLuca
Seka Marie Dembure
Zhiqi Deng**
Youyuwan Dong
Katherine Rose Doron
Pranavi Dulam
Tracy Eng
Evin C. Eroglu
Talyn Hsieh Fan
Jaden Taylor Faunce
Celene Feng**
Ehren Alexander Fernandez
Kalia N. Flanery
Jacob Andrew Fontaine
Caroline G. Forman
Ama Ayisiwaa Frimpong Ansa
Jessica Yishu Fu**
John Pascal Funda
Arpita Rajesh Gaggar
Lilian Daniela Galarza Paez
Duping Tina Gao**
Jiayang Gao**
Runjia Gao
Yiwen Gao**
Yue Gao**
Zoe Alexis Gaupp
Alaina Gibson
Ryan Jai Goldfarb
Julia Reine Goldstein
Xindi Gong**
Tian Cheng Gu**
Yasmine Guedira
Thissara Kenneth
Gunawardana**
Hannelore Anne Haas
Megan Elizabeth Halverson
Gabriella Isabel Hanze
Sophia Kearny Hardin
Laura J. Haslam
Soha Christina Hassapis
Jordan Elliott Hasty
Catherine Grace Hay
Binqi He
Xuanhao He**
Julianna Claire Heller**
Oliver Lawrence Hicklin-Coorey
Andrew Hong
Tianze Hong**
Yuting Hou**
Saier Hu**
Shujie Hu**
Haozhou Huang**
Jiaqi Huang
Xiao Huang**
Alan Hughes
Hallmon Victoria Hughes
Dannil V. Huryun
William Mack Hursell
Eui Seung Hwang
Yuancheng Ji**
Yunfan Jiang**
Elayne F. Joe**
Briana Rose John
Kylett Myell Jones
Sanjana Kamakshi Karamcheti**
Nicholas John Kardis
Bethany Christian Karnes
Ina Uri Kim**
Judith Kim**
Michael Francis Lavern King III
Nina Joslyn Klein
Sruti Kumar
Caroline Hope Lamberts
Michelle Jennifer Lee
Chenxi Li**
Honna Li
Kaiyuian Li**
Quiangjian Li**
Yanhui Li
Yijun Li**
Zeman Li**
Dallas Y. Lim**
Danbi Lim
Anna Maria Lindquist
Rachel Songhua Ling
Jiayu Li**
Kaiyuan Liu**
Bo Long
Orest Los
Yucheng Lu**
Samuel Howell Lucius
Raquel Victoria Luna
Warren Lin Luo
Sarah Kathryn Maar
Madison M. Martin
Fatima Rosemary Martinez
Barrera
Natalie Mason
James Daniel Mastakouris
Oduduabasi Mbaba
Hope Adami McMasters
Kaylor N. Meyer
Hannah Rose Miller
Meghana Mogalipuvvula
Munira Cabdiladiff Mohamed
John Vincent Moyiniyah IV
Zoya Munsar
Karla Valeria Najar
Ky N. Nguyen
Jessica Ni**
Weiqing Nie**
Noreen Manaolis Ocampo
Thomas O’Rourke
Cynthia Panigia
Eric Park
Quinn Margaret Paulus
Emily S. Persaud
Alexander D. Popov**
Ashley Camille Powell
Ketan Pruner* *
Celine Ming-Hui Qi
Kevon Zhang Qi
Yuhan Qian**
Maria Guadalupe Ramirez
Hudson Mitchell Rice
Justin Xavier Rios
Stefanie Nicole Rogers
Solomon Stern Rosenbluth
Audrey Ruan
William Emerson Schmidt
Shreya Sharma
Muraya O. Shiekhe
Yi Yang Shen
Keana Kierra Sheriees
Josephine Shia
Brandon Kalani Simon**
Madeleine Claire Skinner
Bryce A. Sobota
Boying Song
George Song**
Ziwei Song**
Delilah Chantal Spinelli
Jordan M. Spires
Paakhi Srivastava
Zitong Su**
Matthew J. Suarez
Mingjun Sun**
Zhixing Sun**
Kunal Suri
Michelle Carmen Tan
Hongyi Tang
Ran Tao**
Hope Savelle Taylor
MacKenzie Grace Temple
Kael Rose Thompson
Heaven Alexandria Tillman
Yu-Jan Ting**
Sanchaya Trakarnsakdikul**
Whitney Tran
Randy Truong**
Thomas Z. Tsai
Katherine C. Tyrone
Becky Naomi Umana Guzman
Christopher John Uribe
Sara Victoria Usequ De Abreu
Yessica Velasquez
Carolina Villanueva
Mayur Sujay Vora**
Noah J. Walton
Amy Wang
Mianchen Wang**
Yu Fung David Wang
Phoebe Katherine Williams
Benjamin Paul Wiseman**

Kaitlyn Virginia Leonard
Catalina Ester Murguia
Rhea Nair

Samuel Alexander Edwards
Hannah Grace Gruebmeyer
Margaret Lynn Higginbotham
Maria Elizabeth McNiece
Brianka Malvina Rainford

Matthew Scott Roberts Berman
Matthew Scott Roberts Berman
Anna Lynn Borelli
Isabelle Benning Bracewell
Maximilian Alexander Bruder
Ryan Anil Burns**
Xintong Cai**
Cutler Douglas Cannon
Eric Yueh-Loong Chan**
Sidhaarth Chandrasekar**
Tyler Chang**
Graceelyn Chiang Chen
Liri Chen**
Xinran Chen**
Yilong Chen
Yiqing Cheng**
Luke Charles Cho
Young Seo Cho
Eurie Jae-Won Choi
Selin Chong**
Jocelyn Chow**
Destany M. Cooper
Du Kieu Dang
Saahsheem Mercedes Davis
Olivia Leigh DeLuca
Seka Marie Dembure
Zhiqi Deng**
Youyuwan Dong
Katherine Rose Doron
Pranavi Dulam
Tracy Eng
Evin C. Eroglu
Talyn Hsieh Fan
Jaden Taylor Faunce
Celene Feng**
Ehren Alexander Fernandez
Kalia N. Flanery
Jacob Andrew Fontaine
Caroline G. Forman
Ama Ayisiwaa Frimpong Ansa
Jessica Yishu Fu**
John Pascal Funda
Arpita Rajesh Gaggar
Lilian Daniela Galarza Paez
Duping Tina Gao**
Jiayang Gao**
Runjia Gao
Yiwen Gao**
Yue Gao**
Zoe Alexis Gaupp
Alaina Gibson
Ryan Jai Goldfarb
Julia Reine Goldstein
Xindi Gong**
Tian Cheng Gu**
Yasmine Guedira
Thissara Kenneth
Gunawardana**
Hannelore Anne Haas
Megan Elizabeth Halverson
Gabriella Isabel Hanze
Sophia Kearny Hardin
Laura J. Haslam
Soha Christina Hassapis
Jordan Elliott Hasty
Catherine Grace Hay
Binqi He
Xuanhao He**
Julianna Claire Heller**
Oliver Lawrence Hicklin-Coorey
Andrew Hong
Tianze Hong**
Yuting Hou**
Saier Hu**
Shujie Hu**
Haozhou Huang**
Jiaqi Huang
Xiao Huang**
Alan Hughes
Hallmon Victoria Hughes
Dannil V. Huryun
William Mack Hursell
Eui Seung Hwang
Yuancheng Ji**
Yunfan Jiang**
Elayne F. Joe**
Briana Rose John
Kylett Myell Jones
Sanjana Kamakshi Karamcheti**
Nicholas John Kardis
Bethany Christian Karnes
Ina Uri Kim**
Judith Kim**
Michael Francis Lavern King III
Nina Joslyn Klein
Sruti Kumar
Caroline Hope Lamberts
Michelle Jennifer Lee
Chenxi Li**
Honna Li
Kaiyuian Li**
Quiangjian Li**
Yanhui Li
Yijun Li**
Zeman Li**
Dallas Y. Lim**
Danbi Lim
Anna Maria Lindquist
Rachel Songhua Ling
Jiayu Li**
Kaiyuan Liu**
Bo Long
Orest Los
Yucheng Lu**
Samuel Howell Lucius
Raquel Victoria Luna
Warren Lin Luo
Sarah Kathryn Maar
Madison M. Martin
Fatima Rosemary Martinez
Barrera
Natalie Mason
James Daniel Mastakouris
Oduduabasi Mbaba
Hope Adami McMasters
Kaylor N. Meyer
Hannah Rose Miller
Meghana Mogalipuvvula
Munira Cabdiladiff Mohamed
John Vincent Moyiniyah IV
Zoya Munsar
Karla Valeria Najar
Ky N. Nguyen
Jessica Ni**
Weiqing Nie**
Noreen Manaolis Ocampo
Thomas O’Rourke
Cynthia Panigia
Eric Park
Quinn Margaret Paulus
Emily S. Persaud
Alexander D. Popov**
Ashley Camille Powell
Ketan Pruner* *
Celine Ming-Hui Qi
Kevon Zhang Qi
Yuhan Qian**
Maria Guadalupe Ramirez
Hudson Mitchell Rice
Justin Xavier Rios
Stefanie Nicole Rogers
Solomon Stern Rosenbluth
Audrey Ruan
William Emerson Schmidt
Shreya Sharma
Muraya O. Shiekhe
Yi Yang Shen
Keana Kierra Sheriees
Josephine Shia
Brandon Kalani Simon**
Madeleine Claire Skinner
Bryce A. Sobota
Boying Song
George Song**
Ziwei Song**
Delilah Chantal Spinelli
Jordan M. Spires
Paakhi Srivastava
Zitong Su**
Matthew J. Suarez
Mingjun Sun**
Zhixing Sun**
Kunal Suri
Michelle Carmen Tan
Hongyi Tang
Ran Tao**
Hope Savelle Taylor
MacKenzie Grace Temple
Kael Rose Thompson
Heaven Alexandria Tillman
Yu-Jan Ting**
Sanchaya Trakarnsakdikul**
Whitney Tran
Randy Truong**
Thomas Z. Tsai
Katherine C. Tyrone
Becky Naomi Umana Guzman
Christopher John Uribe
Sara Victoria Usequ De Abreu
Yessica Velasquez
Carolina Villanueva
Mayur Sujay Vora**
Noah J. Walton
Amy Wang
Mianchen Wang**
Yu Fung David Wang
Phoebe Katherine Williams
Benjamin Paul Wiseman**
Honorary Societies

John Hyland Wolfram
June Woo
Alan Jerry Wu
Zhen Wu
Kaifu Xiao**
Haomin Yan
Megan Danching Yang**
Brian Jee Yun
William Stewart Zelnick
Elise Yong Shao Zha
Fanjiaxuan Zhang**
Hengkai Zhang
QingYan Zhang
Yao Zhang**
Yize Zhang**
Kairan Zhong**
Yitao Zhong
Carolyn Zhou**
Liwen Zhu**
Shaochen Zhu
Yuxuan Zhu**
Oona Zola Zlamany**

**graduated december 2019

Mary Caitlin Powell Sok
Bonnie Leigh Sedge
Marta Stevanovic
Stephanie Bing Wagner
Elizabeth Rebecca Walker
Emily Clark Woods

**ALPHA PSI OMEGA

national honorary society in theater

Jordan Anschutz
Alyiah Auerbach
Gabrielle Bodet
Olivia Boyd
Julia Byrne
Kendall Chan
Connor Cochran
Kyra Cohen
Arden Godfrey
Willis Hao
Maggie Higginbotham
June Kwon
Jessica Le-McKeown
Chris Lowery
Erin Oquindo
Nathan Ray
Sarah Romanelli
Nate Snyder
Haley Williams
Angela Yang

**BETA GAMMA SIGMA

national honorary society of business administration

Melissa Rose Ackaway
Andrew Harris Angowitz
Robert Bradley Armstrong
Anne Farland Arwood
William Granger Atkeson
Andiran Ayanambakkam Nambi
Michael Babitsky
Michael Jacob Battat
Maksym Beznoschenko
Morgan Leslie Brandewie
Dalton Chase Callaway
Sara Jennings Carr
Jack Mabry Chapman III
Huaitao Chen
Rosslyn Jose Charayath
Jongkyu Cho
Patrick Citrano
Firdaus Dawood
Sven Dejan
Sean Joseph DeLaney
Priyanka Venus Desai
Chandan Devireddy
Katherine Dixon
Ashley Elizabeth Dreier
Christopher Blake Durham
Drew Warren Egan
Sean Palmer Egan
Erin Michaela Falk

Gabrielle Fares
Olivia Brooke Farley
Caroline Fisher
Hiral Kirit Gala
Heather Elizabeth Galanis
Pedro Garcia
Alexandra Lynn Gilkenson
Zachary Sylvan Glassman
Alexander Bruce Goodall
Devin Gu
Matthew S. Hammond
Patrick McLaughrin Harps
Gabriel Lane Hart
Haoyan He
Zhixin He
Diego Alejandro Henning
Robert David Hoffmire
Yiqing Hong
Robert Joseph Hull
Jack Abraham Jerusalem
Alex Michael Johnson
Ian David Jones
Seungmin Jung
Youngkyo Jung
Alysha Kambeyeara
Kathleen Elise Kane
Ilana Jean Katz
Min Hyung Kim
Sean Robert Klein
David Patrick Klemperer
Yasuhiro Kubokura
Sidnee Elana Landau
Chloe Ka Yee Lee
Richard Lewis
Jingyang Li
Yan Li
Yi Li
Zhaohan Li
Yuxuan Li
Andres Felipe Londono Botero
Marie Victoria Marraccini
Stephen Tyler Mattes
Jan Nicolaas Meyer
Thomas D. Ming
Dakota Christopher Mogle
Shubhendu Mohanty
Taylor Ann Montes de Oca
Jorge M. Montoya
Kelsey Danielle Newman
Katherine Lee Nichols
Pamela Elizabeth Niditch
Willard Thomas Ober
Tara Bren Olsen
Catherine Mitchell Palmer
Kaushikumar Jayantibhai Patel
Mohammed Moin Sayeed Patel
Matthew Domenic Pesce
Sahil Paul Ramakrishnan
Brian Charles Reene
Michael Andrew Rinella
Carla Sofia Rodriguez
Daria Anne Rydzak
Alejandro Antonio Sanchez
Joseph C. Santorum
James Andrew Schirmer
Jeremy Rafael Schreier
Avery Q. Scope Crafts
Scott William Selvey
Himaja Senthil
Ann-Sophie Luz Stillson
Aubrie Leigh Street
Fangzheng Tan
Benjamin Ross Tenzer
Mark Allen Thompson
Svetlana Titova
Alexandra Untracht
Stephanie Ilene van Gelder
Stephen Wandor
Zimeng Wang
Scott H. Weissman
Taylor Courter Westcott
Daniel James Westfall
Caroline Elise Wilkinson
Robert Paul Wilson
Joseph John Winter III
Nengyun Yan
Stephen Joseph Yanczura Jr.
Emma Beth Zabinsky
Lini Zhang
Samantha Elliana Zipin

**graduated august 2019

Macklin Lee McBride
Ziling Mao
Aisha Mahmood
Kari Kviten
Cassandra Anne Kersten
Rachel Hayley Kappel
Marisa Kanemitsu
Grace Gardiner Kalms
Marisa Kanemitsu
Rachel Hayley Kappel
Cassandra Anne Kersten
Kari Kviten
Aisha Mahmood
Ziling Mao
Macklin Lee McBride

**ALPHA OMEGA ALPHA

national honorary medical society

Karen Mohammad Al-Mulki
Mohammed Basel Allaw
Beret Elise Amundson
Sahil Angelo
Dwight McCoy Chambers
Caroline Coleman
Anna Maria Frein Coronata
Erica Lynne Crosley
Jacqueline Dallaire
Elizabeth Simone Duda
Charles Thomas Fortin
Emily Rose Goggins
Peyton Reid Hanson
Elena HogenEsch
Mung Yan Lin
Sarah Haley Newman
William Wei Qu
Carmen Mo-Lee Reid
Erica Sheline

**national honorary society in public health

Amandine Ballart
Caroline Barry
Ahad Amin Bootwala
Caroline Clay Brassfield
Daniel Matias Camp
Christina Lynne Chandra
Steven Si-Chi Chen
Zhenghao Chu
Alyssa Marie Contreras
Adam Dajani
Shivani Amanda Dayal
Qiao Deng
Meredith Anderson Dixon
Stephanie Berry Dixon
Victoria Anne Donnelly
Allison Ann Echols
Kelsey Fuchs
Monica Cathryn George
Medha Ghosh
Ilana Rachel Greenberg
Haley Logan Hershey
Jalis Hinkle
Kayla Rishelle Holston
Natalie Paige Hurlock
Huige Jiang
Shan Jiang
Sarina Juma
Grace Gardiner Kalms
Marisa Kanemitsu
Rachel Hayley Kappel
Cassandra Anne Kersten
Kari Kviten
Aisha Mahmood
Ziling Mao
Macklin Lee McBride
Honorary Societies

**graduated August 2019**

Alyssa Grace Miller
Jennifer R. Momkus
Miriam Nji Aiwokeh Mbong
Okezi Evi Grace Obrutu
Youngpoo Kang
Priyam Hemul Patel
Gerard Thomas Portela
Kelley Lynne Raines
Emma Claire Rary
Christiana Elise Reene
Katherine Reid Schwenk
Pooja Sohoni
Feng Tian
Connor M. Van Meter
Stephanie Bing Wagner
Kathryn E. Weitzen
Jingchan Yuan

**graduated December 2019**

Emma Averill Hanlon
Emily H. Fan
Tyra Perlisa Davenport
Elisabeth Frances Crusey
Jesse Cheung
Allyson Rooney Brennan
Claire Lanier Biffl
Sindoos Areb Awel
Sophia Ali Ahad
in anthropology

**national honorary society**

national honor society in
neuroscience

Delta Phi Alpha

national Slavic honorary society

DOBRO SLOVO

national honorary society in
classics

Eta Sigma Phi

national honorary society in
anthropology

Lambda Alpha

national honorary society in
economics

Omicron Delta Epsilon

national honorary society for first-year college and university students

Oxford College

national honorary society in history

Phi Alpha Theta

national honorary society in
neuroscience

PhiEta Sigma

national honorary society in
anthropology
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*graduated August 2019*

**graduated December 2019**

Kenneth Elliot Rosenfeld
Eva K. Rosenzweig
Valerie M. Sandoval
Jordain Sharma
Michael Benjamin Silver
Elizabeth Joy Soloff
Yu-Ting Sun
Andrew Michael Teodosescu
Siwei Wu
Yuan Yao
Ziyu Ye
Mingxi Yu**
Eric Zeng
Miaomiao Zhang
Yajing Zhang
Yuying Zhong
Sichen Zhu
Yayu Zhu

Yale Katherine Hartung**
Binggi He
Yuting Hou**
Saier Hu**
Tiffany Huang**
William Mack Huntsell
Eui Seung Hwang
Yunfan Jiang**
Briana Rose John
Sanjana Kamakshi Karamcheti**
Bethany Christian Karnes
Michael Francis Lavern King III
Caroline Hope Lamberts
Alexander Maxwell Levine
Chenxi Li**
Kayuuan Li**
Qianqian Li**
Eden Medina
Munira Cabiladilf Mohamed
Jacob Samuel Moore
Seyed Arshiya Namazi
Mackenzie Lynn Naxon**
Noreen Manaos Ocampo
Cynthia Paniagua
Quinn Margaret Paulus
Cassandra Ann Petroff
Jessica Qui
Adina Radu
Brianna Nicole Richardson
Audrey Ruan
William Emerson Schmidt
Yi Yang
Madeline Claire Skinner
Boying Song
Keshav Sai Sivathis
Zitong Su**
Noah Rusk Taylor
Sharanya Mani Thodupunoori
Bryn Alexandra Walker
Mackenzie JoAnne White
Elise Shao Withers
Lingyuan Wu
Lily Xie
Siwei Xu
Neisa Tran Yin**
Kelyu Yu**
Yiran Zhang
Kairan Zhong**
Carolyn Zhou**
Huisheng Zhu**
Liwen Zhu**

Emory College

Melissa Rose Ackaway
Emily Hannah Adler
Ron Aldad
Michelle An
Rebecca Lynn Anderson
Jordan Kate Anschutz
Molly Claire Auerebach
Edward Bae
Kira Lynne Baldwin
Michael Battat
James Pollack Bauer
Justin Andrew Bier
Honorary Societies

Brian Scott Bloom
Dhathri Srinivas Bobba
Katelyn Marie Boisvert
Olivia Lynn Fuller Boyd
Sarah Ilana Boyle**
Zaphyr Imani Roberts Brooks
Daniel John Bujnowski
Jason Allen Busby
Julia McLaren Byrne
Shengyuan Cao
Fernando Martin Cardozo-Mongelos
Hsiao-Man Chang
Joe Chen
Merry Chen**
Stephanie Chen
Steven Wen Chen
Min Ji Choi
Ursula Choi
Diyang Elinor Chu
Jeffrey Y. Chu
Justin Eric Cohen
Sydney Paige Cohen
Michaela Gabrielle Digilio
Samantha Michelle Distler
Yunfei Dong
Mariath Dożė
Selin Sophia Ekici
Daniel Eric Eshbaugh
John Evans*
Onyedikachi Laura Eze
Erim Michaela Falk
Xin Cindy Fang**
Sara Jacobson Feinstein
Silvia Fernandez-Pirla
Maximumil Helmut Fickenwirth
Hannah M. Fleischmann
Isaac French
Benjamin Thomas Gabanic
Samuel Young Galloway
George Qidi Geng
Bria Blundell Goeller**
Yulin Gong
Ross S. Greenberg
Isabella Teresa Gross
Janet Ming Guo
Vidushi Gupta
Cameron Michael Hall
Catherine Elizabeth Hall **
Soye Han
Emma Averrill Hanlon
Nicholas Jacob Harvey
Metha Hong
Andrew David Hoover
Lynda Xindi Hu
Hanteng Huang
Steven James Huang
Amy Katherine Hunter
Jahvni P. Jain
Arnav Jalan
Dong Yoon Jang
Colin Jiang
Radhika Kadakia
Neha Sangeeta Kadambi
Joshua D. Karol**
Daniel Hyun Kim
Andrew N. Kliwer
Anuradha Prashant Korukonda
Lichen Kui
Irena Shing Kuan
Evan Etan Kuttel
Miriame Rose Lachs
Chaeirim Debbie Lee
Sally Hyun Kyung Lee
Young Hye Lee
Julia Paige Levy**
Jian Harvard Li
Karen Li
Renxuan Li
Xiyuan Li
Zhaohan Li
Hannah Lichtenberg
Alexander John Liederman
Michelle Liu
Crystal Jing Liu**
Yuxuan Liu
Yiming Lyu
Mahaa Mahnood
Ramzi Maluf
Gregory Evan Markovitz
Stephen Mattes
Kathryn Matuska
Maria McNiece
Shivani Vipul Mehta
Arthur Ferreira Almeida
Menezes
John Vasserot Merle II
Veronica Maria Mesalles
Sophia Marie Minnillo
Amanda Mo
Ethan David Dagavarain Mock
Kanwal N. Momin
Michael Mu
Shannan Leigh Mueller
Jay Paul Narula
Emily Grace Newell
Pamela Elizabeth Niditch
Kathryn Rose Nilest
Sienna Maria Nordquist
Alexander J. Notsis
James Kunwoo Park
Tae Jin Park
Shreya Niran Patel
Swet Manoj Patel
Riley Elizabeth Payne
Evan Drew Pearl
Amanda Catherine Pharo
Sindhu Varsha Potlapalli
Ruixiang Qi
Vincent Minxuan Qiao
Yuhua Qin
Jiayue Joy Qiu
Abhinav Vuppalapati Raju
Nikkil Ramgiri
Lauren Alexis Raskin
Ashruth Reddy
Asher Ripp
Carla Rodriguez
Jake L. Rosen**
Isabella Charlotte Ross
Sierra Aileen Russell
Yazmina Adi Sarieh
Shlok Sarin
Avery Q. Scope-Crafts
Hyun Seong Seo
Anika Sinha
Zachary Morrell Spickard
Drew Alison Stafford
Sylvie Claire Stolar
Brittany Michelle Strear
Sarah Taha
Mike Fanzheng Tan
Ningheng Nevaeh Tang
Lauren Emily Taylor
Benjamin Ross Tenzer
Adesola A. Thomas
Lauren Sara Treiman
Lucy Xiang-fu Waiinger
Madison Lee Wallace**
Anqi Gloria Wān
Benjamin Andrew Wang
Jennifer Wang
Kemin Wang
Shiwei Wang
Yiqian Caroline Wang*
Zihuan Rita Wang
Zimeng Teresa Wang
Caroline Elisa Wilkinson
Madison Willson
Jeanette Jun Yan Wang
Grace Xu
Kevin Yunkao Xu
Nengyuan Katharine Yan
Geoffrey Yang
Minnie He Yang
Jasmine Jie Yao
Christina Ziyu Ye
Jin Yoo
Emma Beth Zachinsky
Cecilia Zhang
Miaomiao Zhang
Rebecca Xinyi Zhang
Renee Yilan Zhang
Lisa Zhengyang Zhong
Jennifer Shugui Zhou
Nicole Zhou
Jessica Zhu
Lin Sophia Zhu
Sichen Zhu
Alexander Zolla**

**phi sigma iota

national honorary society
in modern languages

Ericka Samantha Canon
Cecilia Story Carroll
Zanah Nicolle Embry
Benjamin Peter Fertig
Thomas Gabriel Heagy
David Lawrence Miller
Gabriel Murdoch Morales
Vaisakh Krishan Nair
Ahninav Vuppalapati Raja
Lauren Emily Taylor
Cherise Thomas
Jeniath Thomas
Latonya Jade Turner
Monica Vemulapalli
Nadine Yassin

**phi sigma tau

national honorary society
in philosophy

Molly Ball
Oliva Caroline Byrd
Lacey Conrad Campbell
Nathanial William Clem
Laura Cortina
Felope Maggiore de Almeida
Eleanor Marie Dunnigan
Samuel Alexander Edwards
Zarhiah Nicole Embry
Eli Hanover**
Felicity Le’Aysha Henderson
Dong Yoon Jang
Michael Eugene Kim
Seon Lee
Michelle Meeks
Elisage Natebir
Casey Jordyn Randleman
Eva K. Rosenzweig
Dominic Ameen Shoucair**
Asma Nasir Syed**
Abram Eduardo Tapia
Forest Van Horn
Yiru Wang
Michelle Yool Yi**
Alexander Yoakum
Michael J. Yoo
Shuken Zhang
William Ka-Wing Zheng

phi sigma alpha

national honorary society
in political science

Max Joseph Abramson
Akshatha Achar**
Sarah Randall Arnold
Madhumitha Baby Kumar
Jacqueline Alexis Berci
Gabrielle Noelle Blom
## Honorary Societies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PSI CHI</th>
<th>SIGMA THETA TAU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>national honorary society in psychology</td>
<td>honorary society of nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Hannah Adler</td>
<td>BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suman Madhav Atluri</td>
<td>Chioma Achukwu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Britanny Ann Calkins</td>
<td>Rachel Adele Andres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caroline E. Catherman</td>
<td>Leslie Elizabeth Bates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Chen</td>
<td>Leslie Lynn Betten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cassandra Renee Cohen</td>
<td>Meredith Bower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evangelia Diplas</td>
<td>Alexandra Bradford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neerthu Susan Edathara</td>
<td>Meagan Huff Braswell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura A. Flescher</td>
<td>Lily Caroline Brooks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ching-Tzu Fu</td>
<td>Abigail Marie Cartagena</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Sangyoon Han</td>
<td>Joanna J. Chang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>So Ye Han</td>
<td>Miranda Walters Cranston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Katherine Hunter</td>
<td>Bailey Kaitlyn Funk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiaouou Mia Jin</td>
<td>Gabrielle Gade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maya Veena Jindal</td>
<td>Lindsay Marie Gantz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anusha B. Kheraj</td>
<td>Michelle Paloma Garcia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Minseo Kim</td>
<td>Emily Gholson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sungyu Kim</td>
<td>Emily Kexin Hsieh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Ruth Muchin Kubert</td>
<td>Junni Kim Jeon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica J. Kwong</td>
<td>Mallory Khouw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deanna Labibidi</td>
<td>Danielle Akemi Kitagawa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jisu Lee</td>
<td>Amy Labib</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan Sylvia Levy</td>
<td>Dami Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal J. Liu</td>
<td>Frances Jay Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penny McElwee</td>
<td>Mark Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devisha Mehra</td>
<td>Saeyoung Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shivani Viplu Mehta</td>
<td>Katherine Virginia Leonard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alissa Grace Miller</td>
<td>Kathleen Taylor Loncarich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tahmina Akhtar Moubiuddin</td>
<td>Taryn Grace Lushinsky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacqueline Leigh Moses</td>
<td>Gina Marie Masdea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katelyn Aleah Norton</td>
<td>Maura Irene Milliron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tianyi Pang</td>
<td>Courtney Lynn Naugle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashruth Baineedi Reddy</td>
<td>Joy JooHee Park</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhiyin (Bella) Ren</td>
<td>Hannah Nicole Pasch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sierra Aileen Russell</td>
<td>Parini V. Patel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoe Emma Schreiber</td>
<td>Alexis DeAundria Perkins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ella Sherman</td>
<td>Samantha Jean Phelan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sari Faye Sonnick</td>
<td>Kassidy Pierce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jocelyn Stanfield</td>
<td>Julie Marie Pizzat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Lynn Steiner</td>
<td>Annie Kinser Pruitt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ariana Elizabeth Torres</td>
<td>Kishauna Alexandria Reid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julie Rebecca Wechsler</td>
<td>Jane Caroline Rieck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caroline Elizabeth Wendzel</td>
<td>Sylvie Rotha Rosenwald</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Yang</td>
<td>Monica Marie Schweizer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geqiong Zhao</td>
<td>Nadia Aleksandra Shaban</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| SIGMA PI SIGMA | | |
|----------------|----------------|
| national honorary society in physics | | |
| Olivia Lynn Fuller Boyd | GRACE SONG |
| Yulin Gong | Amanda Tate |
| Anisa Shrieen Hofert | Isabel Maria Theunissen |
| Tianshu Huang | Thi Ha Mai Tran |
| Mia Chase Morrell | Kendra Day Tuttle |
| Gabrielle Faith Pludo | Robin Uhm |
| Charlotte Selton | Bridget Alane Verrette |
| Ainsley Stanczak | Roy Wang |
| Bin Wu | Jordan Zarone |
| Qiyu Zhang | | |

**Graduated December 2019**

**Graduated August 2019**

---

Emory University Commencement 2020
NATIONAL AWARDS

Beinecke Scholarship
Penny McElwee

Center for the Study of the Presidency and Congress
Mariam Hassoun

J. William Fulbright Grant
Mary Bohn
Clara Caro
Sara Kaplan Cunningham
Mary Katherine Healy
Connor Innes
Jessie Grace Jiang
LaTonya Turner
Grace Xu

Barry M. Goldwater Scholarship
Ashley Diaz
Liz Enyenih
Sarah Hunter
Austin Lai
Michael Mu

Humanity in Action Fellowship
Mariam Hassoun

National Science Foundation Graduate Research Fellowship
Elliot Hicks

Morris K. Udall and Stewart L. Udall Scholarship
Katelyn Boisvert

EMORY UNIVERSITY AWARDS

Robert T. Jones Jr. Fellowship
Fiona May Hargreaves Cooper

Robert T. Jones Jr. Scholarship
Kendall Elizabeth Chan
Sarah Christine Hunter
David Reuben Gidon Kulp
Adesola Adebola Thomas

100 Senior Honorary

Abdulla
Geeta Acharya
Solmon Ahn
Linda Olayinka Akinnawonu
Kayla Renee Allen
Suman Madhav Arluri
Madhumitha Baby Kumar
Yash Manojkumar Bajaj
Michael Jacob Battat
Shivani Gowri Beall
Ana Maria Blasini
Mary Elizabeth Bohn
Katelyn Marie Boisvert
Shauna Haley Brandman
Harold Colin Brindle
Lily Caroline Brooks
Zaphyr Imani Roberts Brooks
Ericka Samantha Canon
Clara Sabina Caro
Michael Benjamin Cerny
Nelson Daniel Chan
Aekta S. Chowkey
Trevor Thomas Chun
Yun Ji Chung
Claire Crawford Dakhlia
Priyanka Venus Desai
Ashley Nicole Diaz
Isabella Marie Dodd
Destine C. Ede
Fatima Elfakahany
Zariah Nicole Embry
Liz Eny Enyenih
Onyedikachi Eze
Emily H. Fan
Hannah M. Fleischmann
Bailey Kaitlyn Funk
Samuel Young Galloway
Julia Eve Glickman
Janet Ming Guo
Carlos Gutierrez Aza
Willis Miin Hao
Gabriel Lane Hart
Mariam Hassoun
Rhea Ravishanker Hebbbar
Brandon E. Hirsh
Metha “Mikey” Hong
Daniel Thomas Huff
Connor Blake Innes
Jaylan Jacobs
Nia Kalifa
Adama Wuyah Kamara
Brett Levi Kleinman
Sean Robert Klein
Eunheh Koh
David Reuben Gidon Kulp
Joseph Lee
Mark W. Lee
Saeyoung Lee
Michael A. Leeder
Muyi “Ramona” Li
Noah Jacob Lorey
Maha Mahmood
Penny McElwee
Samah Zahra Meghjee
Catalina Ester Murguia
Grace Ann Nguyen
Kevin Lou Niu
Erin Kaelie Oquindo
Benjamin Dylan Palmer
Vraj Tushar Patel
Andrew Howard Paul
Alexis D. Perkins
Aditya Vardarajan Prakash
Michael Anthony Price
Karrease Quashie
Divyaansh Raj
Abhinav Vuppalapati Raju
Timothy D. Richmond Jr.
Liz Marielka Rivera
Carla Sofia Rodriguez
Elizabeth Greenwald Samuels

Inayah Shabazz
Isaiah Simon Sirois
Grace Song
Sabrina Eugenia Soto Sugar
Jocelyn Stanford
Devon Preston Sullivan
Amari A. Sutton
Amanda Tate
Naomi Benyam Tesema
Adesola A. Thomas
Elyse Mattia Thompson
Lindsay Lem Tse
Kira Alexis Tucker
Raulecke Evert Vanhendoutht
Jasmine Walker
Amber Lee Wilson
Dillon Wu
Catherine Jing Xu
Kevin Yunhao Xu

EMORY COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Sonny Carter Scholarship
Elliot Frederick Hicks

Boisfeuillet Jones Medal
Katelyn Marie Boisvert

Charles Elias Shepard Scholarship
Katelyn Boisvert

Evangelia Diplas
Noam Rabin Fields-Meyer
Mariam Hassoun
Rachael Lewis
Sophia Marie Minnillo
Zhiying Ren
Xavier Isaiah Sayeed

Scheir Book Award
Mia Chase Morrell
Jocelyn Stanford

Sadler Prize in the Arts
Gabrielle Louise Davis
Lucy Xiang-Fu Wainger

Lucius Lamar McMullan Award
Adesola A. Thomas

James Weldon Johnson Institute Undergraduate Honors Fellowship
Juliethe Murillo
Christina Ocean
Jocelyn Stanford
Naomi Benyam Tesema

Continuing Excellence Recognition:
Members of Phi Beta Sigma who were inducted into Phi Beta
Kappa or Omicron Delta Kappa
Rebecca Lynn Anderson
Molly Claire Auerbach
Edward Bae
Michael Battat
Katelyn Marie Boisvert
Sarah Ilana Boyle**
Zaphyr Imani Roberts Brooks
Daniel John Bunjowski
Jason Allen Busby
Julia McLaren Byrne
Diyang Elinor Chu
Jeffrey Y. Chu
Sydney Paige Cohen
Michaela Gabrielle Digilio
Samantha Michelle Distler
Yunfei Dong
Mariah Dozé
Hannah M. Fleischmann
Benjamin Thomas Gabanic
Samuel Young Galloway
Bria Blundell Goeller**
Ross S. Greenberg
Isabelle Teresa Gross
Muhammad L. Hajaj
Cameron Michael Hall
Emma Averill Hanlon
Meha Hong
Andrew David Hoover
Amy Katherine Hunter
Arnav Jalan
Dong Yoon Jang
Radhika Kadakia
Andrew N. Kliewer
Irena Shing Kuan
Chaerin Debbie Lee
Renxuan Li
Crystal Jing Liu**
Yuxuan Liu
Mahaah Mahmood
Ramzi Maluf
Stephen Mattes
Kathryn Matsuoka
Maria McNiece
Arthur Ferreira Almeida Menezes
Sophia Marie Minnillo
Ethan David Dagavarian Mock
Michael Mu
Shannan Leigh Mueller
Pamela Elizabeth Niditch
Kathryn Rose Nilest
Sienna Maria Nordquist
James Kunwoof Park
Evan Drew Pearl
Jiayue Joy Qiu
Nikkil Ramgiri
Ashruth Reddy
Yazmina Adi Sarief
Shlok Sarin
Hyun Seong Seo
Stephen Tan
Lauren Sara Treiman
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ANQI GLORIA WAN
ZIMENG TERESA WANG
MADISON WILLSON
JEANETTE JUN YAN WONG
GRACE XU
KEVIN YUNHAO XU
NEGYUN KATHARINE YAN
CHRISTINA ZIYU YE
JIN YOO
MIAOMIAO ZHANG
LIN SOPHIA ZHU
SICHEN ZHU

* graduated August 2019
** graduated December 2019

Anqi Gloria Wan
Zimeng Teresa Wang
Madison Willson
Jeanette Jun Yan Wong
Grace Xu
Kevin Yunhao Xu
Nengyun Katharine Yan
Christina Ziyu Ye
Jin Yoo
Miaomiao Zhang
Lin Sophia Zhu
Sichen Zhu

ANTHROPOLOGY

2019 Anthropology Outstanding Junior
Hannah R. Katz

Marjorie Shostak Prize for Excellence and Humanity in Ethnographic Writing
Claire Lanier Biffl Emma Averill Hanlon

ART HISTORY

Dorothy Fletcher Paper Prize
Rizky Etika

BIOLOGY

Darrell R. Stokes Award for Excellence in Biology
Arthur Ferreira Almeida Menezes

Biography Undergraduate Research Award
Jessie Grace Jiang

CHEMISTRY

Excellence in Undergraduate Research in Chemistry
Elliot Frederick Hicks

Excellence in Chemistry
Liz Eno Enyenbi

CLASSES

Sufian-Passamano Classical Civilization Prize
Mekayla L. May

Emory College Language Center Greek Prize
Jie Yao

Society for Classical Studies Award
Ethan David Dagavarian Mock

PETER BING AWARD FOR SUMMER STUDY IN CLASSICS
Ethan David Dagavarian Mock
Jie Yao

COMPUTER SCIENCE

Computer Science Academic Excellence Award
Wenqin Dong
Rexuan Li
Ruixiang Qi
Caleb J. Ziems

Computer Science Chair’s Award for Achievement
Colin Jiang

CREATIVE WRITING

Artisteine Mann Award in Creative Nonfiction, Honorable Mention
Adesola Thomas

Grace Abernethy Scholarship in Creative Nonfiction, Winner
Mallory L. Craig

Grace Abernethy Scholarship (Non-Genre Specific), Winner
Natalie Marie Merizalde

Academy of American Poets Prize, Winner
Nicole W. Sadek

Artisteine Mann Award in Poetry, Honorable Mention
Nicole W. Sadek

DANCE

Pioneer Award
Joe Chen
Maria McNiece

ECONOMICS

Teaching Award of Excellence
Hanan Sylla

Jack and Lewis Greenhut Prize
Andrew Teodorescu

W. Tate Whitman Prize in Economics
Max Krauskopf

George Benson and Richard Math Prize
Miaomiao Zhang

ENGLISH

Andrea de Man Award for Excellence in English
Adesola Thomas

Betty and Michael Wolf Prize in American Literature
Emily Sharp

Best Undergraduate Essay Contest, Winner
Delaney Sheldon

Best Undergraduate Essay Contest, Honorable Mention
Annie Cohen

Harry and Sue Rusche Scholarship
Paige Satchik

Emilio Arias

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES

James G. Lester Award
Maya Bradford

Hickcox Student Leadership Award
Emilio Arias

FRENCH AND ITALIAN

Mrs. Renée Bray Prize for the Year’s Best Work in French
Natalia Garzon Bridget Wilson Mahony

GERMAN STUDIES

Der Sprachpreis 1st Year
Robert Paul Wilson

Der Sprachpreis 2nd Year
Anna Siros

Award for Excellence
Elliot Frederick Hicks
Robert Paul Wilson

Viola Westbrook Endowed Scholarship
Yadana Myo
Enrique Perez Jr.

HISTORY

George P. Cattino Scholarship for Independent Research Abroad
Hannah Mariska Fuller
Nayive S. Gaytan
Junyi Han
Jonathan C. Tao

Human Health

Outstanding Citizen Award
Deanna Grace Altomara
Ismita Hussain

Outstanding Scholar Award
Eva Marie Amram

Outstanding Leader Award
Sarah L. Katz Haley Elizabeth Rogers

Outstanding Innovator Award
Nkosi Cave

JEWISH STUDIES

Tam Institute for Jewish Studies Summer Honors Thesis Grant
Xavier Isaiah Sayeed

LANGUAGE CENTER

Excellence in Arabic
Mary Kathryn Healy

Excellence in Chinese
Michael Benjamin Cerny

Excellence in ESL
Junyi (Joyce) Han

Excellence in French
Sophia Marie Minnillo

Excellence in German
Annabelle Myo

* GRADUATED AUGUST 2019
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# Awards and Prizes

**Excellence in Hindi**
- Kaustubh Gopal
- Rishika Jikaria

**Excellence in Italian**
- Beom Joon Kim
- Alex Zolla

**Excellence in Japanese**
- Ben Hammond

**Excellence in Latin**
- Evan Stuart Campbell Drake

**Excellence in Portuguese**
- Francisco Gonzalez

**Excellence in Russian**
- Jacqueline Leigh Moses

**Excellence in Spanish**
- Debbie Lee

**Excellence in Tibetan**
- Jennifer Wang

**Linguistics**
- Excellence in the Study of Linguistics
  - Sophia Marie Minnillo

**Excellence in the Study of Psychology and Linguistics**
- Tahmina Akhtar Mohiuddin

**Mathematics**
- Trevor Evans Award
  - Chloe Ka Yee Lee
  - David Chang Luo
  - Qiyu Zhang

**Putnam Prize**
- Emily Nicole Eckels

**Marshall Hall Award**
- Bradley Elliott

**Music**
- STIPE Fellow in Music
  - Samuel Edwards

**Friends of Music Senior Award**
- Sylvia Ware

**Philosophy**
- Charles Hartshorne Essay Prize
  - Sarah Lee
  - Elias Sage Neibart

**Paul Kuntz Prize**
- Dominic Ameed Shoucair*

**Political Science**
- Elliott Levitas Award
  - Andrew N. Kliwer
  - Madhumitha Baby Kumar

**Religion**
- William A. Beardslee Prize in Religious Literature
  - Evan Michael Finch

**Eugene Bianchi Prize**
- Ava Lauren Shaevel

**John Fenton Prize in the Comparative Study of Religion, Undergraduate**
- Sally Jenks
  - Caroline Elise Wilkinson
  - Paul B. Courtright Prize
  - Emma Averill Hanlon

**Sociology**
- Soloman and Sara Sutker Award for Outstanding Student in Sociology
  - Sara Jacobsen Feinstein
  - Yao Fu

**Spanish and Portuguese**
- Award for Excellence in Community Engagement
  - Ericka Samantha Canon

**Award for Excellence in Spanish and Linguistics**
- Seeira Phoenix Lett

**Emilia Navarro Award for Excellence in Spanish**
- Kathryn Rose Nilest

**Award for Excellence in Lusophone Studies**
- Carla Sofia Rodriguez

**Carlos Rojas Award for Excellence in Writing**
- Yasmine Shahout

**Theater**
- Alice N. Benston Award in Theater Studies
  - Willis Hao

**Brenda Bynum Award**
- Kayla Fallick

**Fine Award in Theater Studies**
- Julia Byrne

**Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality Studies**
- CGSS Outstanding Student Award
  - Cinthia Medina
  - Kareese Quashie

**Oxford College**
- Virgil Eady Sophomore Service Award
  - Nicolas Paschetto

**School of Medicine**
- Evangeline T. Papageorge Outstanding Student Award
  - Peyton Reid Hanson

**Dean’s Award**
- Miah Jenae Davis

**Eldon Langston Bolton, MD Service Award**
- Taryn DeGrazia

**Burt and Betty Schear Award**
- Amy Louise Chatelaine

**Candler School of Theology**
- Boone M. Bowen Award
  - John Will Rice

**Boisfeuillet Jones Medal**
- Nicole Marie Lambelet

**Candler Community Service Award**
- Amy Louise Chatelaine

**Chad Davis Memorial Award**
- John Kevin Lazarus

**Fellowship Seminarian Award**
- Keith Alexander Asberry II

**Ruth Sewell Flowers Award**
- Natalie Faye Buck

**Hoyt Hickman Award of the Order of St. Luke**
- Kimberly Adaugo Akano

**G. Ray Jordan Award**
- John Kevin Lazarus

**Berta R. and James T. Laney Award for Academic Excellence**
- Deborah Fortune

**Master of Divinity Award for Academic Excellence**
- Kimberly Adaugo Akano

**Genetic Counseling Student of the Year**
- Laura Mandeville Davids

**Nell Hodgson Woodruff School of Nursing**
- Boisfeuillet Jones Medal
  - Alexis Perkins

**PhD Silver Bowl**
- Roxana Chicas

**Distance ABSN Silver Bowl**
- Ashley Neever

**InEmory Silver Bowl**
- Mallory Khouw

**Oxford College**
- John Will Rice

**Robert W. Woodruff Fellowship**
- Deborah Fortune

**短缺**
- Deborah Fortune

**短缺**
- Deborah Fortune

**短缺**
- Deborah Fortune

**短缺**
- Deborah Fortune

**短缺**
- Deborah Fortune
Awards and Prizes

Master of Theological Studies
Award for Academic Excellence
Thomas Ryan Green

Mary Katherine (Myki) Mobley Memorial Award
Cassandra Elizabeth Hawkins

Russell E. Richey Award in Wesleyan Studies
Andrew Latham Postell

John W. Rustin Award
Benton Laramie Sampson

John Owen Smith Award
Zachary LaGrande Jones

SCHOOL OF LAW

A. James Elliott
Community Service Award
Savita Sivakumar

ADR Conflict Resolution
Book Award
Jeff Merritt

American Bankruptcy Institute Medal of Excellence
Rose Wang

Attorney’s Title Guaranty Fund Award
Cory Mull
Brandon Salky
Savita Sivakumar

Burt and Betty Schear Book Prize
Baoyi Cai
Jordan Marie Nittinger

Class of 2007 Distinguished Service Award
Rasmih Borah

Clinical Legal Education Association Award for Outstanding Clinical Student
Amy Augusta Jicha

Caster-Tuggle Award of Excellence in Family Law for Excellence in Family Law Courses
Christopher Gleason

Dean’s Service Award
Carlos Andino III
Clinton Ford
Stephanie Hernandez
Ayesha Jihad
Paige Kovalchik
Enuamaka Mkparu

Scales Ortega-Rodriguez
James Yongwoo Shin
Randy E. Tessier
Linden Wait
Mirna Youssef
Michelle Zhang

Dean’s Teaching Fellows
Anna Leigh Keith
Ddang Kim
Pranav Lokin
Jeff Merritt
Samin Mossavi
Austin Paalz
Linden Wait
Ronald Wang

Eliza Ellison Award in Law and Religion
Danielle Park

Emory International Law Review Excellence in Comment Mentorship
Shannon Patrick

Emory International Law Review Excellence in Editorial Management
Stephanie Belenkov

Emory International Law Review Red Pen Award for Best Spader
Shannon Patrick

Emory International Law Review W. Richard Smith Founder’s Award for Excellence in Legal Research and Writing
Paige Parker

Georgia Association of Women Lawyers Award for Outstanding Woman Graduate Committed to Practice in Georgia
Parisa Sarfarazi

Georgia Tax Conference Award for Excellence in Taxation Courses
Brian Landau

Edward J. Hemming Memorial Award
Christine Lorraine Thomas

Gertie and John Witte Prize in Law and Religion
Nathaniel V. Romano

International Academy of Trial Lawyers Award for Outstanding Ability in Trial Advocacy
D. Eric Burdette

James C. Pratt Memorial Award for Most Outstanding Member of the Moot Court Society
Evan Thomsen

Juris Master Leadership Award
Renee N. Shaw

Keith J. Shapiro Consumer Bankruptcy Writing Award
Brittany Estelle Temple

Keith J. Shapiro Corporate Bankruptcy Writing Award
Jack Dougherty

Lamar Inn of Court
Michael Ard-Kelly
Clinton Ford
Andrew Mueller

Mary Laura “Chee” Davis Award for Writing Excellence
John Parker Jr.

Master of Laws Leadership Award
Catherine Zhu

Michael P. Gullett Award for Excellence in Legal Writing and Editing
Sarah E. Moy

Minister Gloria Jean Fowler Angel Award
Sealtiel Ortega-Rodriguez

Myron Penn Laughlin Award for Excellence in Legal Research and Writing
Elijah O’Kelley Sr.

Pro Bono Publico Medal
Sam Holder
Frederick Johnson
Sama Emmatullah Kahook
Joseph Lenoff
Zack Panter
Eliza Taylor
Randy E. Tessier
Mirna Youssef

Order of the Coif

Provisional Candidates
Luke Anderson
Zoe Aron
Natalie Belle Baber
Alexander Capelli
Kyle Cummings
Ian Davis
Christopher Gleason
Keaston Hall
Lucy Hong
Frederick Johnson
Madelynn Kay
Anna Leigh Keith
Ddang Kim
Brian Landau
Jon Parker Leckerling
Robin Liu
Troy Mattila
Jake McDonough
Jack McNeill III
Cory Mull
Samin Mossavi
Elijah O’Kelley Sr.
Austin Paalz
Shannon Patrick
Rachel Peltzer
Leigh Shapiro
Eliza Taylor
Christine Lorraine Thomas

Order of Emory Advocates for Outstanding Achievement in or Contribution to Excellence in Advocacy Activities
Imaya Adris
Rasmih Borah
Emma Cramer
Clinton Ford
Claire Fyvolent
Samuel Miller
Michael Aaron Nozick
Anthony Rao
Natalia Souza
Evan Thomsen
Elise Wilson

Paul Bryan Prize in Constitutional Law
Kyle Cummings
Elijah O’Kelley Sr.

Pro Bono Publico Medal
Recipients (as of April 10, 2020)
Alex Borovsky
Evelyn Field
Stephanie Hernandez
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Emory University Commencement 2020
American Marketing Association Award
Erica Dian Brownfield
Caroline Fisher
Zizhong Fan
Kristina Victoria Garcia
Evan Jennings Hamrick
Robert David Hoffmire
Luis Joaquin Idoyaga
Cassidy Jones
Ilana Jean Katz
Madeline Rebecca Keb
Sarah Catherine Kier
Richard Lewis
Catherine Page Mannarino
Shubhendu Mohanty
Taylor Ann Montes de Oca
Tara Breen Olson
Urvi Patel
Raye Eduardo Perez
Sahil Paul Ramakrishnan
Sophie N. Reiser
Elizabeth Scholz
Kheonia Spaulding
Stephanie Ilene van Gelder
Jason C. Williams

BBA Career Management Center Award
Rhea Ravishanker Hebban
Alexander Harrison Rand

BBA Meritorious Service Award
Brandon E. Hirsh
Skyla P. Janus
Mitul A. Patel

BBA Scholar Athlete Award
Morgan Leslie Brandewie

Boisfeuillet Jones Medal
Catherine Jing Xu

Budnick Award for Transformation through Creativity
Samuel Marshall Kramer
Maria Elizabeth McNiece

Burt and Betty Sche者 Book Prize
Gabriel Lane Hart

Campbell Accounting Award
Yiqing Hong

Campus Leadership Award
Alex Jeffrey Dobosh
Keresa Richards

Core Value Award
Oluwatobi Babatomiade Adetifa
Anne Farland Arwood
Seung Youl Baek
Dipeeka Bastola
Jordan Arturo Bunster-deCorrea
Dalton Chase Callaway
Christine Toni Charaf
Sanjana Chhantyal
Prachiti Hemant Dalvi
Pranali Hemant Dalvi
Drew Warren Egan
Kevan Wayne Espy

Entrepreneurship Award
Christine Toni Charaf
Zaheer Khan
Hyun Kyung Lee
Adam Paul Miller
Louis Netherland
Katherine Lee Nichols
Catherine Leigh Ratliff
Benjamin Mark Sigel

EmoryMAC Award for Academic Achievement
Raymond Bruce Brady Jr.

Excellence in Communication Award
Allison Sara Gelman
Brett Jason Weinstein

Faraaz Hossain Core Values Award
Juan Pablo Sabillon Canahuati
Huri Usai Sanchez

George H. Mew Organization & Management Award
Robert Paul Wilson

International Ambassador Award
Michael Babitsky
Alina Gimik
Catalina Esther Murguia
Jeremy Rafael Schreier
Anna Shakirova
Jongsung Won

ISOM Business Analytics Award
Halle Elise Steinberg

ISOM Consulting Analytics Award
Samuel Young Galloway
Zimeng Wang

ISOM Distinction Award
William Granger Atkeson
Chandan Devireddy
Eri Michaela Falk
Mitchell Elliot Friedman
Ilana Jean Katz
Kaushal Patel
William Segura

ISOM Emerging Technologist Award
Sabrina Nicole Kates

Marketing Faculty Honor Award
Anne Farland Arwood
Shauna Haley Brandman
David Hinshillwood
Luis Joaquin Idoyaga
Ilana Jean Katz
Barbara Gooding Klein
David Patrick Klemperer
Annie Alexandra Kuo
Stephen Tyler Mattes
Aubrie Leigh Street

MBA Admissions Service Award
Amanda Philp

MBA Meritorious Service Award
Firdaus Dawood
Olivia Brooke Farley
Tyler Everett Freeman
Pedro Garcia
Brendan Christopher Marschner
James Andrew Schirmer
Catherine Marie Sutherland

MBA Multicultural Award
Sanjana Chhantyal
Brianna N. Davis
David Robert Hinshillwood
Nehal Mathur
Catherine Marie Sutherland
Shun Ping Tang
Kenneth Tharp
Priya Verma

MBA Outstanding Club Leader
Tierra Evans

Modular MBA for Executives Leadership Award
Erica Dian Brownfield
Awards and Prizes

MSBA Student Excellence in Business Acumen Award
Jake William Arendsen

MSBA Student Excellence in Data Award
Dipeeka Bastola
Halle Elise Steinberg

MSBA Student Excellence in Tech Award
Halle Elise Steinberg

MSBA Service Award
Fei Hou
Adil Ashish Kumar

Organization & Management Faculty Award
Michael Babitsky
Erica Dian Brownfield
Robert David Hoffmire
Aubrie Leigh Street
John Benjamin Warburton
Samanta Elliana Zipin

Partnership Award in Finance
Huaia Chen

Real Estate Faculty Award
Tierra Evans
Paul M. Neal

Ron Frank Marketing Scholarship
Emma Craven Reed Bentley

Social Enterprise Distinguished Student Award
Priyanka Venus Desai
Marnie Harris
Devon Preston Sullivan

Transcendence Award
Priscila Davila

Unsung Hero Award
Zachary Sylvan Glassman
Sean Robert Klein
Stephen Tyler Mattes
Brian Charles Reene

Wall Street Journal Student Achievement Award
Zhao Han Li

Weekend MBA for Executives Leadership Award
John Benjamin Warburton

Al Bous Outstanding Executive MBA Achievement Award
Chandan Devireddy
Joseph John Winter III

Andrew Ethridge Outstanding BBA Achievement Award
Priyanka Venus Desai

Gordon Sieffin Outstanding MBA Achievement Award
Taylor Ann Montes de Oca

Michael Lee Outstanding Evening MBA Achievement Award
Ilana Jean Katz

Most Outstanding Academic Accomplishment
Erin Michaela Falk
Carla Sofia Rodriguez
Samantha Elliana Zipin

Award for Leadership
Michael Jacob Battat
Jason Francis Waidzulis

JAMES T. LANEY SCHOOL OF GRADUATE STUDIES

Eleanor Main Graduate Student Mentor Award
Erica Vernice Harris
Michael Patrick Vaughn

George Armelagos Award for Excellence in Teaching by a Graduate Student
Sara Katarina Kauko
Shreyas Sreenath

Marjorie Shostak Prize for Excellence and Humanity in Ethnographic Writing
Shreyas Sreenath

Mathematics Graduate Student Research Award
Lea Beneish
Jackson Salvatore Morrow

Arts and Sciences Fellowship
Daniel Patrick McNamara

Dean’s Teaching Fellowship
Matias Bascunán Callis
Sara Valencia Botto
Lisa Renae Frazier
Jennifer Lauren Hayward
Rachel Becca Kozlowski
Stephanie Allison Larson
Kevin Patrick Lucas
Aruni Mahapatra
Margaret Louise Matthews

Emory Graduate Diversity Fellowship
Desiree De Leon
Ashay Layila French
Lauren V. Highsmith
Jordan Lea Johnson
Taryn Danielle Jordan
Carla Moreno
Tenzin Namdul
Roshni Nanu Patel
Justin Lysean Preston Shaw

George W. Woodruff Fellowship
Erica Tracey Akhter
Matias Bascunán Callis
Stephen Brincks
Catherine Elizabeth Cioffi
Yevgen Galona
Sarah Harsh
Aruni Mahapatra
Jordan Scott Martin
Margaret Louise Matthews
Rebecca McGlynn
Stephanie Spaid Miedema
Adam Perry Newman
Emily Sweetnam Pingel
Blaire Caroline Pingeton
Ilana Gabrielle Raskind
Daniel Thompson
Samuel Robert Timme
Miriam Elisabeth Van Dyke

Kharen Fulton Diversity Graduate Award
Justin Lysean Preston Shaw

Laney EDGE Fellowship
Morgan S. Barham

Laney Graduate School Fellowship
Mwangala Precious Akamandisa
Sarah Emily Anderson
Allyson Jane Boyington
Kelsie L. Brooks
Cyrus N. Chi
Suyun Chos
Andrew James Culbreth
Sarah Harsh
Roshni Nanu Patel
Shatam Ray
Trent Ryan
Angelica Pisey So

Mellon Foundation Graduate Teaching Fellowship
Yuila Evgenyevna Chuvileva
Andrew James Culbreth
Sarah Harsh
Roshni Nanu Patel
Shatam Ray
Trent Ryan
Angelicla Pisey So

Mellon Interventions Public Scholarship Fellowship
Amy Catherine Butner

Laney Graduate School Fellowship
Mwangala Precious Akamandisa
Sarah Emily Anderson
Allyson Jane Boyington
Kelsie L. Brooks
Cyrus N. Chi
Suyun Chos
Andrew James Culbreth
Allison Kathleen Cottner
Pearce Alexander Edwards
Emily Faerber
Lauren Cari Fleischer
Ryan Freeman
Catherine Elisabeth Fullarton
Frederick Gustav Basire

Goddard
Mallory Green
Rachel Renee Green
Robert Richard Haines
Madelyn C. Houser
Katherine Brianna Howard
Wahid T. Khan
Andrew Kingston
Alysse Johanna Kowalski
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